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D on Harper sells raspberries. A lot of them. For the past 18 years, he's sold berry jellies, syrups, sauces and raspberries-by-the-pint from his Whistling Wings Farm near Goose Rocks outside of Biddeford. He sells wholesale to 
gourmet shops around the country, has a successful mail order business and attracts 
hundreds of berry pickers to his lO-acre farmstead during berry season. 
But Harper's not content with standing still. So he's set up what may be the 
world's first berry stand along the info superhighway. And he's among the first wave 
of Mainers to gear up for high-tech retailing. On March 6 Harper inaugurated a new 
storefront on the Internet's World Wide Web, allowing shoppers from Sweden to 
Syracuse to Sydney to stop by, view photos of the 
farm, pick up an electronic brochure about rasp-
berries, download berry recipes and shop for berry -
products by browsing through color photos of 
Harper's goods. 
Harper may be among Maine's new retail pio-
neers, but he's far from alone in setting up shop on 
the 'net. Small retailers and major corporations 
alike are packing off in droves for cyberspace, as is 
everyone from mainstream media moguls to impoverished 
college students. Today's high-tech migration recalls the Gold 
Rush, with eager prospectors setting off in search of excellent 
adventures and abundant profits. 
And it's not a trend that's likely to soon fade away. An esti-
mated 4 million people worldwide have both the equipment 
and the electronic links to allow browsing on the Web. By the 
end of the year, that number will probably top 20 million, 
with no signs of slowing - which will only attract more busi-
nesses and prospectors to the migration. 
Of course, there's one small problem with all this. 
"I haven't made a penny yet," Harper reports cheerfully. 
" And I don't know if people will buy, to be honest about it." 
But Harper, who says he couldn't even turn on a computer 
three months ago, says he's in it for the long haul. The Web 
has great potential, not only for upstart firms to take business 
away from companies that have long controlled the distribu-
tion pipeline, but to open up new channels of communi-
cations among people whose voices have been lost in the 
mainstream media. 
"It opens up communication all over the world," Harper 
says. "If you don't want to get left behind, you b,etter do 
something." 
continued on page 8 
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• Pan Fried Oysters 
with Sour Cream MUJtard Sauce 
• Shrimp and Corn Fritters 
• Linda's Famous Baked Crab 






774-1740 • Spring and High Street 







MELT DOWN SAVER 
· Tune Up 
• Radiator Flush I Fill 
• 0111 Filter I Lube 
• TIre Rotation 
• Electrical System Check 
A Lot More Than Tune-Ups 
• Computerized Diagnostic Tune-Up 
• Radiator Flush & Fill 
• Maintenance Service' Fuel Injection Cleaning 
• Lube, 011 & Filter chage 
• Brake Service I 
• Emission Control System Inspection ' 
• 12-Month12,OOO Mile Guarantee • ' 
(See center manager for details) ~ 
MOST CARS· RESTRICTIONS 
APPLY· MAY NOT BE COMBINED 
WITH OTHER OFFERS· SEE 
MANAGER FOR DETAILS· OFFER 
EXPIRES MARCH 31st, 1995 
Where Everyon 
on St. Paddy 
Friday, March 
-Irish Breakfast: Com Beef Hash, Eggs, 
Cabbage & Irish Toast $3.95 
-Specials: Potato Cakes, Eggs & Irish Toast $2.75 
-Com Beef Sandwich on Rye w/fries $4.50 
-Bowl of Mulligatawny Stew w/Irish Bread $4.50 
-Irish Haddock Chowder cup $2.50, bowl $3.50 
-Irish Boiled Dinner $7.95 
Grey Corned Beef, Cabbage, Turnip, Carmts, Potato, 
Onion, Beets, Irish bread 
Irish Music, Singing & Dancing & Good 'ole Irish Fun 
Irish Food, Drink specials and Green Beer 
16 oz Pabst & 160z Bud Light $1.00 
Rolling Rock & Miller Lite $1.50 
Pint of Guiness $2.50 
Happy Hours 7 ~9am & 4~6pm 
212 Danforth Street • Portland • 774 .. 7604 
Join US Friday, 
March 17, for a 
St. Paddy's Day 
Gelehration 
Irish Boilea Dinner $7.95 
Gray Com Beef, Potato, Onion, Turnip, 
Carrots, Cabbage, Beets & Irish Bread 
Com Beef Sandwich on R~e w/fries $4.95 
Bowl Lamb Irish Stew w/[rish bread $4.95 
Irish Haddock Chowder $2.50/$3.50 
"Where Good es Just Happen" 
330 Fore Street • Old Port • 772,5656 
i 
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A conversation with Faiz Mohammad 
11 ... ;' .... " ... 
1'~ 
"Art Is what you perceive It to be. You could look at a blank wall and make something out of It." 
Faiz Mohammad has been a guard at the Portland 
Museum of Art for 12 years. Although he has no 
formal art training, he knows what he likes, When he 
talk 
was first hired, he 
worked the grave-
yard shift, fending 
off midnight heists, 
Now he is the chief security officer, According to 
Mohammad, the museum has never been robbed. 
Do you need special training to be a guard? 
We are called officers, not guards, 
Do you need special training to be an officer? 
No. 
What should people not do In the museum? 
You cannot use a pen in the gallery, but you can use 
pencils. We do not allow easels or tripods. Sketch 
books can't be any bigger 16 by 20 inches, People can 
only take photographs of pieces owned by the 
museum. 
State Theatre 
609 Congress St reet, Portland 
879-1112 
Oayton Oance Ilimpany March 18 
West Sidl Story IUoyie} Mardi 19 
Wil~d ot Oz IMoYle} !.pili 1)·13 
nsh HiDojm's Border lour Mar 1 
Mosl bck,ts ,""I,bl, at thes, DUII'~' 
Record R,nd,,·vous ·Kennebunk 
985·3870, 
Plav rl Agarn . Yarmouth 846·471 1 
Alfred Hitchcock 
Returns to the State! 
6pml8:15pm 
"Rear Window· & "Vertigo· 
All movie tickets 
Have you ever had to remove someone from 
the museum? 
Yes, once a guy was intoxicated, It was a Thursday 
evening, when admission is free, He was yelling and 
calling people names. Three or four officers took him 
outside, 
It took three or four officers to get him out? 
You can't be too careful. 
What do visitors to the museum ask you? 
The first thing people want to know is where the 
[Winslow] Homer watercolors are. They're only 
displayed two months out of the year, July and 
August, because they're so fragile. That's when we 
have the most people visiting, People ask about the 
value of the art, but I don't know what pieces are 
worth, 
During the Rodin show, people wanted to know if 
"The Thinker" was the original. And even though 
there was a display explaining the process, people 
asked us how it was done. 
Is the museum a good place to bring a date? 
We do find people smooching on the benches, Once 
we found a young couple in the auditorium 
smooching and caressing, but their clothes were on, 
What Is art? 
Art is what you perceive it to be, You could look at a 
blank wall and make something out of it. People will 
look at abstract art and won't understand it. They 
have to see something in it. 
What Is your favorite work in the museum? 
Frans Hals' "Man With a Beer Keg," But it's not on 
display now, it's in storage. 
Do you believe In public funding of the arts? 
Oh, yeah, of course. We get so many school kids who 
tour the museum and get educated on culture and art. 
Do you have any children? 
One boy, 16 months old. He likes the echo here. ·He 
just runs around and makes noises. 
By David Wainberg; photo by Colin Malakie 
Bobby McFerrin's A Very Special Evening with 
Hard Choral Mel Torme. 
i 
I 
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MORE CHOICES 
OTHER GYMS 
Too much spandex 
Perfect tans 
Intimidation 
Service for a $ 
OUR GYM 
No spandex necessary 
Tan if you want 
No intimidation 
Service with a smile 
: Catered Office Events 
is ••• f>ke F:ree 
FULL SCALE MURALS BY TONY TAYLOR 
BIG BAND" SWING MUSIC 
~reakfast served all day 
551 Congress Street, Portland 207-773-6957 
(Formerly the Magic Muffin) 
Open Every Day 7am - 3pm 
•••••••••••••••• 
:THLMOVIES: 
• '\."11" ,',\, "'\"I"""~I" """11\.1>" .... , . 
•••••••••••••••• 
In Dresses by Newfield -
you're ready for 
anything ... 
anyevent .. . 
any occaswn .. . 
Weddings, proms, 
picnics in the country ... 
in colors from white -
through pastels -
to black ... 
only at 
AMARYLLIS 
4 1 Exchange SI . PartkJnd. ME 
207772 4439 
Hours 106 do Iy. 1(}8 '30 Fr; Sot .. 
125.30 Sun . 
Always 
Fresh . 





ANY ONE ITEM IN THE STORE 
WITH THIS AD • THROUGH 3-31-95 
OFF 
Receive a FREE 
"Club 21" T-shirt with 
every $100 purchase. 
newsreal A review of the top news stories affecting Greater Portland March 1 through 7. 
Portland West seeks a new direction. Portland West Neigh-
borhood Planning Council director Peter O'Donnell is forming a 
committee of business leaders, human services providers and neighbor-
hood residents to advise his troubled agency on ways to resolve its 
management problems. Committee members will meet with O'Donnell 
once a week to help him figure out "where we next need to proceed and 
how we'll proceed." O'Donnell promises to announce the committee's 
membership during the week of March 13. 
On March 9, O'Donnell will ask Portland West's board of directors to 
begin making changes to prevent a reoccurrence of problems that arose 
under former director James Oliver. Oliver signed a contract with con-
sultant Bruce Reeves guaranteeing Reeves more than $60,000 a year for 
five years, but he did not inform the board. On March 2, Reeves and the 
board reached agreement to void tha t deal. 
O'Donnell wants the board to approve an overhaul of the agency's by-
laws to make it clear all such contracts require board 
approval. He also wants the board expanded to in-
crease community and neighborhood 
representation. And he wants a full audit of the 
agency's finances. In particular, O'Donnell is 
seeking information on Youth in Action, a sepa-
rate non-profit organization that owns Portland 
West's headquarters, the People's Building on 
Brackett Street. While Youth in Action collects 
rent on the building from Good Day Market 
($16,000 per year) and the AmeriCorps program 
($6,500), it's not clear where those revenues go. 
Youth in Action is still controlled by Oliver and 
his former second-in-command, Patricia Waldron. 
O'Donnell wants to wrest control' of the building 
from the group. " It just doesn' t make sense to me 
that two of the three people overseeing the building 
are gone from the agency," he said. "It's the 
People's Building, the people who are running it 
should be the [Portland West] board of directors." 
Hili people feel safer on the streets than 
in their homes, according to a community policing 
survey conducted last year by Portland police. Police 
interviewed 195 Munjoy Hill residents about crime 
and safety. The survey said that 90, percent of the re-
spondents felt safe on neighborhood streets during 
the day, while less than 50 percent felt safe sitting at 
home with windows and doors unlocked . At night, a 
little more than 50 percent felt they were safe on the 
streets, while only 20 percent felt safe at home. 
In response, police opened the second community policing center in 
the city. Over 50 residents visited the center, located at 101 Atlantic St., 
during a March 4 open house. "We' re here to try and make things a little 
better," said Sgt. Bill Ridge, a community policing superviSor. "These of-
ficers will be a presence in the neighborhood." 
Along with the center's coordinator Angela Gleason, officers will refer 
problems that don' t demand police assistance to social service organiza-
tions. "The officers will try to act as mediators and help a situation before 
it requires police involvement," Ridge said . "But they will still act as po-
lice. They will make arrests if they have to." 
The head of UMalne wants change but probably won't get it. 
Chancellor Michael Orenduff, in his March 2 "State of the University" 
address, proposed a system-wide course catalog, a raise for professors, 
expanded interactive TV programs and exit tests for graduates. Orenduff 
hopes to implement all the proposals in the next six months. But he forgot 
to ask the professors. 
"There's no way any of it will happen," said Professor Kathy Ashley, 
who teaches English at the University of Southern Maine. "He gave all 
those suggestions without talking to the faculty ... it was just a waste of 
energy." 
All of Orenduff's proposals would have to be designed and approved 
by faculty committees, Ashley said. But since university teachers have 
been without a contract since last year, protesting professors have refused 
to do any work besides teaching classes and advising students. 
"We're not going to committee meetings, we're not going to depart-
ment meetings," Ashley said. "Nobody realizes it yet, but nothing is 
getting done." 
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Paper Industry Is healthy but needs help to stay that way. A 
special panel created by the Legislature to study the future of Maine's pa-
per industry submitted its report March 9. The panel concluded that the 
industry needs more capital investment to keep jobs secure, according to 
commission chair Glen Frost, a ninth generation Mainer and executive at 
Madison Paper. 
The commission report stresses that 46,000 Mainers have jobs in, or 
closely related to the paper industry, and that the average salary of those 
jobs is $41,000. But to keep those wages high, the state needs an improved 
freight rail system to transport paper products and a joint industry-gov-
ernment council to tackle other issues. The report does not call specifically 
for paper industry tax breaks or relaxing environmental regulations, Frost 
said . But it does say Maine should stop taxing business equipment. It also 
urges legislators to look hard at providing $20 million to help paper com-
panies reduce pollution. Gov. Angus King's budget does not include 
money for the paper companies. 
"We're going to put the facts on the table so people can make an in-
formed decision. And we'll see what the fu ture will bring," Frost said. 
The industry's fortunes will continue to be cyclical and tied to global 
economic forces, Frost predicted . "But without more investment, 
Maine's industry could become just a supplier of raw materials to 
the rest of the world." 
King will do his part to promote the industry, Frost said, 
by hand-carrying copies of the commission's report to pa-
per company execs, who'll be gathered in New York City 
on March 14 for an industry convention. 
NAACP soap opera continues, as the local 
vice president claims her resignation was sent to re-
gional headquarters without her permission. She also 
said the chapter president is no longer in charge. But 
he disagrees. "I have full executive powers over this 
branch," said Moses Sebunya. 
Vice President Renee Berry-Huffman told CBW she 
wrote a resignation letter in late February. But she 
didn't submit it because Neville Knowles, vice-presi-
dent of the regional NAACP, suggested she wait. 
On March 6, Knowles sent the letter to NAACP re-
gional offices, Berry-Huffman claims, without her 
knowledge. "I don't know why he did it," Berry-
Huffman said. "This was a wake-up call for me." 
The NAACP has been embroiled in a dispute over 
allegations that Sebunya threatened Berry-Huffman. 
After a membership meeting Feb. 21, Sebunya said 
the group gave votes of confidence to both he and 
Berry-Huffman. Berry-Huffman disagrees. Both she 
and Sebunya were relieved of their offices, she said, 
until the dispute is resolved. Knowles was chosen to 
head the NAACP in·their absence, she said. 
But according to NAACP secretary Claire Clein, 
"The membership passed a motion in full support of the president and 
vice president. Suspension was never discussed . It was never an issue." 
Yet Berry-Huffman insists the group put Knowles in charge. She said 
that Clein is conspiring with Sebunya - who maintains that he's a victim 
of a Berry-Huffman conspiracy. 
The two are slated to appear in District Court March 10 because Berry-
Huffman is asking for legal protection from Sebunya. 
weird news It wasn' t an earthquake or UFOs, but nobody seems to 
have a good explanation for the shaking feeling that hit 
sections of southern Maine on the nights of March 1 and 2. Police and 
stale officials got calls about tremors and loud noises from Portland, 
Scarborough and several York County towns, but neither the Weston Ob-
servatory in Massachusetts nor the Maine Geological Survey reported 
seismographic activity in the area. 
That left the explanation in the hands of creative TV meteorolOgists. 
Pete Bouchard of WGME-TV theorized water trapped under tin roofs had 
refrozen, causing the metal to rattle and hum. WMTW's Lou McNally 
thought it was a combination of water freezing in small faults in the 
ground, and chunks of ice falling out of trees. 
The state coordinator for the Mutual UFO Network, Bud Bechtel, dis-
missed the possibility that it could have been the work of visiting 
.extraterrestrials. Bechtel said earthquakes aren't associated with flying 
saucers, and while there are some reports of UFOs creating sonic booms 
and whistling noises, "usually they're absolutely silent." 
Reported by Chris Barry, AI Diamon, Dana Scully and Bob Young; 
illustrated by John Bowdren. 
.' 
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$6 million facelift scares city 
Councilors balk at gaining $600,000 in back taxes and affordable 
housing from Lafayette project 
Developers want to undertake a 
$6-million facelift of a downtown Port-
land landmark, paying the city over 
$600,000 in back taxes and providing 
73 units of affordable housing in the 
process. What's wrong with the deal? 
For some city councilors it means too 
much low-income housing. And under 
their proposed restrictions on low-in-
come housing, the project wouldn't 
warrant their support. 
Welcome to what's become an 
annual ritual- a battle over whether 
the City Council wants to take the poor 
out of Portland via housing policy. 
Two years ago, it was restrictions on 
special-needs housing and rent subsi-
dies. Then it was banning halfway 
houses for felons. 
The battle was rejoined March 3, 
when David Lakari, who used to criti-
cize councilors as a consultant for 
developers, wrote an ornery opinion 
piece in his new capacity as director of 
More recently, the Lafayette fell on 
hard times. In 1968 the building under-
went significant alterations, including 
the addition of an aluminum and glass 
shell to its historic corner bow. Shortly 
after, it became 111 apartments, then a 
"flop house." The Lafayette fell into 
disrepair as it changed ownership. Its 
roof 
I~ i .. t4·'~1 it"'1""tlll£III, j'Wl ~~~t:d. 
were 
unrentable. And its cash-strapped Mas-
sachusetts owners owed the city more 
than $600,000 in delinquent taxes and 
penalties. 
Last December, the Lafayette was 
acquired by a limited partnership cre-
ated by Portland developer Pam 
Gleichman. Gleichman aims to use fed-
eral tax credits for low-income housing 
and historic preservation to restore the 
building. When construction is com-
pleted in the summer of J 996, the 
A postcard view of the Layfayette on Congress Street during the hotel's golden era. 
the Maine State Housing Authority. 
The piece chided councilors for trying 
to I imi t tax cred its for projects like the 
$6.6 million renovation of the old 
Lafayette Hotel. 
Councilors have fired back. Bu t 
they've also backed off, admitting that 
their proposed restrictions are too 
stringent because they would not allow 
support for projects like the Lafayette. 
And according to advocates fC1T the 
poor, more affordable housing is badly 
needed in Portland. 
Mayor supports 
The Lafayette building stands at the 
gateway to Portland's new" cultural 
corridor." Built in 1903, the seven-story 
structure occu pies the corner of Park 
and Congress streets and sits on a lot 
that once was home to the Mussey 
Boarding House, where Gen. Marquis 
de Lafayette spent the night in 1825. In 
its pre-World War \I heyday, the 
Lafayette became a bustling hotel with 
a swank penthouse ballroom and a 
dazzling array of ground floor shops, 
including a drug store that featured an 
onyx-trimmed soda fountain and cash 
register. 
Lafayette will offer 73 apartments for 
low-income tenants, five units for eld-
erly tenants, and 23 units at market 
rents. 
"It's really going to make a huge im-
pact on the neighborhood," said project 
manager Rosa Scarcelli. "It will be 
taken back to its original brick color. It's 
going to have a whole new face. It's get-
ting tremendous support from the city's 
historic people." 
The project has also garnered sup-
port from Mayor Dick Paulson, who 
has made revitalizing downtown his 
top priority. In a letter to Lakari, 
Paulson said the Lafayette project "will 
have a major positive impact on upper 
Congress Street and will continue the 
momentum of this fast-developing 
area ... The city of Portland su pports 
this initiative enthUSiastically." 
Well, not everyone in the city of 
Portland. 
Concentration issue 
Members of the city council's Hous-
ing Committee - Keri Lord, Cheryl 
Leeman and George Campbell- are 
concerned about developers using tax 
credits to concentrate low-income hous-
ing in parts of Portland. Last year, the 
city fielded inquiries from developers 
who talked about using the credits to 
create almost 1,000 units of affordable 
housing. And city officials realized they 
had no formal policy to review the 
credits. ("We have an unpolicy," 
Campbell said.) So they decided to craft 
one. 
No matter what kind of policy they 
come up with, city officials can't veto 
the use of tax credits, which are allo-
cated by the State Housing Authority. 
But city officials want to be able to re-
view projects to see if they comply with 
the city's housing goals (to promote 
home ownership and disperse subsi-
dized housing). Then city officials can 
either endorse projects or pan them. "I 
think a letter of non-support [to fund-
ing sources] would be very damaging" , 
explained Leeman. 
Under guidelines drafted by the 











that a tax-credit 
project had to 
be "distressed." 
And a building 
that was cur-
rentlyoccupied 







lines also said 
tha t a project 
should not 
have more than 
40 percent of its 
units dedicated to low-income housing. 
So when Housing Committee mem-
bers learned that 75 percent of 
Lafayette was going to be for low-in-
come housing, and that the project had 
the mayor's blessing, they were not 
pleased. "To be blunt, I initially found 
[Paulson's letter] upsetting," Campbell 
said. 
"Do we want 70 units concentrated 
in one building? It's a concentration 
issue," Leeman added. 
But then it was pointed out that the 
Lafayette already housed poor people, 
and without the tax credits, would con-
tinue to deteriorate. And councilors 
began to change their thinking. 
"It became clearer to me why the 
Lafayette was an appropriate use of the 
tax credits," Campbell said. 
"Let's face it, the Lafayette is positive 
in a lot of different aspects," Leeman 
admitted. "I guess we need some clari-
fication on what's a distressed 
building." 
Still, Lord and Leeman have ex-
pressed concerns about locking the 
Lafayette into low-income housing for 
decades - which the tax credits re-
quire. "Is that what we want for the 
future when we look at our overall plan 
for downtown Congress Street?" 
Leeman asked, suggesting that different 
plans for the Lafayette might surface as 
the arts district evolves. "Who 
would've thought the State Theatre 
would be a thriving success without a 
single dollar of public money?" 
Leeman also fears that when the tax 
credits expire in 15 years, the Lafayette 
will be acqUired by a nonprofit group 
and the property will become tax ex-
empt. That happened with an elderly 
housing project on State Street and the 
city lost over $150,000 in taxes a year. 
But Paulson doesn't believe the 
Lafayette renovation should be shelved 
for the possibility of a more upscale 
use. "I did not see that any bankable 
plans were on the table for a private 
investor to restore the property to ... 
have a 100 percent market rate facility," 
he said . 
Dire need? 
In any case, there's a need for more 
affordable housing in Portland, accord-
ing to a five-page report submitted to 
the Housing Committee on Feb. 16 by 
Mark Swann, executive director of the 
Preble Street Resource Center. 
The report noted that more than 
200 Portland families are on a waiting 
list for federal rent assistance vouchers, 
and another 800 families are on a wait-
ing list for Portland Housing Authority 
apartments. 
Meanwhile, the number of people 
using the city shelter almost doubled 
from 1993 to 1994, the report said. A 
survey of Portland landlords found no 
apartments that were affordable to dis-
abled people who did not receive rental 
assistance. And a survey of people who 
come to the Preble Street soup kitchen 
found that more than 75 percent of 
those in terviewed spent 65 to 75 per-
cent of their income on rent. On top of 
that, most of the affordable single room 
occupancy units (SRO) in the city are 
"poorly maintained, dilapidated and 
dangerous," the report said. 
"Recently a social worker from 
Preble Street Resource Center accompa-
nied an elderly homeless client to view 
an SRO room on High Street for pos-
sible rental. When the door to the room 
was opened the sight was disgusting; 
the 4 foot by 6 foot room contained only 
a small bed with a ripped, dirty and 
urine soaked mattress, and there was 
barely enough room for the only other 
piece of furniture, a small broken 
dresser." 
"[D]iscrimination and prejudice are 
also obstacles to the availability of af-
fordable housing," the report con-
cluded. "There is clearly a dire need to 
increase the availability of affordable 
housing for low-income residents of 
Portland. Without an effort to increase 
the numbers and quality of the afford-
able housing stock, hundreds of men, 
women and children will continue to 
suffer the effects of homelessness, inse-





• By Al Dial'llon 
Dookie 
News of the birth of the Green 
Party in Maine has been, it seems, 
greatly exaggerated. The almost-offi-
cial third party isn't viable yet, and 
there's nothing to indicate that'll hap-
pen anytime soon. 
The special legislative election in 
Portland last week provided strong 
evidence the Greens have a long way 
to go before harnessing their idealism 
to the practicalities of politics. In one 
of the most liberal districts in the 
state, the Green candidate garnered 
just 18 percent of the vote. That's not 
bad for the sort of wacko indepen-
dent that runs on a platfonn of 
ending government control of the 
tides, recriminalizing mopery and 
distributing condoms to cats. But the 
Greens are trying to prove they don't 
belong in the screwball category. 
Their gubernatOrial candidate picked 
up over 20 percent of the vote in this 
section of Portland last November. 
For legislative candidate John Herrick 
to fall short of that does nothing to 
improve his party's credibility. 
Herrick also managed to get fewer 
votes than the Republican candidate. 
Only 16 percent of the neighbor-
hood's voters admit to being affili -
ated with the GOP, but Duncan 
Hopkins' name still got checked off 
on about 21 percent of the ballots. 
The Green Party will, no doubt, 
come up with its own soft-focus inter-
pretation of the results. It was a 
beginning, the party faithful will 
claim. It was an excellent showing for 
such a low-budget effort. It was a tri-
umph of grassroots activism. It was a 
victory for principle over politics. 
It was organic cow flop. 
In a district in which 47 percent of 
the voters are Democrats and 37 per-
cent are independents, the Greens 
were unable to carve out a solid block 
of supporters. In a district where the 
former Democratic representative 
was being hammered by the news 
media for questionable practices in 
his private life, the party failed to es-
tablish themselves as the alternative 
to politics-as-usual. In a compact in-
ner-city neighborhood, the Greens 
fumbled through a disorganized cam-
paign that was never in the right 
place at the right time. In Herrick, 
who ran Jonathan Carter's gubernato-
rial campaign, the party had a 
candidate with name recognition and 
a track record, something neither of 
his opponents had. But the Greens 
couldn't figure out how to exploit 
those advantages. 
If that many lucky breaks isn't 
enough to jump-start a party's vital 
signs, nothing is. If the Greens can't 
win in the leftist paradise of Port-
land's West End, or at least finish a 
respectable second, it's doubtful they 
can win anyplace. Rather than be-
coming a legitimate third option for 
voters, the Greens are in danger of 
settling for irrelevance. The party will 
be left to grub for cheap publicity by 
playing the spoiler in close races. 
For instance, a Green Party candi-' 
date in the upcoming special 
legislative election in Sanford would 
be a long shot to collect even 5 per-
cent of the vote. But with the 
expected contest between Republi-
cans and Democrats rated as too close 
to call, a few Democrat-turned-
Greenie votes could give the GOP the 
edge it needs to assure victory. Of 
course, the disorganized Greens are 
unlikely to have a candidate in 
Sanford, so even that marginal oppor-
tunity for impact will slip by them. 
The Green Party's recruiting prob-
lems go beyond finding candidates. 
The group is having trouble attracting 
rank-and-file members, particularly 
in areas of the state not noted for their 
left-leaning orientation. Green offi-
cials get a little defensive when asked 
for names of prominent Mainers 
who've jumped to their camp. "We 
haven't got a lot of officeholders and 
officials, because they know which 
side their bread is buttered on," said 
party coordinator Mathew Scease. 
"Maybe in a couple of years if more 
things like the Maine Health Program 
compromise happen, more Demo-
crats will see the light." 
So far, the Greens' all-star team is 
mostly replacement players. Lance 
Tapley, who ran Democrat Richard 
Barringer's gubernatOrial campaign 
into oblivion, is a newly registered 
member. So is former Democratic 
state representative Jason Wentworth 
of Arundel. Ex-legislator Maria Holt 
of Bath toyed with switching, but 
held off. 'Tm a Green-Democrat," 
Holt said. ''I'd like to see the two 
meld." 
Maybe the party's problems are 
inherent in the name. Alternatives to 
"green," according to the thesaurus, 
include" unsophisticated, inexperi-
enced, immature, callow, inexpert, 
untrained, unskilled, unversed, awk-
ward, amateurish, gullible, naive, 
easily fooled, credulous and simple." 
Given a decade or two to sort out 
the issues, hold a few thousand meet-
ings, set up some committees, issue a 
few reports and reach some kind of 
murky consensus, the Green Party 
might get around to dealing with po-
litical reality in the late 20th century. 
But by then, it'll be the early 21st cen-
tury, and one will need a spectro-
scope to detect any sign of the ver-
dant hue in state policy. If the Greens 
don't learn from their mistakes in this 
election, they'll end up as little more 
than a footnote in a poli tical science 
textbook chapter called, "How Not to 
Do It." 
Computer geeks can contact this column 
via our new e-mail address, "cantmakethe 
@#·!thingwork. " Important news should 
still be sent the old fashioned way, care of 
Casco Bay Weekly, 561 Congress St., 
Portland, ME 04101. Or choose the 
middle ground and fax 775-1615. 
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MORGANFIELD'S 
Center St. • across from Civic Center 
~~--~ r----------~~~ 
Portland's home for live music! 
Women Free! 
Rare club date! 





tailspin of sound." 
Fri_, 3-17: $10 
Antone's Records. 
Star of The Blues 
Brothers movie. 
Sat., 3-18: $5 
Rockabilly-mania! 
Sun., 3-19: $5 
Texas-style! 
Every Sunday 
Two Live Music 
Brunches! 
Unlimited Servings! 
Every Mon. - Free 
MOJO NIGHT: Brotherhood Dogs 
Big Chief & The Coninentals 
Big Double Bill: 
~ Whit:fie1d &'lbe Savages 
01arlie Sayles &'lbe Blues Distipes 
Matt " Guitar" 
Sleep~ LaBeef 
Smokin' Joe Kubek 
Jazz Brunch (10 A.M. to Noon) 
Gospel Brunch (1:00 to 3:30 P.M.) 
Randall's House Party -Open Mic Show 
Upcoming Shows: 
3/23 Killer Greens, 3/24 Michelle Willson & Evil GaL 3/2S Jimm':j 
Rogers, 3/31 Luther NGuitar Jr.N Johnson, 4/1 Toni L':jnn 
Washington, 4/2 Tom Rush. 4/8' Ronnie Dawson & High Noon 
Portland's First Authentic 
Stone Oven Pizzeria 
from Old Naples" 
Always Fresh ... 
Pizzas are cooked in 2-4 minutes by 
Turino's Hand-Packed Stone Oven which 
is Environmentally Friendly. 
That means -- All ingredients you experience are 
the freshest! 
Specialty Pizza Slice Daily 
Turino's - 164 Middle Street, (Entrance on Market Street) in Old Port. 780-6600 
Why 100% of 2,000 
AAA customers return to 
Century Tire for their tire 
and auto service needs. 
In a recent AAA swvey, 100% of 2,000 of our AAA CIl8tomers say they will re-
tum to us lor theil' future tire and auto repair needs. 
• the results· 
• _,.ed bell pr ... "-
o\lld retuJll ,to' M\I:.Oo",,_ (lelt) 01 
...-' ,_,", AM P,""Dt. CentuJy Til.'. ~. 
• ice Manag.r Leroy Byron (ceDla) 
and. Pr •• kleDI Diet ArOQlon with. 
FedUty 01 Ib_ TNJ' Award. 
Qenturutire 
.. AUTO SERVICE CENTERS 
"K"plng PorIJlnd Roiling for over 70 yelrs" 
8 Casco Bay Weekly 
"All the media 
courses in the 
1960's started 
with Marshall 




make a global 
village. That never 
happened because 
of the corporate 
and hierarchical 
network television 
system .•• [With the 
World Wide Web], 
we have what a lot 
of us were fighting 





- Darrell Taylor 
Web page designer 
( right) 
photo/Colin Malakie 
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WHO'S ON THE WEB? 
The following southern Maine 
businesses either operate or are developing 
World Wide Web sites: 
Andrew Wilcox, Consultant" 
Caribou Visual Presentations" 
Casco Bay Weekly" 
Century 21, Balfour Real Estate 
Chase Tavern Farm Alpacas' 
Deep River Publishing 
Delorme Mapping· 
Dube Travel 
Eastern River Expeditions' 
EyeMaglc Text and Image' 
Four Seasons Gifts" 
Interface Monthly 
Jordan Bay Trading 
levinsky's 
Maine lobster Direct 
Phoenix Systems' 
Plnetree Garden Seeds' 
R.C. Theberge General Contractors, Inc. 
Resort Sports Network' 
Richard Rust, Internet Tourgulde' 
Sabre Yachts Corporation' 
School of Ocean Sailing· 
Shipyard Brewing 
The Maine Antique Digest· 
The North Workgroup Consulting· 
The Omicron Inforium' 
Tower Publishing' 
Translearn Associates· 
Whistling Wings Farm· 
Whittle Farm' 
Young Fine Arts Auction 
• Web page operating as of March 7. 
Click. 
Welcome to the World Wide Web. 
Click. 
What's the Web? 
Think of the Web as a prosperous and rapidly growing 
neighborhood that's part of a much bigger universe called 
the Internet. (The Internet is that much-hyped network that 
links millions of computers worldwide. Those who have an 
Internet connection can roam freely from one computer to 
the next, gathering information as they go.) 
The Web isn't software, it isn't a computer, it isn't a 
network. It's a set of protocols that allows Internet users to 
easily send and receive information, including text, photo-
graphs, and short audio and video clips. 
. But the feature that has prompted a digital avalanche of 
interest in the W.eb is hypertext, which is used to link 
documents located throughout cyberspace. 
If the page you're reading had been on the Web, you 
would have moved your mouse to place the cursor over the 
word underlined above. 
Click. 
That simple action would connect you to another docu-
ment containing more detailed information on hypertext. 
That file might be located somewhere in the same computer 
in which you're browsing, or in another machine on the 
other side of the world. The beauty of the Web is that it uses 
simple point and click commands that hide all the messy 
technical workings of the Internet, form ing a seamless 
network of information and images. Visionaries and people 
who've had too much coffee say that within a few years the 
Web will contain nothing less than the sum of human 
understanding. 
That prediction may be overly ambitious, but rapid 
growth of the World Wide Web has been staggering. The 
Web was first invented in 1989 by a 
group of bored Swiss physicists looking 
for an elegant way to swap documents 
and link research. But it didn't take off 
until 1993, when a showy bit of software 
called Mosaic arrived on the scene and 
stole the show. 
Thanks to the popularity of Mosaic -
and, more recently, Netscape Navigator 
- the number of Web sites has soared in 
recent months. In mid-1993, only 130 
Internet computers held documents 
accessible to Web browsers. By Decem-
ber 1994, nearly 12,000 computers 
worldwide were on the Web, with the 
number growing by 50 to 100 a day. And 
within each of those computers are 
countless Web "home pages," which 
serve as tables of contents to point users 
to other related documents. 
For instance: The State of Maine Web 
home page contains links to various 
state executive departments (each of 
which has its own home page) and to 
other Web sites in Maine, such as those 
maintained by Sugarloaf and DeLorme 
Mapping. The page also has links to the 
Library of Congress and to CityNet, 
which in turn connects users to dozens 
of municipal networks nationwide. 
How do you find anything amid this 
information anarchy? There's no formal 
index on the Web, which greatly irks the 
linear-minded. But thanks to hypertext, 
tracking down information isn't all that 
difficult. All you need to do is find one 
Web page that relates to your interests 
(online directories exist to help you get 
you started), and you'll be able to link 
onward to related sites. 
The boom in Web users has even 
outstripped the boom in Web hosts . At 
the beginning of 1995, an estimated 
1 to 2 million people were equipped to 
roam the Web. Last month, Prodigy, a 
commercial online service, created a 
Web browser for its 2.5 million subscrib-
ers. Within the next six months the other 
two major online services - America 
Online and CompuServe - plan to 
• inaugurate their own browsers, swelling 
the Web universe to about 10 million 
people. 
And the Web population is only 
expected to surge. The next big wave will roll through later 
this year when Microsoft, the world's dominant software 
manufacturer, distributes its new Windows '95 software, 
which will create Internet access at the click of a mouse 
through its new Microsoft Network. If just one in five of the 
anticipated 50 million Windows '95 buyers succumb to 
temptation and click that button, the number of Web users 
will expand to 20 million. 
After that, the next and biggest wave of migration to the 
Web, say some Web observers, will come in three to five 
years, when cable companies offer Web browsing through 
set-top boxes and home television sets, edging the Web 
from a niche market to a mainstream information distribu-
tion powerhouse. 
Little of this has escaped the attention of retail businesses, 
professional firms or major publishers. Which, of course, 
explains why they're falling all over themselves to get on-
board. 
The virtual downtown 
Elizabeth Harvey is the Internet designer and developer 
for Resort Sports Network (RSN), a 10-year-old company in 
the Old Port, that packages cable programming for about 50 
resorts nationwide. She's also the proud overseer of a brand 
new Web site, which went online March 4. 
Like many others involved with the Web, Harvey has an 
unshakable conviction that she's seen the future, and the 
future belongs to the Web. 
Will 'net cruisers visit her site? 
"They will," she says emphatically. 
And when the novelty wears off? 
IIIt won't." 
At the outset at least, RSN's Web storefront is likely to 
draw hordes of Websters, who instinctively gravitate to 
what's new and different. And RSN's page serves up a big 
platter of novel features. 
In addition to the usual boilerplate about the company 
and its services, the site houses a library of short video clips 
(excerpts from ski movies starring inarticulate adrenaline 
freaks sailing off snowy cliffs to the beat of alternative 
music) and a unique Weather Cam, which is currently 
linked to a camera aimed at Copper Mountain in Colorado. 
Click and find out what the current conditions are. A 
Weather Cam link to Lake Tahoe is due soon, followed by 
links to other ski and beach resorts. 
Is it useful? You decide. But it's guaranteed to lure in 
cybertourists by the busload. 
The RSN site also includes a page hawking a New 
England ski vacation (available through Portland's Hewins 
Travel) and a sweepstakes area where participants can vie 
for free weekend passes to Killington Ski Resort in Vermont. 
Like virtually all Web sites, RSN's may be visited without 
charge by Web browsers. So what does RSN get out of it? 
"We're doing it first and foremost to market our company," 
Harvey says. 
But RSN hasn't let other ways to profit slip by. If you 
liked the video clip, you can click onscreen to order the full 
video by mail. RSN also plans to expand online partnerships 
like the one with Hewins Travel. And then there's advertis-
ing - the Weather Cam page already displays ads for 
AT&T and Chevrolet, who are regular sponsors on RSN's 
cable network. 
While the Web storefronts are popping up at a harrowing 
clip, one nagging question has yet to be resolved: Will 
anyone buy anything in the great, growing cybermall? 
So far, the results have been pretty bleak. Despite the 
Gold Rush sensibility, retailers haven't exactly hit the 
motherlode on the Web. (The onIy group now making 
money on the Web is presumed to be consultants who put 
businesses there.) The Web is regarded as a limitless 
treasury of information, but few head there to shop. 
" Right now we're where direct marketing was 20 or 30 
years ago," says Chip Carey, Sugarloaf/USA's vice presi-
dent of marketing and sales, who put his resort on the Web 
Delorme Mapping offers samples of Its CD-ROM maps 
along with other Information on Its Web page. 
earlier this year. The Sugarloaf site has been hailed as one of 
the Web' s great success stories - it took 57,000 hits from 
browsers in the first month - but Carey admits that he 
doesn't know how many actual reservations came from all 
the traffic, since skiers still have to dial the 800-number to 
pay by credit card . (The Web isn't yet secure enough from 
hackers to send things like credit card numbers, but encryp-
tion technology is starting to allow that.) 
Carey says that the Web will take time to build a mass 
market. Once the novelty wears off and orders can be placed 
online, people will start viewing the Web as a tool rather 
than as a toy, and use it to shop for those things that might 
not be available locally. For the time being, the Web delivers 
a good market for Carey - mostly college students and 
young, affluent computer professionals. " It's a great way to 
communicate with a segment of the marketplace," he says. 
"But it's nowhere near the stage of universal communica-
tion where you can drop everything else ." 
Talk to me 
The Sunday River Ski Resort near Bethel also has a Web 
page. There's a noticeable difference between its page and 
that of its major Maine competitor. Sugarloaf's page, which 
was designed by Massachusetts-based Net Impact (which 
also did pages for RSN and the Maine Department of 
Tourism), features a slew of nifty interactive buttons and 
special features. You can get lift ticket discounts by clicking 
one button and typing in your address. Click another button 
to check current trail conditions. 
Sunday River's Web page is more rustic. You can follow 
links to descriptions of the resort and the trails, but trail 
reports tend to be a few days out of date, and there's little in 
the way of graphics or online happenings. 
There's another key difference. Sunday River Ski Resort 
doesn't have a thing to do with this page. It was created by 
Kurt Koverber, an enterprising student at the University of 
Massachusetts at Lowell, who decided one day to set up the 
page with the help of some friends. 
"Good thing he's a fan," says Skip King, Sunday River's 
communications director. "But he's on his own." King 
stresses that Koverber's Web page has a disclaimer noting 
that it's not affiliated with the resort, and adds that Sunday 
Whistling Wings Farm's Web page (as viewed here on 
Netscape) offers up more than anyone would sensibly 
need to know about raspberries - along with the chance 
to order berry Jellies and sauces online. 
River will have its own (official) Web page up and running 
within the next six months. 
Koverber's endeavor points up the single most important 
characteristic of the Web: Setting up a site doesn't require 
the backing of a major institution, or even that of a moder-
ately prosperous business. It's a relatively simple endeavor. 
It's not all that expensive. And almost anyone can do it with 
just a few days of committed cramming needed to learn 
hypertext mark-up language (HTML), the language in 
which Web pages are written. 
"It's amazing to reach that large an audience without 
immersing yourself in a huge artistic or technical appren-
ticeship," says Darrell Taylor, a Web page designer based in 
Portland. 
Portland artist Ron Slater launched his own Web page 
last year. If the name sounds familiar, it's probably because 
he triggered a tempest a few weeks ago when CBW ran his 
sharply satirical piece criticizing the Downtown Arts 
District. The debate has faded from our pages, but Slater 
refuses to let it languish. He's self-published a treatise about 
the arts district on his Web page, which has links to a list of 
officials to contact if you're inclined to gripe. While Slater's 
page is theoretically accessible to millions, it hasn't attracted 
much traffic so far. In fact, it's provoked only one response 
from an arts district fan, who didn't think much of Slater's 
viewpoint. 
Personal Web pages are part vanity press and part 
unexplored art form, so the product varies considerably 
from page to page. Web pages created by individuals run 
the gamut from the stunningly banal ("My name is Jason. 
Click here for a picture of my cat.") to elaborate, nearly 
rococo Web sites. Cash isn't the defining element of a good 
Web page. (Ron Slater pays $9 rent per month for his Web 
niche.) Creativity and the commitment to see it through is. 
Individuals have set up Web pages as cyber-shrines to 
Madonna, El vis and Sinatra, and devoted others to Latin 
texts, the Muppets and sex. (The Grateful Dead and Star 
Trek appear to have the largest followings .) A growing 
number of artists are also migrating to the Web to experi· 
ment with hypertext and graphicS, creating labyrinthine 
sites that draw from Joyce and ancient myths. 
But the most useful Web pages tend to be more prosaic, 
filled with solid, helpful information. Some examples: 
• A handful of folks at Dartmouth College created a 
White Mountains Web page. It lacks official backing, but 
continued on next page 
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HOW TO GET ON 
THE WEB 
1. BUY A COMPUTER. 
You don't need anything fancy. 
Computers that run on Windows or 
Macintosh operating systems will do 
best. Get one with at least 8 mega· 
bytes of RAM. You'll probably be 
downloading a lot, so get a substantial 
hard drive - 500 megs Is good. A color 
monitor makes for pretty pictures, but 
otherwise Isn't essential. 
2. BUY A HIGH·SPEED MODEM. 
Find a modem that operates at 
14,400 baud or better. These are 
available through discounters and mall 
order warehouses for between $80 lind 
$150. 
3. SET UP AN ACCOUNT THROUGH A 
lOCAL INTERNET SERVlCE PROVIDER. 
To view the Internet In Its full 
graphic glory, you need either a SLIP 
or PPP account - not the less expen· 
slve shell account, which typically 
offen text.only browsing on the Web. 
All fees below are for SLIP or PPP 
accounts. In addition to the monthly 
and hourly fees cited, most also charge 
a one· time setup fee of around $20· 
$30. All services listed below offer 
dlal·up connections for the Greater 
Portland area. Call for the exact areas 
served. 
Agate Internet. $30. per month for 15 
hours. S2 for each additional hour. 
Free personal Web pages. Based In 
Bangor. Voice: 947·8248 
Biddeford Internet. OffIces In Port· 
land and Biddeford. $30 per month, 
which Includes 20 hours. Additional 
hours are $1.50. Personal Web pages 
at no extra cost. Voice: 756-8770. 
MaineLinlc. $39 per month for 
unlimited connect time. Personal Web 
pages at no extra cost. Voice: 780· 
0416. 
MalneStreet Communications. $10 per 
month, plus S2 per hour. Personal Web 
pages free. Based in Gray. Voice: 657· 
5078. 
Northern Lights. $89 for three 
months, Including 15 hours of connect 
time per month. Additional hours are 
$3. Modem: 761·4431. 
Portland Is also served by a few 
national providers who've established 
local access numbers, but CBW doesn't 
shill for carpetbaggers. Dig up the 
Information yourself. 
4. FIND SOME SOFTWARE. 
You'll need software to connect to 
your provider and navigate the Web. 
Most software Is available free ... if you 
know where to look. Your best bet is 
to Invite an Internet·savvy friend to 
dinner. Or join a local users' group and 
ask for help. 
Failing that, head to a bookstore 
and cough up $30 or so for one of 
those Oldsmobile· sized manuals that 
come complete with software. I 
. recommend the "Internet Starter Kit," 
which Is available In both Mac and PC 
versions. 
5. GET CRUISING. 
The single best way to learn about 
the 'net Is to jump on It. The Web Is 
loaded with pages offering helpful 
hints to beginners. Netscape comes 
with helpful point and click commands 
to take you to these pages Instantly. 
Above all, be bold. You can't break 
anything. Remember, the Internet was 
designed by the U.S. military to 
withstand massive nuclear attack. It's 
not going to grind to a halt because 
you hit the wrong key. 
-w.e. 
June 23-July 2, 1995 
Faculty: Mala Powers, director, 
Michael Chekhov Drama Group; 
Lisa Dalton, executive board 
member, International Michael 
Chekhov Foundation; Will Kilroy, 
Department of Theatre, University 
of Southern Maine. 
Officially endorsed by the 
International Michael 
ChekllOv Association 
Program Cost: $325.00 plus 
room and board 
Credit or Noncredit 
For more information write: 
Office of Extended 
Academic Programs 
University of Southern Maine 
96 Falmouth Street 
Portland, Maine 04103 
call: 






continued from previous page 
offers up a library of color photos and basic data about New 
Hampshire's tallest peaks. Want to see the view from a 
particular summit or a photo of a hut? Just click on the 
name and you're there. You'll also find a list of trails that 
lead to these destinations. 
• A Zapatista Web page, created by a student at 
Swarthmore College, is loaded with current news about the 
rebel uprising in Mexico. It includes photos of rebel leader 
Commandante Marcos, copies of communiques released by 
the rebels and links to other sites of interest, including La 
jomada, a Mexico City newspaper that produces a daily 
online edition. 
• Thanks to the low startup costs, the Web has also 
spawned a new genre of online magazine. While main-
stream publications - such as Time, Outside and Wired-
have established publi~hing outposts on the Web, they're 
competing with dozens of upstarts, some of which are as 
sophisticated as you'll find on any newsstand. Last month 
Urban Desires ran a New Yorker-length excerpt of a forth-
coming book by Cleo Odzer, who spent a year researching 
the Asian sex trade. BrettNews, a newsletter by and about a 
guy name Brett, provides an account of his four-month 
cross-country trip, some of which is readable. 
As Web pages proliferate (nobody has a clue as to how 
many new ones appear daily), virtual communities form as 
links are forged between groups of like-minded Web 
denizens. It doesn't matter if you're a student of anarchy or 
a raspberry aficionado, you'll soon fall in with fellow 
travelers just by wandering the Web. 
And as these new virtual communities evolve, the ancient 
boundaries between the traditional sources of information 
and the public are erased. An oft-repeated hacker credo 
maintains that "information wants to be free," and on the 
. WeI> information is rapidlyiorcing-itself out of the old 
vessels in which it was once contained. 
Down came the spider 
"The only problem with the spider web motif," says 
designer Darrell Taylor, "is that it has a center, an edge and 
a big spider sitting there. I would prefer a model without an 
edge, a center or a spider. But that's hard to visualize." 
Taylor, who lives in Portland's West End, drifted into his 
high-tech career following his retirement to Portland in 1987 
after 25 years as a professor of philosophy and film at the 
City University of New York. Taylor says he made the made 
the shift from the passive medium of film to the interactive 
medium of the Web effortlessly. "I've always thought in 
hypertext," he says. 
And Taylor sees both the potential and the pitfalls in the 
Web. "All the media courses in the 1960s started with 
Marshall McLuhan and his idea that multimedia and 
television would make a global village," Taylor says. "That 
never happened because of the corporate and hierarchical 
network television system." 
Instead of establishing a global village in which people 
around the world could communicate freely, television 
BUILDING A BETTER WEB PAGE 
"Reading a newspaper or magazine online is ihe most 
boring thing you can do," says Elizabeth Harvey, Resort 
Sports Network's Web page developer and self-proclaimed 
Queen of the Internet. You don't passively watch a com-
puter monitor, like a TV or a magazine. You interact with 
it, like an electronic mosh pit. 
As a medium with no precedents, the Web demands that 
publishers, writers, illustrators and graphic designers learn 
a whole new way of packaging and delivering information. 
It's not TV, it's not print, it's not direct marketing. It's a 
whole new beast. 
The first rule of creating a good page, say Web design-
ers, is tQ make it interactive. A well-rendered illustration or 
well-crafted bit of writing won't keep users' attention 
unless there's a way to talk back to it. "It's fun to jump into 
the Congressional Record," says Darrell Taylor, a Portland-
based Web page designer. "But it's more fun to leave your 
simply reinforced the traditional power structures, largely 
through its control of cultural symbols. "So we ended up 
with better commercials rather than a televised commu-
nity." 
Taylor says that the Internet comes far closer than 
television to fulfilling McLuhan's vision - people around 
the world interacting and communicating free of constraints 
based on gender, race, nationality, wealth or power. "What 
we have now a lot of us were fighting for in the '60s: 
participatory, interactive and non-hierarchical communica-
tion," Taylor says. 
The first screen of a home page created by Darrell Taylor's 
daughter, Hadley, a self-described "geek chick" living in 
New York. 
Granted, cyberspace is no utopia . For starters, its inhabit-
ants are mostly young white males - those who can afford 
the $2,000 or so it takes to get on the 'net. According fo a 
survey of users last year, 80 percent of Internet users are 
white, nearly 80 percent are male and they have a median 
age of 31. They' re largely single (40 percent have never been 
married), and they make between $40,000 and $59,000 per 
year. 
Taylor says that, in his experience, the "technical elite" 
that dominates the 'net has little use for or interest in 
exploring cultural issues, either domestic or foreign . "David 
Letterman is the central figure of the Internet," Taylor says, 
noting that the Web is dominated by a "cynical, post-
adolescent male" attitude. 
But change is on the way, and it's for the better, he says. 
Cyberculture will evolve as cheaper equipment, improved 
school training and the hip appeal of the Web (it's becoming 
the '90s equivalent of Paris in the '20s) lures a broader range 
of users. 
But the future isn't entirely rosy. Taylor suspects that the 
Web may come under attack when the number of users 
exceeds 50 million. "Then it will be a short time until both 
response." Interaction might involve a simple request for 
more information, or an elaborate conference area where 
browsers can post their opinions for others to read and 
debate. 
The other basic rule is to provide content that's needed 
by browsers. "You can throw out pictures and graphics, 
but unless they have value to the end user, they won't be 
back," says Tom Gale, president of Net Impact, a well-
known Web design firm in Massachusetts. That means 
advertisers can't just scan in color print ads and expect to 
draw people. They have to offer helpful information as 
well. 
"Too many people are just putting up products to sell," 
says Don Harper, who's aiming to create the ultimate 
raspberry information center on the Web to attract custom-
ers to his berry products. "The proper way to sell on the 
Internet is that, if you're going to take something, you've 
got to give something back." 
-w.e. 
PORTLAND-ON-THE-NET 
Casco Bay Weekly is now available in Australia. And Norway. And even 
Augusta. 
This week CBW kicks off its new Web page on the Internet. If you're 
equipped for Web browsing, stop by for a look. The page won't have the full 
text of everything you read in our print version, but it will offer selected 
stories and some smart 
new features. 
For starters, we plan 
to put up our 10-day 
calendar every week, 
along with Al Diamon 
on politics and Dan 
Short on the local music 
scene. (Look for 
newsbriefs and the 
"Talk" feature down the 
road.) We're also 
planning to archive 
some of our most 
requested cover stories 
-like Bob Young's 1994 series on ju venile justice, and our articles on how to 
bury a deceased loved one without payingan undertaker, or how to get a 
divorce in Maine while avoiding the lawyers. 
We're also constructing links to key sites elsewhere on the Web. For 
instance, if we write about crucial legislation in Washington, we'll put a link 
on our news page that will take you directly to the full text of the bill on the 
Library of Congress computer. Click on another icon and you can instantly 
send an e-mail gripe (or congratulation) to your representatives in Congress. 
Eventually, we hope to construct conference areas to foster online debates 
about the issues shaping Portland's future. 
We're also establishing an online guide to Portland, stocked with CBWs 
take on places to go and things to do, targeted at visitors coming to the city 
from afar. For starters, next week's "Best of Portland" issue will move to the 
Web after it leaves the newsstands. We'll also upload our dining guide and a 
list of summer events. Got online friends or family heading to the city? Send 
'em to our Web site to get a taste of Portland. 
Look for our links to other alternative papers around the nation. Heading 
somewhere? Check out the listings in like-minded papers before you set off, 
lest you miss what's really going on. (The bad news is that, so far, we've found 
only two - the Austin Chronicle in Texas and Nuvo in Indianapolis. We'll link 
with others as we hear of them.) 
Over time, as the number of Portland Web users grows, we'll add more 
local features - including movie times and reviews, and our comprehensive 
listing of events. 
How far and how fast we go with this depends on you. 
Got ideas? Want to help out? 
Let us know. 
http://www.maine.com/cbw 
the government and corporations 
drop their pretense of standing 
aside," he says. 
Because the Internet is so decen-
tralized, the 'net will resist direct 
efforts to control it. But Taylor warns 
that more subtle efforts to undercut 
the Web will surface. "The attempt 
will be made to make the Internet 
passe," he says, as commercial 
networks - such as the looming 
Microsoft Network - seek to close 
off Internet access and shift computer 
users away from the anarchistic 
Internet and toward their more 
tightly controlled versions. The 
government will tar it as a place of 
outlaw hackers and child pornogra-
phers, of marginalized computer 
junkies and social misfits. Main-
stream media will run high-profile 
stories of Internet crime and deprav-
ity. "The powerful in society have 
always found a way to co-opt any 
kind of novelty or rebellion once it 
becomes successful," Taylor says. 
The commercial online networks 
will create safer havens, with closely 
moderated online forums, and 
computer programs designed to 
eliminate anything corporate spon-
sors and populist politicians deem 
offensive. "The mainstream services 
will give us what we get on NBC," 
Taylor says. The Web, with its broad 
promise of social change, will slide 
toward obscurity. 
The solution? Putting more people 
on the network, and finding ways for 
users to police themselves - in effect, 
establishing an enduring online 
democracy. "I hope the criminal fringe 
on the 'net don't become so powerful 
that they provoke huge flurries of 
really stupid laws," Taylor says. 
"I think we have about 18 months 
before the Microsoft shoe is dropped, 
when it's been long enough to see if 
there's a mass migration," Taylor 
adds . "In the meantime, I'm trying to 
develop as many skills as I can. 
" At worst, I'll have some nice 
games to playas I get older." 
Wayne Curtis is Editor of Casco Bay 
Weekly and its resident geek. 
Donny, Dave and Vic are best friends. 
They have eVf'rything in Common ... 
ex-wives. new gi rlrriends.. 
and the kids for the ..... eekend . 
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FfJAftL AND HUMMOug 
M llKS\-\AKES 
\1JMEMADE. CCCK1ES 
Free Passes for 
Advance Screening: 
Wed., March 15th, 7:30 pm 
TO RECEIVE FREE PASSES 
STOP BY 
~ 
at 147 Cumberland Ave., Portland • 772-0360 
Open 6 days 10 am-10 pm • We Deliver 
Limited number of tickets available ... 
first come first seNe! 
.~ • .<J. 
From the Runways of New York 
to the classic casual wear of Maine, Forget Me Nots has 
the styles you love at prices you'll love even more! 
Forget,.. Me'" Nots 
Featuring quality consignment women's apparel 
1232 Shore Road, Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107 ·799-3796 
~ Open 7 Days: Man-Sat 10-6, Sun 12-5 ~ 
..... Now Accepting Spring COnsignments ~ 
r~.A~~ • 
CITY OF PORTLAND 
HOMEBUYER TRAINING COURSE 
Do You Dream of Owning Your Own Home, 
But Need Some Help Getting Started? 
The City of Portland, in conjunction with the Cumberland County 
Affordable Housing Venture is offering a course on purchasing a home. 
This course is open to the public, free of charge, and satisfies the 
requirements of a variety of special mortgage programs offered by the 
City (HomePort, Portlender), MSHA and area Banks. 
The HOMEBUYER TRAINING COURSE, consists of 4 classes to be 
held at Portland High School, Room 124, 6:30-8:30 PM on the 
following dates: 
• Monday, May 1, Class Topic: Preparing for Homeownership 
• Monday, May 8, Class Topic: Finding and Evaluating a Home 
• Monday, May 15, Class Topic: The Loan Process 
• Monday, May 22, Class Topic: ClosinglLife as a Homeowner 
Please call the City of Portland's Community Development office to 
register or for more information: 874-8300 ext. 8730 
Free parking is available in the Elm Street Garage. Bring your ticket to 
class to be stamped. 
12 Casco Bay Weekly 
Watch your mouth editorial 
City (and suburbs) can 
do more for poor 
Anti-Semitism in Maine? 
Yes, .and plenty of it 
"City can do more for poor," was the headline on a recent opinion piece in the 
Press Herald by David Lakari, director of the Maine State Housing Authority. 
Good timing. A report issued last month by the Preble Street Resource Center 
pOints up an acute shortage of affordable housing for the city's low-income resi-
dents. (See story, page 6.) 
Some city councilors have balked at supporting additional low-income housing 
downtown, fearing that a concentration of poor people could prompt affluent tax-
payers to flee to the suburbs, trigger a downward spiral and stunt the fledgling 
arts district. 
Rather than further concentrate low-income housing downtown, the city has 
demanded that subsidized housing providers disperse their projects in outlying 
neighborhoods, and that Portland's suburbs do their share to house low-income 
residents. Are the suburbs doing their part? 
Hardly. 
Yarmouth residents recently griped about a proposed 18-lot affordable housing 
project (with houses selling for between $80,000 and $110,000). Project opponents 
claim that the project will attract kids and drive up school spending. 
Falmouth residents have balked at a similar project. So the town prepared a re-
port on the financial impact of residential development and affordable housing. 
Its findings: A $200,000 single-family home with one school-aged child will create 
a net tax burden, meaning that every resident's taxes are likely to rise. ([he tax 
burden of less expensive homes varies with the value of the unit and the number 
of children.) With taxpayers already strapped, any form of subsidized housing is 
certain to get a chilly reception. 
One exception in the suburbs can be found in Westbrook, which has a-150-unit 
housing project for the elderly in the pipeline. And that project is slated to use 
most of the state's annual allocation of tax credits for low-income housing. That 
makes it unlikely that hundreds - never mind thousands - of low-income units 
will be developed in Portland, as councilors fear. 
But until Portland and the suburbs work together toward a regional solution 
(and the city should push for a regional approach), the council shouldn't be hasty 
in restricting low-income housing, as it was wi th its proposed guidelines for tax 
credits. 
Look at what might have happened had the council taken that approach. It 
could have tripped up the Lafayette Hotel restoration project - which would 
have harmed many, and j;lenefited no one. City councilors would do well to keep 
a simple adage in mind: Act in haste, repent in leisure. (WC & BY) 
overheard by Kurth 
Mike Saxl, District 31's furry new lawmaker, on his plans to organize 
monthly volunteer work projects/social events to help unite com-
munity resources around common goals: 
Let'a eay the Ro!Gh .. play-
eround ""ede<:! Gleaning. 
I'd try to oreanlu people 
and reeourcea around 
that to help people flx 
their own c;ommunity. 
Maybe hay!, a barbeGlU:: 
set people to know your 
neljjhbore a bit. Graee 
root!! etuff .. . 
Thle II> about ue 
doing for oureelvee. 
Ue doing for our· 
"elvn .. and our 
neighbor .. . 
~ ~ Who says the Green Party didn't win'? To make project 
suggestions or get involved call1-800-423-2900! 
• By Harlan Baker 
I'm not terribly surprised that 
anti-Semitic incidents top the list of 
hate crimes in Maine compiled for 
1993, although I'm sure many 
people I know have found it puz-
zling. A woman I know once 
remarked that you had to be black, 
citizen 




what it was like to face discrimina-
tion. I had to remind her of the time 
when, as a 14-year-old, I faced anti-
semitic prejudices trying to caddie 
at an exclusive country club in New 
York State, a club notorious for its 
restrictive clause in its membership 
requirements. 
That anti-Semitism has slipped 
from many people's consciousness 
is not surprising. The Jewish Com-
munity in the United States is no 
longer a disadvantaged minority. 
There are no longer quotas on the 
number of Jewish students that can 
enter certain medical schools. Rela-
tions between the Jewish 
Community and the Vatican have 
tremendously improved over the 
years. Consider that before the his-
toric Vatican conference of 1965, 
church doctrine taught that the Jews 
were responSible for the death of 
Christ. Despite the eviction of two 
Israeli Jews from a Lincolnville 
Beach motel last summer, it is no 
longer legal to turn Jews away from 
hotels and resorts. I can now be in-
vited by a member for lunch at that 
New York country club. 
But anti-Semitism still surfaces in 
remarks, hate mail and sometimes 
open verbal and physical intimida-
tion. In the 25 years I've lived in 
Portland, I've encountered numer-
ous anti-semitic comments. Some of 
these remarks were aimed at me, 
but most were just aimed at Jews in 
general . When people find out I'm 
Jewish, it's usually followed by the 
remarks, "That' s funny, you don' t 
look Jewish," or Baker? Baker! 
That's not a Jewish name." I was 
once introduced to a young woman 
in an Old Port pub who, upon being 
told I was Jewish, remarked, "I hate 
to say this but Jews are cheap ." Here 
friends assured me that she really 
was not a bad person. It was "just 
the way she is." 
I remember after my first bid for 
public office went down in defeat in 
1972, I walked into Joe's Smoke 
Shop on Congress Street. It was the 
morning after the election, and the 
television was on with a report on 
the winners of the Portland School 
Committee election . The winners 
were Linda Abramson and the late 
Dr. Selvin Hirshon. A man and his 
wife were standing in front of me 
watching the television. The man 
turned to his wife and remarked, 
"That's the trouble, there are too 
many Jews on the school commit-
tee. " The man who made the 
remark was a candidate for county 
office, who had lost his election 
about a month earlier. 
Remarks like tha t have surfaced 
many times during Portland's po-
litical elections. At a victory party 
for a friend who had just won a 
city council seat, another friend, 
active in a building trades union, 
was conversing with me about the 
campaign. He had been making 
phone calls to get people out to 
vote. "I got a number of remarks 
from people over the phone," he 
said. He went on to explain that 
many people complained that there 
were too many Jews on the city 
council. The remarks didn't sit well 
with him. 
One doesn't even have to be 
Jewish, as the saying for a famous 
brand of rye bread goes, to be the 
subject of anti-semitic comments. 
Last November, when I was elec-
tion warden at the Portland 
Exposition building, I found w rit-
ten commentary on a w rite-in 
ballot we were counting. Next to 
the name of one of the candidates 
was scribbled "Jewish Bitch." Our 
current district attorney is not Jew-
ish . 
When I was serving in the Legis-
lature I received a strange response 
to a questionnaire I had sent out to 
my constituents. I had asked for 
suggestions and got the following 
from an Exeter Street resident: "Mi-
grate to Israel!" Translation: "Go 
back to where you came from," a 
slogan many Irish-Americans are 
painfully familiar with . Another 
legislator from Portland w ho knew 
this guy assured m e that he wasn' t 
really such a bad guy. I d ecided to 
ignore the incident, which took 
place years ago . 
But no longer will I ignore or be 
polite about such behavior. What 
makes prejudice toward Jewish 
people, or any minority for that 
matter, so infuriating is that people 
who are prejudiced generally don't 
think of themselves as "haters." 
They're not really bad people, their 
friends say, that' s just the way they 
are. 
I don't find that excuse accept-
able. I don't think people of this 
city should either. 
Harlan Baker served in the Maine 
Legislature between 1979 and 1988. 
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Get the facts straight: 
punk is dead 
Sorry to appear pedantiC, but Rick 
MacPherson's "The Politics of Punk," 
(2.9.95), was just too wildly inaccurate 
to let pass. 
"Punk had it's origins in the early 
Thatcher years (1976-79) of Great Brit-
ain . Poll taxes, high unemployment 
and racial tensions ... " 
1. Margaret Thatcher wasn' t elected 
until May 1979. 
2. The poll tax wasn' t introduced 
until 1988. 
3. Unemployment was a problem in 
the early 1980's - in 1976 it was only 
beginning to be an issue. 
Moreover, punk was a capitalist in-
vention. Malcolm MacLaren, the pop 
entrepreneur, devised the Sex Pistols 
- even replacing a bassist who could 
play (Glen Matlock) with one who 
couldn' t, but who was more punk, Sid 
Vicious. McLaren used the Sex Pistols 
to rip off the music industry - some-
thing he did with huge success, 






this in the film, "The Great Rock-n-Roll 
Swindle." The Pistols were a great vic-
tory of style over substance. 
Finally, "racial tensions in London" 
had nothing to do with punk, it was a 
white phenomenon, though many 
punk bands later joined the Rock 
Against Racism movement. 
The time of real racial and social 
tension in England was 198] , when 
there were riots in London, Liverpool, 
Bristol, Birmingham and Manchester. 
Musically this time was marked by a 
ska reviva l. 
The best of the punk bands - the 
Clash, Elvis Costello, the Buzzcocks -
were reacting to the rubbish turned out 
by Rod Stewart, Genesis and that hor-
rible ' 70s concoction, progreSSive rock. 
They made music more democratic 
and spawned many independent la-
bels. 
As for punk being dead, of course it 
is. It's been dead since 1979. Idiot 





Low level of 
journalistic initiative 
I am writing to express my disap-
pointment about your recent feature 
article on Portland West Neighborhood 
Planning Council ("Behind the West 
End Curtain," 2.23.95) and the use of 
several comments I made to your re-
porter. To begin with, I am not 
uncritical of certain decisions by either 
Portland West or its former executive 
director, Jim Oliver, as your article 
suggests. I did state my criticisms "off 
the record" since I declined to jump on 
the popular "let's trash PWNPC, Jim 
Oliver and Bruce Reeves bandwagon ." 
The two major points that I tried to 
make, however, were lost in the glib 
editing. First, while the consulting con-
tract and agency transition difficulties 
had some limited newsworthiness, it 
did not merit the overblown media 
feeding frenzy. Sadly, even CBW ex-
hibited this editorial misjudgment. 
Your feature article contained nothing 
new that you didn't report the previ-
ous week or in previous issues. 
Perhaps this is a reflection of the low 
level of journalistic initiative in this 
town, or the paucity of "real news" in 
Portland to fill the papers. 
What is truly sad about this debacle 
is the public destruction of an agency 
that has done a lot of fine things for 
this city and the West End neighbor· 
hood . Larry Connolly and Jim Oliver 
created in Portland West a spirited ex-
ample of neighborhood activism with a 
heart. Although Larry's death left a 
great void in the agency (and in the 
state of Maine), Jim Oliver and the 
PWNPC continued to undertake pro-
grams and projects that no one else 
was doing or going to do, particularly 
for youth and very low-income ten-
ants. For example, since Portland West 
was forced to abandon all new housing 
initiatives more than five years ago, no 
sustained effort has been undertaken 
by any agency to create or upgrade 
affordable housing for very low-in-
come Portlanders. The state of youth 
services and programs in this city (and 
state) is pathetic, and the few programs 
Portland West administers are a wel-
come addition to the meager network 
that does exist. 
Portland West and Jim Oliver are 
not above criticism and must accept 
their share of blame for their current 
state of affairs. No one, however, 
should take delight in their fall from 
grace. The demise of Portland West 
would leave a void of community-
based activism on behalf of 




Get a day job 
There is a malignancy in Portland. 
His name is Neal Grover. This is a man 
who represents everything evil and 
insidious to anybody who can truly 
feel the passion of artistic inspiration . 
He is a representative for those who 
leech. I am speaking of cover bands, of 
course. These are unnecessary entities, 
for we have juke boxes to serve the 
same purpose. 
Cover bands do three things. One, 
they mock the artist whose inspiration 
created the original. Two, they dilute 
business away from those with the de-
sire and ability to create. Three, they 
teach audiences to equate thievery 
with entertainment. 
The listening public, in general, will 
listen to and like whatever is most 
prominently placed in front of them. 
Do not deceive yourselves into think-
ing that the masses empirically favor 
you over us. It is merely a question for 
whose boot is in what particular door 
at what time. 
There are no true artists or musi-
cians in cover bands, for nobody with 
any true integrity will resort to 
whoring themselves to make ends 
meet. Get a day job if need be, but stay 
away from those of us who are alive 
inside. You are only shells of people, 
weak and spineless. There is no excuse. 
Neal Grover, you are weak as well, 
but you have money to burn. You may 
think that this gives you power, but 
your power is a facade. I am having a 
concert on March 10 at 8:30 pm at the 
Garage, to promote my new ORIGI-
NAL album. I dare you to show up. I 
dare you to listen to me, and face me 
when the show is done. I dare you to 
mock me, my passion, or my message. 
You are nothing but a parasite for 




MLGPA not the source 
Al Diamon's Feb. 16 column focus-
ing on Susan Collin's decision to not 
accept a community service award 
from the Maine Lesbian / Gay Political 
Alliance (MGLPA) contained misinfor-
mation that I seek to clarify. 
First of all, Mr. Diamon cites dis-
agreement between "the candidate," 
Collins, and "the group," MLGPA, as 
to Collin's reasons for declining the 
award. When I agreed to Mr. Diamon's 
interview, I stated to him that I was not 
speaking on behalf of MLGP A. Rather, 
I was sharing my recollection of con-
versations between Collins and I. For 
Mr. Diamon to then cite MLGPA as a 
source in his story is in my opinion ir-
responsible journalism. 
Mr. Diamon mentions MLGPA's 
"agenda," which reportedly includes 
its" efforts to legalize gay marriages, 
ease restrictions on gay adoptions and 
promote the distribu tion of condoms in 
schools and prisons." Where does this 
information come from? I'm aware of 
neither official or unofficial MLGPA 
positions on these issues or of any 
MLGPA efforts to these ends. Maine's 
sexual minorities are struggling to se-
cu re equal civil rights. Nothing more, 
nothing less. Period . 
Lastly, Al infers that Collins is the 
only Maine Republican in leadership to 
ever su pport equal civil rights for all 
Maine citizens regardless of their 
sexual orientation. Not so. We've had 
such support for years and continue to 
have it . After all, justice and equality 
are not partisan concerns, they are at 
the root of democracy and impact us 
all. 
On a more personal note, I reiterate 
what I've said all along about this un-
fortunate incident. Susan Collins took 
bold and courageous stands for 
Maine's sexual minorities in her guo 
bernatorial campaign. She has suffered 
a negative stigma for having done so. 
My respect for her remains strong, as 
does my disdain for the oppressive 
and discriminatory forces at work 
throughout this incident. 
G3~'~1 Q 
B.J. Broder III 
Portland 
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Axe to grind over 
unsigned letter 
In the Feb. 16 issue of CBW, an un-
signed letter appeared that did the city, 
the Portland Public Schools and King 
Middle School, in particular, a great 
disservice. By publishing that unSigned 
letter, which could have been written 
by a person with an axe to grind, the 
Casco Bay Weekly gave credence to un-
substantiated opinion without giving 
its readership the ability to check the 
veracity of the claims. 
First and foremost, King Middle 
School students and teachers pride 
themselves on having created a learn-
ing environment that exemplifies the 
principle that all students can learn 
and succeed. Secondly, the King 
Middle School administration and staff 
are widely respected throughout the 
city, the state, and nation for the strides 
that have been made in recent years in 
providing a developmentally appropri-
ate and vigorous education for young 
adolescents. To see King in action, 
Principal Mike McCarthy joins me in 
inviting interested persons to visit the 
school. 
Finally, while I am disappointed by 
a level of journalistic ethics that allows 
such an unsigned letter to be pub-
lished, I hope that you are willing to 
print mine. I am certainly willing to 
sign my name. 
D It' 1 (," , , 7 . V..o Vi , \,'-Z,.'vV\ "-1/..0 
\ ! 
Phyllis A. Deringis 
Director of Secondary Education 
Portland Public Schools 
WBLM muzak bank 
I'm always a bit incredulous when 
someone like Maine Vocals' head Don 
Christian gets hot under the collar be-
cause a radio station like WBLM won't 
back his liberal agenda. 
WBLM is a business. The only 
agenda WBLM backs is the profit mo-
tive. That why no matter how many 
times they tell you how great their mu-
sic is, and how you hear less talk and 
more music and blah, blah, blah, you 
never hear a whole helluva lot of mu-
sic. What you hear is sell, sell, sell. 
WBLM is a bank with the muzak of 
Tom Petty quietly playing in the back-
ground. 
in£~ 
/John McEvoy j 
S. Portland '" 
f.o 
Casco Bay Weekly welcomes your 
letters. Please limit your thoughts to 
300 words, include a daytime phone 
number and address to: Letters, 
Casco Bay Weekly, 561 Congress St., 
Portland, ME 04101, or e-mail to 
editor@Cbw.maine.com 
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Books ETC is excited to announce a book signing by 
DIANE ACKERMAN, one of America's 
most acclaimed nature writers, and 
National Geographic photographer 
BILL CURTSINGER 
TUESDAY, MARCH 21st at 2 p.m. 
(following Portland Public Library presentation at noon) 
MARTHA FREEMAN, author of Always, Rachel, an intimate 
and spellbinding collection of letters never before published. 
Saturday, March 25th at 12-2 p.m. 
38 Exchange Street, in the Old Port • 774-0626 
Monday-Saturday 10-6, Sunday .12-5 
The 
~_ GREAT LOST 
Spring Tennis 
Racket Tune~U p 
~ 
The All-American Microbrew Showcase 
every thursday in march 5 to 9 pm 
Start your tennis season out right! 
We'll restring your racket and give you a new grip 
!!!!!!!!! 
Special Price of 
$14.99 
°Price IncludesO 
Nylon String f:om Pro Kennex 
Synthetic Grip from Pro Kennex 
hUl~ftUlV 3/9 Sugarloaf Brewing Company 
WPOR Grand Prize Giveaways 
hurl't1J.lv 3/16 Sea Dog Brewing Company 
Try some cask conditioned Sea Dog 
hurlrt1J.lv 3123 Gritty McDuff's 
Richard and Ed will be pouring Gritty's Brown Ale 
540 Forest Avenue • Portland, ME • 772-0300 
haravan 
JAr 761·2503 
449 Forest Ave Portland 
Muve ""uur l3uat 
This week's 
Free Classified Category is 
U()AT§ 
By Fax or Mail, a f;fteen-word 
ad is FREE this w~k onlyl 
Fax: 775 -161 5 
Mail: P.O. Box 1238 
Portland, ME 04104 
ar 
"I'm greedy," Jokes Demmons. 
"The more people we can help, 
the better I feel." 
Area program means freedom 
for people with special needs 
• By Christopher Barry 
Linda Clonan is learning to scuba dive. A lot of people learn to scuba 
dive, but consider this - Clonan has cerebral palsy. Until five months 
ago, she had never been in the water. She didn't know how to swim. 
She has been in a wheelchair her entire life. But now, just months after 
her 30th birthday, she is learning to swim and to scuba dive. "I love it," 
she says. "This has always been my dream. I never thought I'd ever do 
this." 
Every Sunday morning, Clonan heads to the South Portland Munici-
pal Pool. After changing into a wetsuit and getting some last minute 
advice from her instructor Bill Demmons, Clonan is lifted from her 
wheelchair. She sits on a pile of kickboards near the edge of the deep 
end of the pool. With a little help from Demmons, Clonan checks her 
regulator, her mask and the straps of her vest. She gives Demmons a 
thumbs up. Then she rolls into the water. 
After the splash, she sinks a couple of feet below the surface, then 
turns over and floats on her back. With the regulator still in her mouth, 
she waves to Demmons, letting him know she's OK "Excellent job," 
Demmons shouts, clapping his hands, his praise echoing off the pool 
walls. "Excellent job." 
Clonan was introduced to scuba by the Zero Gravity Diving Center, 
a program that concentrates on teaching the intricacies of diving to 
. people with special needs or disabilities. Zero Gravity - the name 
given to the feeling of weightlessness - has taught scuba to blind 
people, people with spinal injuries and others with conditions like 
spina bifida or cerebral palsy. Zero Gravity brings these students to a 
world where disabilities don't matter. 
Water, for these new divers, is freedom. 
continued on page 17 
L. 
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-the place to bead-* 
Introducing our new line of Spring 
and Summer beaded Earrings 
868 Main St., Yarmouth 846-4151 
open tues-sat 10 am-6 pm sun 1-5 pm 
Silver 
screen 
BIlly Madison Adam Sandler (of "Saturday Night 
Live" fame) goes backto elementary school, starting 
from the beginning and continuing through senior 
year, to prove to his old man that he's bright enough 
to run the family business - and mature enough to 
have a fling with his third grade teacher, played by 
Bridgette Wilson. Apparently he didn't learn every-
thing he needed to know In kindergarten. 
Boys on the Side Three women with opposite life 
storIes - Mary-louise Parker, who has been diag-
nosed HIV-positive, Whoopi Goldberg as her lesbian 
driver and Drew Barrymore as i'I single mother-to-be 
- take a cross- country journey together and dis-
cover family in an unconventional way. 
Brady Bunch Movie Then one day, the lady met this 
fella. He was living with three boys of his own, they 
were four men living all together, but they were all 
alone ... America'sfavorite hapless suburbanites are 
back, fighting to save their home from evil land 
developers. Shelley Long and Gary Cole star as Carol 
and Mike Brady, with a brood of newcomers, and 
Henriette Mantel in the role of Alice. Groovy, Marsha. 
Bullets Over Broadway Woody Allen's campy farce 
set in the theatrical world of New York City In the 
1920s. John Cusack plays an idealistic playwright, 
who, in order to make his Broadway debut. must 
compromise his talents to satisfy some gangsters. 
Dianne Wiest plays an aging prima donna who steals 
the show, and Tracey Ullman gives an appearance as 
a neurotic character actress. 
Dumb Be Dumber Jim Carrey and Jeff Daniels play two 
charming doofuses In the dumbest comedy of the 
season. 
Far From Home Jesse Bradford is Angus McCormick, 
a young boy washed ashore in the wilderness of the 
Pacific Northwest during a storm at sea. With his 
trusty canine sidekick, Angus, tries tofind his way out 
of the woods and back home - bring tissues. 
Forrest Gump In this apparent mating of "Being 
There" and" Zelig: Tom Hanks plays a lucky simple-
ton who becomes an all·American football player, a 
Vietnam hero and a shrimp magnate - all the while 
stumbling into major figures in American history. 
Through the use of old newsreels and high tech, 
Gump gets to interact with such notables as Presi-
dents Johnson, Kennedy and Nixon. He also gets to 
teach Elvis how to dance. Sally Field plays his 
mother; Robin Wright, his love interest. Directed by 
Robert Zemeckis ("Back to the Future "). 
Heavyweights Overweight teenager Gerry Gardner is 
sent offta "fat camp· by his insensitive parents. to 
shape up with a bevy of big boys beneath the watchful 
eyes of fitness freak Tony Perkis (Ben Stiller). To 
make matters worse, atsummer'g end the boys have 
to compete with the svelte members of Camp MVP 
across the lake. Can they stick to a sensible diet and 
excercise program? Another brilliant insight into the 
life of the adolescent from the guy who penned the 
"Mighty Ducks." 
Hideaway Jeff Goldblum plays a good guy who 
returns from the dead to find himself Inexplicably 
linked to a psychotic killer - a bad guy who's also 
returned from the dead and just might be residing in 
Goldblum's body, hatching evil plots. Also featured 
are Christine Lahti as Mr. Dual Personality's per-
turbed wife, Alicia Silverstone and Jeremy Sisto. 
HICher Learning John Singleton, director of "Poetic 
Justice: rattles everybody' s cage with his controver-
sial, thought-provoldng film about escalating racial 
tension on a contemporary college campus. Fea-
tured as the handful of co--eds are Krtsty Swanson, 
Omar Epps, Jennifer Connelly and Ice Cube, who 
must come to terms with explosive issues of Identity, 
diversity and sexism. 
Hoop Dreams What began as a half-hour documen-
tary about street basketball evolved into this five-
year epic. The film follows the lives of two teenagers 
from South Side Chicago as they pursue their dream 
-to shoot hoops forthe NBA. "One of the best films 
about American life I've ever seen," said Roger Ebert. 
Jungle Book Disney brings back the Kipling classic 
about a young boy who is raised in the wild - this 
time with real people instead of 'toons. Jason Scott 
Lee stars as Mowgli. 
Just Cause Sean Connery stars as an investigative 
Journalist who comes to the defense of a criminal on 
death row (Blair Underwood), who he believes to be 
innocent. Connery's series of vehement articles free 
the wrongly accused Inmate - but then trigger a 
series of horrific killings. To clear his conscience, 
Connery sets out to find the man he saved and 
resolve the crimes. Also featured are Kate Capshaw 
as Connery's wife, and Laurence Rshbume, as the 
detective who jailed Underwood to begin with. A foray 
Into the twisted secrets of the criminal mind. 
The Last Seduction Linda fiorentino plays a femme 
fatale/Lady Macbeth schemer who convinces her 
husband to steal a hefty supply of pharmaceutical 
cocaine and sell it to a couple of hoods lurking 
beneath the Manhattan Bridge. Then, while he is in 
the shower, she grabs the bag of money and splits, 
stopping in a small town to hatch the rest of her evil 
plot - which involves seducing another hapless 
fellow and persuading him to off her hubby, who is in 
hot pursuit. Bitch. Gripping sex anQ. cynical humor 
galore. 
Legends of the Fall The epic story of a father 
(Anthony Hopkins, again) and his three sons (Aidan 
Quinn, Henry Thomas and YAHOO! Brad Pitt) set In 
Montana, circa 1912. The action spans three de-
cades, during Montana's transition from frontier to 
its modern state, including several wars and broken 
hearts. From "Glory" director Edward Zwick. 
The Uon King Kitty rules in the Disney animated 
feature. 
little Women A film version of Louisa May Alcott's 
novel about four sisters coming of age during the civil 
war: responsible Meg, tomboy Jo, coy Amy and ailing 
Beth. Winona Ryder stars as Jo, the headstrong 
young woman who wants to be a writer, with Susan 
Saran don featured in the role of Marmee, the matrj· 
arch of the clan. 
Madness of King George III A gritty tragicomedy 
about the 18th-century English monarch whose bio-
chemical difficulties caused him to lapse in and out 
of madness - resulting in the loss of his throne to 
an evil son and the American colonies in 1782. 
Based on Alan Bennett's award-wlnning stage play, 
the film feature an all-star Brit cast including Nigel 
Hawthorne, Hellen Mlrren and Rupert Graves. 
Th. Mangler If it sounds yucky, It is. A detective 
investigates a string of grisly deaths resulting from 
grim waltzes with a laundry presser. What could be 
worse? Starring Robert Englund of "Nightmare on 
Elm Street" and Ted Levine, from "Silence of the 
Lambs." Based on another charming slaughter novel 
by Stephen King. 
Man of the House Chevy Chase is the prospective 
stepdad to Farrah Fawcett's less·than-enthusiastic 
l1-year-old son - and the two embark on a camping 
trip together to create a manly bond. The usual 
Chase-style goofball antics ensue. From screen-
writer James Orr of "Three Men & A Baby" fame. 
Nell Jodie Foster plays the wise and transcendent 
"Wild girt, " Nell, who spends a lot of time joyously 
leaping into mountain streams when she is not 
transforming the lives of the doctor (Llam Neeson) 
and the psychology student (Natasha Richardson), 
who are engaged In studying her curious, self -
created speech patterns. 
Nobody', Fool Paul Newman stars as a still ruggedly 
handsome blue-collar worker who has a late-life 
crisis and decides to patch up his broken relation. 
ships. Set In a small town in which nothing much 
usually happens, "Nobody's Fool " Is about (yeesh ... 
) coming to terms with past mistakes. Bruce Willis 
and Melanie Griffith (who Newman finds enticing) 
star as the bossman and his sultry wife. From Robert 
Benton, who directed "Kramer vs Kramer. ~ 
Outbreak Dustin Hoffman returns tothe silver screen 
as a former army colonel whose estranged wife 
(Rene Russo) teams upwith himto help fight a lethal 
virus that is multiplying without cease. Morgan Free-
man lends support as General Billy Ford in this 
medical thriller from director Wolfgang Petersen. 
Written by Ted Tally ("Silence of the Lambs"), in 
collaboration with viral specialist Dr. Lawrence Dweret 
and Robert Roy Pool . 
Pulp FIction Three intertwining stortes about drugs 
and thugs set In the seedy, violent underground of 
LA. The all-star cast includes Uma Thurman, John 
Travolta, Samuel L Jackson, Bruce Willis, and HalVey 
Keitel. Directed by Quentin Tarantino I'Reservolr 
Dogs"). The film was awarded the Pal me d'or at 
Cannes. 
Red A genuine Euro-art film from director Krzystof 
Kieslowski - about a young student/model who is 
maintaining a tenuous telephone affair with her 
boyfriend and a grouchy retired judge who eaves-
drops by phone on his neighbors. Their lives colli de 
when she runs over his dog (oops) and finds the 
judge's address on the dog's collar. This leads to an 
Interesting, beautiful girl/old man relationship in 
which her initial dislike for him turns to affection. The 
judge engineers her rendezvous with a law student 
who is reminiscent of his younger self, thereby 
reincarnating his own youth and passion. (In French.) 
Richie Rich Macauley Culkin stars as the richest 
(and most obnoxious) kid in the world, whose parents 
have been kidnapped by the villain Van Dough (John 
Larroquette). 
Roommates D.B. Sweeney is Michael Holzcek, a 
young med student who was raised by his grandfa-
ther, Rocky (Peter Falk). Roles reverse, and Michael 
invites Rocky to room with him - not guessing the 
IncreaSingly stodgy and cantankerous old man would 
still be shuffling around his apartment after he 
graduates from school and starts a family of his own. 
A drama about family relationships from Peter Yates. 
director of "Breaking Away." 
Shawshank Redemption The story of a 2a-year 
prison friendship between two lifers, played by Tim 
Robbins and Morgan Freeman. The dynamics of life 
in the big house take some interesting turns when 
culture buff/ business wlz Robbins starts up a library 
and does everybody's taxes. A relatively warm and 
fuzzy look Into what keeps prisons going when there 
is no hope for parole. (Clue: It's not literature). 
Directed by Frank Darabont. who also wrote the 
screenplay based on a short story by Stephen King. 
where 
Owing to scheduling changes after CBW 
goes to press, moviegoers are advised 
to confirm times with theaters, 
General Cinemas 
Maine Mall 
Maine Mall Road,S, Portland 
774-1022 
Dates effective Mar 10-16 
Nobody's Fool (R) 
1:30, 4, 7, 9:30 
Pulp Fiction (R) 
12:20, 3:25, 6:30, 9:30 
Billy Madison (PG-13) 
12:55, 2:55, 5, 7:05, 9:15 
Heavyweights (PG) 
1, 3:10, 5:20 
Brady Bunch Movie (PG"13) 
1:10, 3:15, 5:25, 7:35, 9:40 
Roommates (PG) 
12, 2:30, 5, 7:30, 10 
The Mangler (R) 
7:40,9:55 
Outbreak (R) 
12:45,3:30, 7, 9:45 
Hoyts Clark's Pond 
333 Clark's Rd., S. Portland 
879-1511 
Dates effective Mar 10-16 
Dumb & Dumber (PG-13) 
3:10, 7;05, 9:25 
Little Women (PG) 
12:50,4 
Legends of the Fall (R) 
1, 3:50, 6:40, 9:25 
Boys on the Side (R) 
1:40,4:10, 7:15, 9:45 
Madness of George III (R) 
1:30, 6:50, 9:10 
Just Cause (R) 
1:10,3:20,7,9:15 
Forrest Gump (PG-13) 
12:30, 3:30, 6:30, 9:20 





10 Exchange St, Portland 
772-9600 
Matinees Sat & Sun 
Hoop Dreams 
Mar 8-14 
Wed-Tues 4:30, 8 
Sat & Sun 1 
Red 
Mar 15-21 
Wed-Tues 5, 7, 9 
Sat & Sun 1, 3 
Nickolodeon 
Temple and Middle streets, Portland 
772-9751 
Dates effective Mar 10-16 
The Uon King (G) 
12:10 (Sat & Sun only), 2 
Far From Home (PG) 
12:20 (Sat & Sun only), 2:10 
Nell (PG-13) 
4:10, 7:10, 9:50 
Higher Learning (R) 
4, 6:40, 9:20 
The Shawshank Redemption (R) 
12:30 (Sat & Sun only), 3:30, 6;30, 
9:30 
Bullets Over Broadway (R) 
12:50 (Sat & Sun only), 7:20 
Star Trek: Generations (PG) 
12:40 (Sat & Sun only), 3:50, 7, 9:40 
Richie Rich (PG) 
1 (Sat & Sun only), 4:20, 6:50, 9 
Last Seduction (R) 
3:40,10 
Bill Demmons used to run mara-
thons. But in ] 985, while attending 
Northeastern University, Demmons 
was in a car accident. Although he 
could still walk, the spinal injuries put 
an end to the marathons. "It was 
difficult to walk in the mall for] 0 or 
]5 minutes," he says, "because I had 
pain in my back and neck." 
So Demmons, a native Portlander, 
started scuba diving for rehabilitation 
and exercise. "I didn't want to turn 
into a big blob," he says. A scuba trip 
to the British West Indies in ] 990 
introduced Demmons to a disabled 
diver. It was then he decided he 
wanted to work with people with 
disabilities, and that it would be only 
na tura I to teach scuba. 
But then his interest in scuba 
waned, until two years later when he 
ruptured a disc between his fifth and 
sixth vertebrae. After losing feeling in 
his left arm, Demons turned to scuba, 
again, for rehabilitation . It worked. 
His recovery prompted him to pursue 
his earlier dream. "It was a calling," 
Demmons believes. He dove into 
scuba training, eventually becoming a 
diving instructor. Then Zero Gravity 
was born. Its goal- to adapt scuba 
training so it's accessible to all. 
First Demmons trained his wife, 
Suzanne, and Dan Lane and Dan Pike, 
both from Sanford. These four formed 
the core of Zero Gravity. In June 1994 
they conducted a "Discover Scuba" 
program for Maine Accessible Adven- · 
tures, and later that year they worked 
with the Maine Center for the Blind. 
In October, Linda C10nan joined the 
program. 
Both Cion an and her mother, Helen 
C1onan, are impressed by the results 
of Zero Gravity. " It's amazing," 
Helen says . "Linda's progress is 
tremendous. The week before last was 
the best I've ever seen her do. She was 
at the deep end for pretty close to an 
hour. She was right down on the 
bottom." 
Helen Clonan believes the program 
does more than just teach people how 
to scuba dive - it helps them achieve 
independence. 
Her daughter agrees. "I do more 
now ... I make supper at the house. I'm 
active," she says. And Clonan's 
enthusiasm with Zero Gravity 
convinced her housemate, Carmen 
Johndro, to tryout scuba. 
Go with the flow 
Johndro is 21 and has spina bifida. 
Since early February, she has spent 
her Sundays at Zero Gravity. During 
her first week, she got used to the 
water, floating and holding onto a 
kickboard . She experimented with a 
mask and snorkel. (Students can't 
actually use scuba gear until they get 
a medical evaluation.) She was a little 
nervous at first. As Pike carefully 
pushed the special waterproof 
wheelchair down the ramp leading 
into the shallow end of the pool, 
Johndro gripped the chair tightly. 
When Pike undid her seat belt and 
guided Johndro into the water, she 
wouldn't let go of his arms. Less than 
an hour later, she was floating and 
sm iling. After she was done, she said 
she was happy and looked forward to 
using the scuba equipment. 
Three weeks later, J ohndro - with 
a little help from her teachers (two 
instructors are always in the pool, 
alongSide the student) - donned 
scuba gear and rolled into the pool. 
Johndro breathed underwater for the 
first time. 
Rob Walker, a senior at Bonny 
Eagle High School in Standish, started 
the same week as Johndro. Like 
Clonan, Walker has cerebral palsy, but 
to a lesser degree. He uses crutches as 
he makes his way across the cement 
Demmons constantly encourages 
his students. After surfacing from a 
dive with Clonan, during which she 
stayed underwater for over five . 
minutes, Demmons whooped and 
hollered. Everyone in the pool cheered 
and clapped as Clonan floated, trying 
to rest. But she couldn't contain 
herself, she smiled and waved her 
arms. Her mother, standing poolside, 
waved back. 
Teaching students like C10nan 
presents a special challenge to 
Demmons, but one that he and his 
staff readily accept. Demmons is an 
Demmons answers his "calling" at a South Portland pool. 
floor . While on land, Walker struggles 
and sweats. But once in the water-
it's a different story. His family used 
to have a pool, so he already knows 
how to swim. Using a snorkel and 
fins, he explores. Later, along with 
Johndro, he puts on his scuba gear. 
"I know a lot of people in school 
who would to love to learn how to 
scuba dive," Walker says. "When they 
find out I'm doing it, they' re a little 
jealous." While his brother watches, 
Walker rolls into the pool, off a pile of 
styrofoam kickboards. Once in the 
water, he flashes Demmons the OK 
sign. 
"He's a wonderful kid," Demmons 
says. "They're all wonderful people. 
They're eager, and they're excellent 
students." 
"adaptive scuba diving specialist." He 
adapts traditional training, making it 
accessible to his students. There are 
scuba instruction books, for instance, 
being transferred into Braille, and 
audio tapes explaining scuba concepts 
are already available. And Demmons 
tests new - and often challenging-
techniques with his staff. 
"Before we started working with 
the Maine Center for the Blind ... we 
went down to Biddeford Poo)," says 
Pike, who volunteers every Sunday. 
"Bill made me wear a mask that was 
completely taped, so I was blind. The 
moment I stepped out of my car, I was 
blind. I can't imagine any other 
training that can surpass that... I know 
what the students expect from me, 
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and what they're going through. It 
was irreplaceable." 
Pike, and later, Lane, had to 
assemble and put on scuba gear while 
blindfolded . Then they went diving, 
each removing his gear while under-
water, then putting it back on. 
Another time, Demmons bound the 
instructors' legs so they could under-
stand, at least partially, the experience 
of a paralyzed person trying to swim. 
Pike's confidence in his own diving 
and teaching increased as Demmons 
constantly challenged him in different 
environments. 
"Every diver has his or her limits," 
Demmons says. "We try to discover 
those limits and structure the 
training around them." 
A drop in the bucket 
Now guess how much this 
program costs the students . Nothing. 
Although each student needs a 
mask, snorkel and flippers, every-
thing else is free. Rides to and from 
the pool, if needed, and the use of the 
gear and air tanks are provided by 
Zero Gravity. And the lessons are 
free. 
Demmons - a former financial 
analyst - says that he and his wife 
had saved a nest egg. When he 
started Zero Gravity, they decided to 
spend it. Suzanne Demmons contin-
ues to work at Martin's Point Health 
Care during the week. On weekends, 
she works at Destiny House, where 
Johndro and Clonan live. Mean-
while, Demmons is preparing to go 
to law school. 
Most of the equipment Zero 
Gravity uses is his. Some gear was 
donated by scuba companies, and 
Tommy's Dive Shop on Congress 
Street helps by supplying air. South 
Portland Parks and Recreation 
Department, which runs the swim-
ming pool, donates the pool time -
at least until September. Demmons is 
also getting help from the city in 
researching grants to help pay for the 
program. 
Demmons says without the 
donated pool time, the program 
would not be available_ He hopes to 
secure grants and other funding so 
he could get more pool time. "If! 
had 15 hours of more pool time 
every week," he says, "we'd use 
every minute." 
And Demmons wants more 
students. ''I'm greedy," he jokes. "The 
more people we can help, the better I 
feel." He says more family members 
of the students are getting involved -
helping with showers and changing 
clothes - making the workload 
easier, allowing Demmons to concen" 
trale more on teaching. 
"Some of the these students haven't 
been out of a wheelchair all of their 
lives," he says. "Lo_ok at Linda. Now 
she takes the gear off when she's still 
in the pool and literally crawls out. 
Five months ago she would have 
never dreamed of doing that... What 
can I say, it's amazing." CBW 
thursday 9 
Get Out & Stay Out 
Caribbean where African slaves-
after a day of toil -would gather 
secretly to sing and dance, and the 
drum was at the center of that tradi-
tion. Tix: $5 ($3 students and seniors). 
772-8630 or 800-639-2707. 
saturdaY ... 11 
.. "'~J':"" 
State Theatre, 609 Congress St., at 
2 p.m. (also March 11 at 6 p .m.). 
One of the most highly esteemed 
classical guitarists of his generati 
Tanenbaum will perform Joac . 
Rodrigo's picturesque "Co :rio de 
Aranjuez.N The orchestr also 
perform Beethoven's "Symphony 
No. 1" and De Falla's "EI Amor 
Brujo: Suite" (the "I Love You, You 
Shivering timbers: The Maine Mari-
time Museum, 243 Washington St., 
Bath, presents Cam Lewis, crew 
member on board the winning 
America's Cup yacht, StIlrs £7 ;:,mlUflJi 
for an evening of _IllIG ~
with a slide show in the m~'s 
Maritime History Building M7 p.m. 
Experien~e the t~"~p~ce of . 
ocean racmg, as - a pioneer m 
prafessional racing - shares 
of fish attacks, 
meeting great colli-
whales (let's hope 
safe seafaring). 
ad va need registra-
A pod of one's own: The Albany-
based grunge band"'" SEAPCIDS 
may sound like a crustacean's worst 
nightmare, but no need to get your 
antennae in a twist. The band's just 
drifting around the circuit promoting 
its debut album, Econobrain. They 
play at Granny Killam's, 55 Market St., 
at 8:30 p.m. ahit: ·~. 




Big Brute" suite). Cabaret seats: $25, 
with an $11.95 brunch served at noon 
available (cal1879-1112); reserved I 
theater seats: $20. 773-8191 or 
800-639·2309. 
Circuit breaker: In 
175th anniversary (the 
objects" anniversary - an 
pass or bridge will do) of 
Transcendental 
Meditation Program~ 
Maharishi Mahastl Yogi who ~iodut.ed 
Transcendental Meditnon 37 years ago 
and brought enlightenment tI milions of 
people If1 Ile world, IS now Intnxlucng 
btaI knowledge 01 Na1llral Law. 
A Simple, natural 
technique to: 
• Eliminale slress 
• Reduce anxiely 
• Improve health 






575 Forest Ave., Ptld. 
For more infornwion Cill 
774-1108 
monday 
POIlg brokers: RerneOilbel 
The optimum ones 
paneling, a 
statehood, the Maine 
Orchestra presents 
guitarist _11IBI1AU1 as 
the featured guest artist at the 
6-10 p.m.} 
Club, Route 1, 
of all ages and 
abilities are w omed, coaching 
. Symphony-At-The-State series at the can be arran;:i. $5. 823-8231 . 
I dinner I 
I Includes choice I I of pasta & sauce, I 
bread & butter I and fountain drink I 
I served after 5pm expo 3/31/95 • with this coupon I 
I.ra&~~,,~~=~.:! .~~!~!!~na I 
I Mon • Thu till 9pm, Fri & Sat till 1 Opm, Sun 12·8 I 
43 Exchange St· 60 Market St· Old Port· 773·7146 ----------
ScmlHcm A~TS CfNTf~ P~fSfNTS 
NOISES 
OFF 
A COMEDY BY 
MICHAEl. FIlA YN 
• MARCH· 
10·11·12.11·18·19. 24·25·26 
Fn. & Sol. . Bf>I!l; Sun .• 2pm 
$10· Ad.I.; $8 · S"donl & Se .. o" 
f-{. <;, r .. ltl"'<; 
642-3743 ~" • 1 00 ydlfxnt !II. w:..,l.JN , in .... Mdion of Routel 35 & 114 
20% 
DinnerEntree 
Rated **** by 
Maine Sunday Telegram 1993 
Bring in this ad -Expires 3130/95 
I ~ I 675 Congress St., Portland 
t:::J!:, (207) 87-INDIA 
Coffin's presentation, which will focus 
on the careers of noted governmental 
figures throughout the state's history, 
is the first in the Neal W. Allen, Jr. 
Lecture on Maine Legal and Social 
History series. Free and open to the 
public. 774-1822. 
thursday 16 
Victoria manson: Paul Lichter's 
"Changes: Explorations in " 
series continues as he 
composer lEV .. 
ensemble, f, 
Carr, to t ' ate Street Church, 
159 St., at 8 p .m. 




- is an artist of great range and 
~C who performed frequently 
1W . . _ at c.~.JlO, most notably as 
a member of th~~Bee Quartet. 
And the indefatigable Licht 
on with his mission - to bri 




See pods on March 9. 
as Howlin' Wolf, Memphis Slim, 
Bobby Bland, James Cotton and Sonny 
Boy Williamson - yet he may be 
better known for his appearance in the 
"Blues Brothers." He finally recorded 
his debut solo album, "Way Down 
South," for Antone's Records in the 
9805. Tix: $10 ~_lhwA 
ATTENTION SAAB OWNERS! 
FORESTCITYSAAB 
'95 Sub 9005 5 door 
$21,725 . 
Choose your payment plan! 
$28500 '"Ho.' $34900 '"Ho.' 
Meryl Troop. Interpreter 
8:00pm 
Saturday, March 18th, 1995 
First Parish Church 
425 Congress St., Portland 
• $1.819 cash or trade • Absolutely no money 
down payment includes: down· monthly payment 
sales tax • documentation includes: sales tax • 
& title fees· acquisition documentation & title 
fee· I st payment· fees· acquisition fee· 
security deposit I st payment· security 
deposit 
The public can preview the live and 
silent auction pieces by such artists as 
Marguerite Lawler, Dozier Bell and 
Michael Waterman - free of charge 
- on March 17 from 6 to 8 p .m. and 
on March 18 from 9 a .m. to 4:30 p.m. 
An artists' reception takes place from 
featuring complementary 
d'oeuvres. 
Auction tix: and recep-
tion: $25. Proceeds ben~ AIDS 
Project. 774-6877.~ 
Su~ for A oW must be 
receiwld In writing on the Thursday 
prior to publication. ~
Calendar IIIId Ustlngs n to 
S",." Goodyeat, Case y Weekly, 
561. Congress St., Portland, ME 
041.01. 
'"36 months clewd end luw. subtect to credit lpprOVJI.lem Md Yllue Sll ,]99, lMAI~ IO.roJ at\t'I'.III ,.".1ts, all puu, indudu$l.000Subowntr's Ct"':.Xl:t 
$13.50 In ad"ance / $15.00 day of .how 
Ticket OutleD: A_.deu" MU8Ic. Drop Me "-
Une and Wal ..... ut In Portland and 
MaelteaD. Musle la BruD.wlck. 
For _ore Infor._tlon: 
207·$28-3866 or 207·%4703461 
"\\: e apprecia!c 
~Ollr busincj$" 
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PARK & SHOP 
STAMPS 
AVAILABLE Uotft.-qIIcr#--,9tPtzt.. 
Lower Lobby, 151 Middle St. • Portland, 773-1999 • Open 10-10 Daily 
You could be just a Continuing 
Education course away from that 
promotion you've always wanted or 
that new job you've applied for. The 
workplace is changing, ARE YOU? 
Continuinjl" Education at Andoyer 
Collejl"e - Your job may depend on it! 
Register at: 
774-6126 or 1-800-639-3110 
4-week Classes Slarting March 27: 
PageMaker 5.0 
Date: March 27 - April 19 
Time: 5:30 p.m. - 8:00 p.m., Mon. & Wed. 
WordPerfect for Windows 
Date: March 27 - April 19 
Time: 5:30 p.m. - 8:00 p.m:, Mon. & Wed. 
Communication Skills 
Date: March 27 - April 19 
Time: 5:30 p.m. - 8:00 p.m., Mon. & Wed. 
All Day Seminar 
Lotus 1-2-3 for Windows 
Date: Friday, March 31 
Time: 8:00 a.m. - 5:00p.m. 
ANDOVER 
-college-
Tortilla Flat - A memorable Mexican 
experience you can afford anytime. Serving New 
England for over 23 years. 
• ~ Skier's Special! 
~~)~1S% OFF Entree 
'\\ with same da, pass 
NOW OPEN SUNDAYS AT NOON 
187] Forest Ave, Portland' 797-8729 • Open 7 days 
Casco Bay Weekly listings are a fun and free service to our readers. To have a listing 
considered for publication, send complete information (including dates, times, costs, 
complete address, a contact telephone number) by noon on Thursday prior to publication. 
stage 
"Artful Lives" A on&woman dramatization of the 
lives 01 Georgia O'Keeffe, Grandma Moses and Frida 
Kahlo, Mar 15 at 2 pm at Ocean View, 22 FalmOuth 
Rd. Falmouth. Free. 781-4460. 
.ChulCh of the SOle Survivor" Portland Stage Com-
pany, 25A Forest Ave, Portland, presents .a bizarre 
new comedy about a mundane family vacationIng on 
Cape Cod. whose lives are shaken up by a spirlt·filled 
stranger who i:rawls naked out of the sea. Shows 
through Mar 11. Tues-Thurs at 7:30 pm. Fri at 8 pm, 
Sat at 5 and 9 pm, Sun at 2 pm. Tix: $20·$29 ($15-
$20 students/seniors). Half-price tickets are often 
available an hour before showtlme. 774-0465. 
"Death. the Malden" Theater Project. 14 School 
St. Brunswick. presents Ariel Dorfman's psychologi-
cal thriller - abcut a woman tortured in a South 
American country whose husband becomes involved 
in investigating the crimes perpetrated by the country's 
former regime. Shows Mar 23-Apr 9. Thurs·Sat at 8 
pm. Sundays at 2 pm. Tix: $12 ($10 students/ 
seniors). 729-8584. 
"Inflatable Comedy Theater" L/AArts presents Fred 
Garbo and Company performing wild physical com-
edy. in which a balloon man meets ~ ba~lerina and 
slapstick combines with dance and Juggling - Mar 
11 at 2 pm at Lewiston Junior High School. 75 
Central Ave, Lewiston. Tix: $5. 782-7228. 
"Intimate Exhanges" Portland Stage Company pre-
sents a comedy of manners by England's premiere 
comic playwright. Alan Ayckbourn. It's a farcical 
exploration of modern relationships. with two actors 
playing eight different characters in two completely 
different versions of the same play presented on 
alternate evenings. (Previews Mar 18 at8 pm and 19 
& 21-22 at 7:30 pm. Tix: $15). Shows Mar 23-Apr 15 
_ Tues.Thurs at 7:30 pm. Fri at B pm. Sat at 5 & 9 
pm and Sun at 2 pm. (Mar 18. 8 pm only and Mar 19. 
26 & Apr 2 at 7:30 pm.) Tix: $20-$29 ($15-$24 
students/seniors). 774-0465. 
Greek Myths. Fables Children's Theatre of Maine 
and the Young People's Theatre Project give an 
ensemble presentation adapting the myths of ar>-
cient Greece to the stage in a series of workshop 
perfonnances. Mar 11·26. Fridays at 7 pm. Satur· 
days at 10:30 am and 2 pm and Sundays at 1 pm. 
TIx: $5 ($4 kids). 874-0371-
"Julkls Caesa,"Amerlcan Renaissance Theater pre-
sents Shakespeare's timeless tragedy about the 
conflict of loyalty and ambition in ancient Rome. As 
Caesar and his supporters begin to entertain dynas· 
tic ambitions, a rival faction rises up to oppose him 
on both philosophical and personal grounds. Shows 
through Mar 12. Thurs-Sat at 8 pm and Sundays at 
5 pm at the Oak StreetTheater. 92 Oak St. Portland. 
Tix: $10. 775-5103. 
"PIppin" USM's Theater and Music Departmen:s 
collaborate to perform the story of a young man s 
search lor fulfillment as he experiences the vagaries 
of war, money, power. sin and romance, Mar 10-12 
and 15-18 with shows at 7:30 pm Fri & Sat ar.d 5 pm 
Sundays - in Russell Hall. Gorham campus. Tix: $7 
($6 seniors/$4 students). 780-5483. 
• Sleuth" Public Theatre. corner of Lisbon & Maple 
Streets in Lewiston, presents an evening of murder-
ous amusement. Shows Mar 24-26. 30-31 and Apr 
1-2 - Thurs-Sat at 8 pm and Sundays at 2 pm. T,x: 
$10 '($8 senior/students). 782·3200. 
"Song of Norway" Portland Lyric Theater pr~sents 
Edward Grieg's life story. based on Grleg sown 
music. Shows through Mar 13. Fri and Sat at 8 pm 
and Sun at 2:30 pm. Tix: $13 Fri & Sat ($11 Sun). 
799-1421. 
"You Can't Take It WIth You" Portland Players 
presents Moss Hart & George S. Ka~fman's tale of 
the eccentric Sycamore family. theIr one normal 
daughter and her very nonnal fiancee's uptight par-
ents. Shows Mar 24-26 and 31 and April 1-2 and 7· 
8 with shows Fri & Sat at 8 pm and Sun at 2:30 pm. 
TIx: 799·7337. 
auditions/etc 
Community Uttle Thaatre Audltlons for - Come Back 
to the Rve & Dime. Jimmy Dean. Jimmy Dean,· Mar 
12 & 13, at 7 pm. at the Performing Arts Center at 
Great Falls School. Academy St. Auburn. Roles for 8 
females and 1 male available. 784·3964. 
Mad Hor .. Children's Ensemble Auditions Kids 10-
18 years can try out for ayear-Iong program including 
workshops and three productions. March 13 at 3:30 
and 7 pm at Mad Horse Theatre. 955 Forest Ave, 
Portland. Appointments necessary. 878-3547. 
concerts 
friday 10 
Cablldo (AfrcrCaribbean percussion) 8 pm at Deering 
High School Auditorium. 370 Stevens Ave. Portland . 
TIx: $5 ($3 students/seniors). 772·8630 or 1-800-
639·2707. 
Honors Recital (student solo perfonners) 8 pm at 
USM's Corthell Hall. Gorham campus. Free. 780-
5256. 
saturday 11 
Tom Barrand.John Roberts (traditional English folk 
songs) 7:30 pm at the Chocolate Church. 804 
Washington St. Bath. Tix: $8 advance ($10 door). 
729-3185 or 442-8455. 
Portland Symphony OlChestra (featuring classical 
gUitarist David Tanenbaum) 6 pm at the State The-
atre. 609 Congress St. Portland. T,x: $20 general 
admission: $25 cabaret seats (plus $10.50 dinner 
ticket). 773-8191. 
sunday 12 
"A Sunday with K.K." (show numbers with vocalist 
K.K. Preece) presented by Maine State Music The-
atre at 2 pm In the Pickard Theatre. Bowdoin College. 
Brunswick. Tlx: $15/$18. 725-8769. 
Choir Festival (100 singers from area churches) 7 
pm at Woodfords Congregational Church. 202 
Woodford St. Portland. Free. 839-3046 or 773-
5747. 
MId Coast Jazz Society (student concert with teach· 
ers Steve Grover. Izi Rudnick and Brad Terry) 2 pm at 
the New Meadows Inn, W. Bath Rd. Bath. Donation 
requested. 443-3921. 
Portland Symphony Orchestra (featuring classical 
guitarist David Tanenbaum) 2 pm at the State The-
atre. 609 Congress 51. Portland. TIx: $20 general 
admission; $25 cabaret seats (plus $11.95 brunch 
available). 773-8191. 
• upcomIng 
Dayton Contemporary Dance Mar 18 (renowned 
Africar>-Amerlcan choreographers) presented by Port· 
land Concert Association at 8 pm at the State 
Theatre. 609 Congress St. Portland. Tix: $14 upper 
balcony; $22 cabaret. lower balcony and theatre 




Mark Miller Blues Band The Big Easy. 416 Fore St. 
Portland. 780-1207. 
Open Mic (share your talents) Citi·s. 137 Kennebec 
St, Portland. 774-2242. 
J(aroake (you too can be Nancy Sinatra. If only for a 
moment) Clyde's Pub. 173 Ocean St. S. Portland. 
799-4473. 
Portland's Funnleat ProfessIonal (with host Grant 
Taylor) The Comedy Connection. 434 Fore St. Port· 
land . 774-5554. 
GodzIlia Mov .. Night Elvis Room. 27 Forest Ave. 
Portland. 775-0474. 
Go Button (pop rock) Free Street Tavema, 128 Free 
St. Portland. 774-1114. 
Band Competition with He.ve (all-ages. chem Iree) 
The Garage. 2 Industrial Way. Portland. 797-6048. 
OmInous Seapods (hippie shake) Granny Klllam·s. 
55 Market St, portland. 761·2787. 
Steye Gerlach (acoustic) Java Joe·s. 13 Exchange 
St. Portland. 761·5637. 
Pat Foley (acoustic) Khalidi's Creative Seafoods. 36 
Market St. Portland. 871·1881. 
Wacky Thursday (wild music) The Moon. 427 Fore 
St. Portland. 772·1983. 
BIcycle ThIeves (alt-rock covers) Old Port Tavern, 11 
Moulton St. Portland. 774-0444. 
Happy Hour with the Steve • Reeve D.J. Show 
Raoul ·s. 865 Forest Avenue. Portland. 773-6886 . 
Bamboo TaxI (original ethna-rock) Seamen's Club. 1 
Exchange St. Portland. 772-7311. 
Force of Habit (rock) Spring Point Cafe. 175 Pickett 
St. S. Portland. 767-4627. 
La .. r K.aoke with Greg powers Tipperary Pub. 
Sheraton Tara Hotel . S. Portland . 775-6161. 
Deejay Bob Look (techno. tribal. trance/live kara~ke 
in front room with Nick) The Underground. 3 Spring 
51. Portland. 773-3315. 
Acoustic Open Mle with Ken Grimsley The Wrong 
Brothers' Pub. 39 Forest Ave. Portland. 775-1944. 
Art & Soul continued on page 24 
Great Caesar's ghost 
ART stages a lackluster "Julius Caesar" 
• By Cathy Nelson Price 
Cynics will tell you that no good deed goes unpunished, and by now James 
Hoban and his American Renaissance Theater may agree. He's offering a familiar 
classic that most people have known since high school, staging a faithful (mostly), 
non-gimmicky rendition - white columns, togas and aIL He's attempted to add 
production elements to give the play further historical perspective. 
Why, then, is the overall result so unsatisfying? 
It's the acting. ART is one 
of the few professional the-
ater companies around that 
does large-cast shows re-
quiring a plethora of males. 
Like its counterparts in com-
munity theater, it must be 
finding the pickings mighty 
slim. If a guy can walk, talk 
and carry a sword without 
hurting himself, he's up 
there. In community theater, 
that kind of casting is hailed 
as neighborhood altruism. 
But if you do it in the pro 
ranks, you're pilloried. 
That's what's supposed to 
distinguish. the pros from 
the amateurs: the willing-
ness to be selective about 
who appears onstage under 
your artistic banner. It may 
mean not giving major roles 
as rewards to those who are 
important contributors off-
stage but whose talents may 
not necessarily include act-
ing. Community theater is 
Dwight BurtIs as Caesar 
stuck with that kind of tradeoff; profeSSional theater shouldn't be. 
ART takes pride, and rightly so, in its inclusion of young actors. Some in recent 
years have grown into impressive performers. Others have found a one-note 
samba and stuck to it, show after show. In "Julius Caesar," several of the players 
are tripped up by pronounced regional accents that are inappropriate for the pa-
sta e 
"Julius Caesar" plays at 
the Oak Street Theatre, 92 
Oak St., through March 12. 
Tlx: $10. 775-5103. 
trician senators they're portraying. Actors who are 
serious about theater should be willing to improve 
their linguistic technique, if only to expand their 
castability. But if the director doesn't demand it, the 
bad habits will continue and get harder to break as 
years go by. That's evidently happened to some of 
the older ART actors, who appear to have come late 
to the stage or have escaped proper training along 
the way. Again, community theater performers can 
get away with this; for profeSSional companies it's deadly . 
Director Hoban is a fine actor, and his Marc Antony irt this production is 
superb . So is Dwight Burtis' Caesar. (Burtis makes Shakespeare's language so 
conversational and the character so immediate that you're tempted to ask him 
out for coffee.) What he and Hoban have in addition to talent is technique, which 
is the result of hard work, training and study. Portland has classes and work-
shops galore for actors; even the proven pros are constantly honing their skills. 
It's not too much to expect a less experienced actor, especially one in a major 
role, to do likewise . 
There's more. As noted before, "Julius Caesar" is often the show that "intro-
duces" people to Shakespeare. The language is vibrant, the politics recognizable 
and most of the characters fairly true to life. When effectively presented, the play 
pulsates with intrigue, battles, gore and ghosts enough to satisfy even the most 
jaded viewer. 
Of course, that's assuming the technical elements are in place. This production 
has a Caesar who is stabbed viciously in pantomime and doesn't actually bleed 
until a few minutes later when his assassins "bathe" their hands in his blood, 
which they presumably bring with them. (Could be a natural reluctance to mess 
up that pristine, all-white set, against which the conspirators in their white togas 
look like disembodied heads and arms.) Then there are the cannon-shot drums 
that interrupt the action and deafen the audience. Bang the drum softly, please. 
It's never pleasant to point fingers at ART because it tries so hard and means so 
welL But house numbers are down at Oak Street; after a boffo start this season, it's 
back to half·full for Vintage Rep's "Ghosts" and this "Julius," at least on the nights 
I attended. Portland audiences have too much to choose from to support substan-
dard fare, no matter how worthy the company. They also won't buy as many 
subscriptions, which can make or break a season. 
To maintain its overall artistic growth, ART needs to be more exacting in cast-
ing its on-stage talent. They don't need permission to be picky. The theatrical 
world is littered with Academy Award-winning actors who aren't yet ready to 
play Shakespeare. Consider this: If you build a house with unskilled, untrained 
craftsmen, it will fall down. A professional theater company that builds likewise 
may do the same. (lW 
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Introducing our. .. 
VERY SPECIAL GIFT BASKE 
Specially prepared with flowers, 
champagne or wine, and candy. 
Coli for detoils ... 
HARMON'S 
Portland. 774-5946 
• Leader in gymnastics lessons for children 
in the greater Portland area since 1978!! 
• A full staff of caring professional educators 
• Our goal is to help children of all ages and 
abilities learn in a fun, positive atmosphere 
• Offering classes for ages one and up! 
13 Week Spring Session Begins 
March 20, 1995! Call Now for info. 
207-883-166;1 
.... JIIII 
COMPLETE TELEMESSAGING SERVICE CENTER 
LOOKING FOR A UNIQUE AND THOUGHTFUL WAY 
OF SHOWING YOUR OmCE STAFF HOW MUCH YOU 
APPRECIATE EVERYTHING THEY DO FOR YOU. 
For less than the price of a floral arrangement, 
SENTRY 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
will answer your phones during lunch for the entire week. 
WHAT A BEITER WAY TO SAY "THANK YOU" 
THAN TO SIMPLIFY THE WEEKLY WORKLOAD. 
cau us for more infonnation 
SENTRY 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
in Westbrook 856-6301 
in Lewiston 783-3700 
"It is better to 
have called and 
loved. Than 
never to have 
called at all." 
- Apologies Alfred Tennyson 
1 .. 900 .. 370 .. 2041 
($1.99jmin 18+, TT,775-1234) 
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All Day eVeRY Sunday: 
$1.50 pines of 
YUinness, Bass &.. HaRp 





S7 Center Street, Portland 
Entrees 
Jamaican Jerk Pasta with 
Shrimp in an orange 
cilantro sauce $11 ,95 
Mixed Crill with Seafood 
Sausage, Jumbo 
Salmon & Swordfi 
Chef owned and 
84 Exchange St., 
772-0240 
Lunch Mon-Fri 10:30-1, 30 
Dinner Thurs-Sat 5-9 
A varie of beers & wines served 
HAVE YOU TRIEm 




Vegetarian Black Bean Chili 
Cajun Seafood Stew 
Herb Roasted Chicken 
plus 
Our Own Desserts 
TABITHA-JEAN'S 
94 Free Street 
207 / 780-8966 
Tiles - Thurs Warn - 9pm 
Fri - Sal, 8am - Wpm 
SUIl 8am - 4pm 
Closed Monday 
VISA IMC/AMEX ACCEPTED 
Park & Shop Member 
CWiN~Dr~ 
,11 41 Middle St~eer 
,., Portland, Maine 
, Serving breakfast all day 
Fresh bake,d goods daily 
,Tues,' - Fri. 7-2 
W~ekend Brunch 
Sot-Sun 8-2 
I-In'''''"'iness no charge. 
:rive gears ago . . , 
We 6rouglit tlie finest 
Iniian Cuisine to Maine. , 
... ant! we wife contintU to serve 
fiat sizz[ing f(a606s, tasty curries, 
fiat 6reacfs ani mucli, mucli more. , . 
Join us to celebrate our 
anniversary and get 
$10.00off* 
on a dinner for 2 
(wi th this ad) 
ONEPLFASANT SI, PORIlAND 
772-876711am-lOpm 
Seven Days' Visa, Me, Discover 
Expire 311 5/95 
*Not valid w/any other discount 
Minimum Purchase of Two Entrees 
One coupon per 





CHEF STUART'S FOODWORKS. Prepared full 
entrees, rotisserie specials, casseroles, soups, as-
sorted salads, fresh baked breads and pastries, All 
offered in state of the art packaging, all designed 
to be picked up and enjoyed in your own home or 
office, Mon, -Fri. 10 a,m, - 6 p,m, On the cutting 
edge of the Old Port, 47 India Street Portland. 
773-9741, 
FRENCH 
LE BISTRO DULAC. Experience French Country 
cuisine at its best, in the unique atmosphere of 
one of Raymond's historic houses, Reservations 
accepted, MCNisa. Located at Routes 302 and 
85, Raymond , 655-4100, 
C A FE 
CHRISTINE'S DREAM. Come to the other side of 
the arterial for brunch. Offering a variety of break-
fast items and non-smoking environment MC 
and Visa accepted, Tuesday-Friday 7-2, weekend 
brunch, Saturday £< Sunday 8-2, Parking, 41 
Middle St Portland, 774-2972, 
PORT BAKE HOUSE. Take·out fresh baked past-
ries and great lunches , Summer seating on the 
deck, Soups with pizzaz, creative deli sandwiches 
and healthy salads, 205 Commercial St Portland. 
773-2217, 
VICTORY DELI £,[ BAKE SHOP. Hearty breakfasts, 
mouth watering baked from scratch breads and 
pastries - freshly prepared soups, stews, salads, 
pasta and vegetarian specialties, delicious sand· 
wiches, Beer £< wine, Monument Square, 299 
Forest Ave and One Portland Square, MCNISA 
accepted, 772-7299, 772-3913, 772-8186, 
WOODFORDS CAFE. Home of Portland's Best 
Burgers, Lunch, dinner and drink. Specials daily, 
MC, Visa and personal checks welcome. Take out 
available, Sun" Tues,-Thurs, 11 a,m,-11 p.m" Fri" 
Sat until 1 a.m" Closed Mondays, 129 Spring St, 
Portland,772-1374, 
ITALIAN 
FRESH MARKET PASTA. For the best homemade 
pastas and sauces in Portland, Open for lunch, 
dinner and late night dining, Italian wine and 
beers, Espresso. Cappuccino, Desserts. Bring the 
familyl MC, Visa and Amex accepted. 43 Ex-
change St 60 Market St Portland, 773-7146, 
RICETTA'S BRICK OVEN PIZZERIA. Voted 
Portland's "Best Pizza" four years running. North-
ern Italian cuisine. Gourmet lunch buffet daily, 
Dine-in, take-out, both lunch and dinner delivery, 
catering, Expanded dining room, M.-Th 11 :30 
a,m,-1 0:00 p,m, Fri.-Sat 11 :30-11 :00 p,m. Sun-
dayl2-1 0 p,m, MCNisa/Am. Ex. 29 Western Ave, 
"Plaza 29" S. Portland , 775-7400. 
LUNCH AT THE WESTSIDE CAFE 
A sampling (rom OUT winur mrnu 
-Natural Corned Beef Reuben 
-Black Bean Salad 
-Grilled Chicke~ Breast Salad 
• A wand)' t1/..,ina II NUl .-c -..aiL:ek • 





SHALIMAR OF INDIA RESTAURANT. SERVING 
DELICIOUS INDIAN FOOD, AS SPICY OR MILDAS 
YOU LIKE! WIDE VARIETY OF DISHES INCLUDING 
GREAT LOST BEAR. Full bar - now featuring 50 
beers on tap, Extensive menu ,. , sandwiches, soups, 
salads, platters. Lunch or dinner in the mysterious 
Woodfords area. MC, Visa, Amex accepted, Park-
ing, 540 Forest Ave. Portland. 772-0300. 
VEGETARIAN. JOIN US FOR LUNCH, DINNER, OR KATAHDIN. Daily Blue Plate Specials $9,95 and 
ANY SPECIAL OCCASION , OPEN 7 DAYS, AC- t t' f I'k B k h t P t H unpre en IOUS are I e uc w ea as a. ome-
CEPTING ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS. 675 CON- d G d C k' M d Th d 5 10 
GRESS ST PORTLAND _ ma e, 00 00 ,no on ay- urs ay - p,m" 
. ' Friday £< Saturday 5-11 p,m" Corner of Spring 
AMERICAN 
CONGRESS STREET DINER. A traditional Ameri-
can diner. Fresh baked goods, homemade ·soups 
and daily specials, Breakfast served all day, Eat in 
or take out Open every day 7 a.m, -3 p.m, 551 
Congress St 773-6957, 
HOMEPLATE, Incredible breakfast and lunch menu 
voted #1 three years in arow, Open 6 a ,m.-3 p,m, 
seven days a week. Late nights Thursday-Saturday 
11 p,m,-6 a.m., 5 Dana St Portland. 
THE NEON DINER. The Art District's favorite! 
Farm fresh veggies, meats, new vegetarian menu! 
Great daily specials, Open 'til3 a,m, Thurs, Fri, Sat 
653 Congress St. On Longfellow Square. 
RUSKI'S. Breakfast all day. 7 a,m,-1 a,m,. Daily 
lunch and dinner specials, Daily happy hour 4-7 
w/beer and mixed drink specials, Six page menu, 
Breakfast, lunch and dinner." what a real neighbor-
hood pub should be, Me, Visa accepted, 212 
Danforth St Portland, 774-7604, 
SEAFOOD 
BAY HARBOR RESTAURANT. Portland Harbor's 
beautiful oceanfront restaurant Gourmet sea-
food, steaks, pasta inside, All day dockside dining 
outside, Free boat shuttle from Old Port Valet 
parking. MC and Visa accepted, 231 Front Street 
So, Portland. 799-5552. 
GILBERT'S CHOWDER HOUSE . Friendly, 
Downeast-style dining, dockside or indoors, Sea-
food straight from Maine waters; hand·cut fries 
and onion rings, Award winning chowder! Park-
ing, 92 Commercial St, Portland, 871-5636, 
)'S OYSTER BAR. Fresh seafood daily, Shellfish £< 
pasta dishes our specialty, Relaxed friendly atmo-
sphere, Seasonal patio dining, MC and Visa ac-
cepted, Parking, 5 Portland Pier, Portland. 772-
4828, 
KHAlIDI 'S CREATIVE SEAFOOD. Featuring local 
and seasonal ingredients carefully selected £,[ pre-
pared, served in a casually elegant atmosphere, 
We invite you to join us where we have captured 
the seafood niche in Portland. Conveniently lo-
cated in the heart of Portland's Old Port, All major 
credit cards are accepted, Reservations advised, 
36 Market St Portland , 871 -1 881 , 
ECLECTIC 
BINTLIFF'S. Fresh, creative cuisine, Breakfast and 
lunch M·F, 6 a,m, - 2 p,m, Breakfast all day 
Saturday 6 a,m, . 2 p,m" and Sunday 7 a,m, - 2 
p,m,. Many gourmet vegetarian choices! And 
"the best hash in town!!" 98 Portland St Portland. 
773-2096, 
BLACK TIE. 870 Broadway, South Portland, Dis-
cover South Portland's most interesting lunch 
spot! Featuring hearty soups and sandwiches, 
healthy salads, entrees and fantastic bakery items. 
Dailyspecials-always! Dine-in or take-out Open 
Monday-Friday 7: 30-3 :00, 799-7119, 
CHElSEA'S Fresh, new dining with intimate at· 
mosphere, All food is homemade and imagina-
tively prepared. World cuisine, Entire menu avail-
able for take out Visa, MC, Amex, 84 Exchange St 
772-0240, Reservations accepted, not required. 
FOODEES. Sixteen international pizza combina-
tions, Five heart-healthy crusts, Voted best pizza in 
New England by the Boston Globe, Buffet Mon-
day - Saturday 11-2 p.m., MC, Visa, accepted. 
Parking, 688 Forest Ave, Portland, 774-4100. 
GOOD TABLE. Casual. Tasty weekend brunch, 
Cracklin' wood stove, Full bar. Seafood, barbecue, 
Greek, Old jazz, good looking staff, Honest food, 
Honest prices, Hours: Tues,-Fri. 11 -9; Sat 8-9; 
Sun, 8-3, MC, Visa accepted, Parking, Rte 77, 
Cape Elizabeth, 799-4663, 
and High St Portland, 
MORGANFIELD'S RESTAURANT AND NIGHT 
CLUB. Southern and Cajun, Full menu Thursdays-
Mondays 4 p,m" to 1 a.m" Gospel brunch on 
Sundays 1 p,m" to 4 p.m" BBQ Ribs, Fried Green 
Tomatoes, and more. 70 beers including 20 drafts, 
Beer specials nightly. MCNisa/Amex, 121 Center 
St Portland , 774-JUKE, 
SAFARI CAFE. A new dining adventure on Forest 
Avenue, Enormous menu - exotic choices includ-
ing Jungle Wings, The African Boar and a special 
young lions (kids) menu, Lunch &. dinner. Tues. -
Sun, 11 a,m. - 9 p.m, 646 Forest Avenue, 780-
1590, 
TABITHA-lEAN'S RESTAURANT. Cajun and veg· 
etarian specialties. Homemade sweets, Breakfast, 
lunch and dinner. Tuesday through Sunday, 7 
a,m .-9 p,m" Twenty hot sauces , Freshly ground 
coffee, All major credit cards accepted except 
Discover. Validated off-street parking, 94 Free St 
Portland. 780-8966, 
THE WEST SIDE CAFE, Offering fresh game and 
seafood, organic produce, Moderately priced en-
trees and a casual, comfortable ambiance. MC, 
Visa accepted, Parking. Reservations suggested, 
58 Pine St. Portland. 773-8223, 
GREEK 
FREE STREET TAVERNA. Authentic Greek food, 
Family recipes and friendly atmosphere, Firstlevel: 
eatery/taverna, Second level: smoke free dining 
with outdoor deck, MCVisa accepted, 128 Free St 
Portland, 774-1114, 
CHINESE 
HU -SHANG. Szechuan, Hunan, Shanghai and 
Mandarin style cooking served in an inviting Old 
Port atmosphere, Lunch and dinner graciously 
served, Visa, MasterCard and American Express 
accepted, 29 Exchange St, Portland. 
MEXICAN 
SIERRA'S. Mexican Food £,[ Deli. The most au-
thentic Mexican food this side of Portland! Featur-
ing: Quesadillas, burritos, nachos, tacos, enchila-
das, sandwiches and Syrian roll -ups! Plus, Maine 
microbrews on tap, domestic and imported beers 
and wines. All natural, fresh, high quality ingredi-
ents, Dine-inortakeout! Open Mon ,-Sun, 11 a,m, 
- 9 p,m" Friday 'till 0 p.m. Routes 25 and 114 in 
Gorham. 839-3500, 
TORTILLA FLAT. Sixteen years of serving fine 
Mexican cuisine. Just minutes from downtown 
Portland , A memorable Mexican experience you 
can afford anytime, MC, Visa accepted , Parking, 
VISA, M/C, Discover. 187 Forest Ave. Portland, 
797-8729. 
VEGETARIAN 
BLUE HERON BISTRO. Drawing from the exquis· 
ite flavors and traditions of distant lands, Blue 
Heron Bistro brings you all natural vegetarian fare 
created with flair. A warm, inviting atmosphere, 
gracious service and a diverse menu artfully pre-
pared combine to create an extraordinary dining 
experience, Lunch 11 :30 - 2:30 Mon,-Sat., Dinner 
5:30 - 9:30 Wed,-Sat., Sunday Brunch 9:00 - 2:30, 
16 US Rt 1, Yarmouth. 
SOUTHWESTERN 
ZUNI. Southwestern to Caribbean cuisine, Great 
food, outstanding value, ever changing menu, 
Fresh squeezed fruit drinks, Smoke-free environ-
ment Dinner. Tues,-Sun. MC, Visa and Amex. 21 
Pleasant Street, Portland, 774-5260, 
~~:::::::::::::::::::: 
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More than 1 00 items! 
Full menu to suit 
every price range and 
every taste 
Open Tuesday-Sunday, 11 am-9pm 
Jor LUNCH and DINNER 
TASTES FROM 
AILJ1 @W'J.Em~ 
Steaks & Ribs, Seafood & lobsters, 
Sauteed Items I It.'uiaJl, Mexican, Specialty 
Salads & Sandwichcsand SO MUCH MORE! 
Tuesday - Office Night 
Come in early 8:00-9:30 for 
dinner or eats then enjoy the 
music from 9:00-12:00 
with Rog &; Raz 
Every Sunday: 
2 shows of Comedy 
with Yo Adrian - NO COVER 
(Beginning 3/5/95) 
HIGHLIGHTS 
wi Willie and Lori of WMGX 
& the popular duo Last Call 
: & huge traditional Buffet with many other fine 
selections 6-9 pm 
BUD SPECIAL NIGHT 
16 oz. green beer drafts for $1.50 from noon to closing 
24 usco Bay Weekly 
POETRY READING 
Candice Stover 
author of Holdilfg Patterns 
1994 Maine Chapbook Award 
(Mary Oliver, judge) 
3 PM, Sunday, March 12 
introduction by Harriet Mosher 
Maine Writers & Publishers Alliance 
RAFFLES 
555 Congress • Portland • 761-3930 
r~~~-------------------------~t~l 
l'Or Lutdifoed your senses ~ ~~i 
On !)OOrW<l9 to ,~ Innovative r ¥: "v ~ tarim ~ - : 
~ ~uisine r~! 
JI' ~ , 
Lunch: Mon-Sat: 11:30-2:30 }.:::::::..' 
to Route I North. 
We're on tk Idt 
Dinner: wed-Sat: 5:30-9:00 Ii" tv, 
~ tk light. Sunda!J J3runch: 9-2:30 ~ ~.: 
16 US R 0 UTE 0 N E . Y ARM 0 U T H . 8 .... 6 - 5 6) 6 f '-;0' L _________________________________________ ~ 
St. Patrick's Day Special! 
Happy Hour Prices on all green 
bottled beer - all 
Beer of the Month: Chicago's Big 
Shoulder Porter 
Art & Soul continued from page 20 
friday 10 
Radio Kings (blues/R&B) The Big Easy, 416 Fore St, 
Portland. 780-1207. 
Tom Kennedy (acoustic) Bramhall Pub, 769 Con-
gress 51. Portland. 773-9873. 
D.J. Mike Giller (hlglH!nergy top 40) Citl's, 137 
Kennebec St, Portland. 774·2242. 
Brian Powers, Grant Taylor &: Denise Bums The 
Comedy Connection. 434 Fore St, Portland. 774-
5554. 
Watermen (whacked-out rock, from midnight-3 am) 
Elvis Room, 27 Forest Ave, Portland. 775-0474. 
AMBA Blues Rock Free Street Taverna, 128 Free 51. 
Portland. 774-1114. 
Coulter (androgynous pop - all ages, chem free) 
The Garage, 2 Industrial Way, Portland. 797-6048. 
Funk Food (chewy original pop) Geno's,13 Brown St, 
Portland. 772·7891. 
Xanax 2S with L1R (futuristic hippie shake) Granny 
Killam's, 55 Market St, Portland. 761-2787. 
Bar-g.q Blues Boys Khalidi's Creative Seafoods, 36 
Market St, Portland. 871·1881. 
Upsetters (alt·rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market St, 
Portland. 774-5246. 
Big Chief & the Continentals (New Orlean's style 
R&B) Morganfield·s. 121 Center St, Portland. 774-
1245. 
Amora (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton 51. Port-
land. 774-0444. 
Shirley Lewis (Boston blues diva) Raoul's, 865 
Forest Avenue, Portland. 773-6886. 
ChorcHlIHllue (blues, of course) Seamen's Club, 1 
Exchange St, Portland. 772-7311. 
Upsetters (rock) Spring Point Cafe. 175 Pickett St, S. 
Portland. 767-4627. 
Draw the Line (Aerosmith tribute) T-Birds. 126 N. 
Boyd 51. Portland. 773-8040. 
Deejay Tim Staney (dance, dance, dance) The Under-
ground. 3 Spring St, Portland . 773-3315. 
Tony Boffa (Maine's answer to Wayne Newton) 
Verillo's, 155 Riverside St, Portland. 775-6536. 
Raze (destructive rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub. 39 
Forest Avenue, Portland, 775-1944. 
saturday 11 
D.D. & the Road Kings (blues/R&B) The Big Easy, 
416 Fore St, Portland. 780-1207. 
Tom Kennedy (acoustic) Bramhall Pub. 769 Con-
gress St. Portland. 773-9873. 
D.J. Mike Giller (higlH!nergy top 40) Citl's, 137 
Kennebec 51. Portland. 774-2242. 
Karoake (you too can be Melissa Etheridge, if only for 
a moment) Clyde's Pub, 173 Ocean 51. S. Portland. 
799-4473. 
Brian Powers, Grant Taylor & Denise BUrns The 
Comedy Connection. 434 Fore St, Portland. 774-
5554. 
Garth Cormier &Company(acoustic) Elvis Room, 27 
Forest Ave, Portland. 775-0474. 
AMBA Blues Rock Free StreetTaverna, 128 Free St, 
Portland. 774-1114. 
6L6 a. Insult (mash heaven - all ages, chem-free) 
The Garage, 2 Industrial Way, Portland. 797-6048. 
Vertical Leap with Locking Season (rock) Gena's , 
13 Brown St, Portland. 772-7891. 
Akoostlk Hookah with Uncle Juice (world beat hip-
pie shake) Granny Killam's. 55 Market St, Portland. 
761-2787. 
D. Mlcheal (acoustic) Khalidi's Creative Seafoods, 
36 Market St, Portland. 871-1881. 
Uncle Jack (alt·rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market St. 
Portland. 774-5246. 
Barrence Whitfield & the Savages with Charlie 
Sayles (eccentric blues daddies) Morganfield's,121 
Center St, Portland. 774-1245. 
Amor. (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 Moulton St. Port-
land. 774-0444. 
Strange Folk with Uncle Edge (bizarre rock) Raoul's, 
865 Forest Avenue, Portland. 773-6886. 
Chorci-on-Blue (blues, of course) Seamen's Club, 1 
Exchange St, Portland. 772-7311. 
Upsetters (rock) Spring Point Caf~, 175 Pickett St, S. 
Portland. 767-4627. 
8-Track Night ('705 boogie tunes) T-Birds, 126 N. 
Boyd St, Portland . 773-8040. 
Deejay TIm Staney (dance, dance, dance) The Under-
ground, 3 Spring St, Portland. 773-3315. 
Tony Bolla (Maine's answer to Wayne Newton) 
Verlllo's, 155 Riverside St. Portland. 775-6536. 
Stick Monkeys (rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub, 39 
Forest Avenue. Portland, 775-1944. 
New Wave Dance Party with D.J. Fred Kennedy 
(retro boogie) Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-
8187. 
sunday 12 
Woodstone (Irish music at 2 pm) Brian Boru, 57 
Center St, Portland. 780-1506. 
D.J. Mike Giller (classic dance) Citi' 5,137 Kennebec 
St, Portland. 774-2242. 
George Hamm'. Comedy Showcase Comedy Con-
nection, 434 Fore St, Portland. 774-5554. 
Jazz Brunch with Pangea Free Street Taverna, 128 
Free St, Portland. 774-1114. 
Sam Black Church & 3 Orang. Whips (power chord 
mayhem) The Garage, 2 Industrial Way, Portland. 
797-6048. 
Open Mlc (bring your instruments and play) Geno's, 
13 Brown st, Portland. 772-7891. 
Roz Chapman (traditional instruments/pop vocals) 
Gritty McDuff's, 396 Fore St, Portland. 772-2739. 
Sean McGowan & Jeff Andrews (acoustic at 2 pm) 
Java Joe's, 13 Exchange St, Portland. 761-5637. 
Gary Wittner Jazz Trlo/ Gospel Brunch with Gospel 
Explosion Morganfield's, 121 Center St, Portland. 
774-1245. 
Totem Soul (mellow pop) Old PortTavern, 11 Moulton 
St, Portland. 774-0444. 
Clmmaron & Nick Roy Band/ Fastbacks with 
Motocaster & Car (country from 1-5 pm/alt-rock at 
9:30 pm) Raoul 's, 865 Forest Avenue, Portland. 
773-6886. 
National Headliner Comedy with Jim Dunn & Rick 
Della T·Blrds, 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040. 
Deejay Andy (city sounds/live karaoke in front lounge) 
The Underground, 3 Spring St., Portland. 773-3315. 
Grim and Grima (acoustic) Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St, 
Portland. 773-0093. 
Deejay Bob Look (request night/no cover) Zootz, 31 
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8187. 
monday 13 
Laser Karaoke with Ray Dog The Big Easy, 416 Fore 
St, Portland. 780-1207. 
Open Mlc (6:30 pm sign up) Elvis Room, 27 Forest 
Ave, Portland. 775-0474. 
Open Mlc with the Watermen Free Street Taverna, 
128 Free St, Portland. 774-1114. 
Open Mlc with Randall Morabltos (blues) 
Morganfield's, 121 Center St, Portland . 774-1245. 
Open Mlc Comedy Night with Pat "Boomer" Hicks 
Raoul's, 865 Forest Avenue, Portland. 773-6886. 
Open Mlc with Ken Grimsley (acoustic) Wharfs End, 
52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093. 
tuesday 14 
Open Blues Jam (drumset available) The Big Easy, 
416 Fore St. Portland. 780-1207. 
Open Poetry Reading w/ Pangea 081z) Free Street 
Taverna. 128 Free St. Portland. 774-8767. 
Bar-g.q Blues Boys Gritty McDuff's, 396 Fore St, 
Portland. 772-2739. 
Totem Soul (mellow pop) Old Port Tavern,ll Moulton 
St, Portland. 774-0444. 
Writers Open Mlc with Annl Clark & guest Frank 
Gotwal. Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-
6886. 
Open Mlc with Peter Gleason (b.y.o. jam) Spring 
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett 51. S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Open Mlc with Ken Grimsley (acoustic) Wharfs End, 
52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093. 
wednesday 15 
Red Light ReYUe (blues/R&B/soul) The Big Easy, 
416 Fore St, Portland. 780-1207. 
Comedy Night with George Hamm Free Street 
Taverna, 12B Free St, Portland. 774-1114. 
Mourning Wood (mellow pop) Khalidi's Creative 
Seafoods, 36 Market St, Portland. 871-1881. 
Hot Cherry Pie (rock) Old PortTavern,11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 774-0444. 
Three Gallon Jug with Matt Foster & Usa Gallant 
Seal (rock) Raoul's. 865 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-
6886. 
Carol Blakeny (acoustic) Seaman'S Club,lExchange 
St, Portland. 772-7311. 
Open Mike Rock (no lounge lizards need apply) T-
Birds, 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040. 
Deejay Bob Look and .trlpper. (eclectic tun) The 
Underground. 3 Spring St, Portland. 773-3315. 
Electric Open Mlc with Bang.BangClub (b.y.o.jam) 
The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest 
Ave, Portland. 775-1944. 
dance 
Dances of Universal Peace Simple dances drawn 
from world traditions, Mar 11 at the Swedenborgian 
Church, 302 Stevens Ave, Portland. from 7-9 pm. 
Donation: $4. 772-8277. 
Downeast Country Dance Festival features dances, 
workshops and performances of everything from 
contra to cajUn dancing, Mar 10 from 8 pm-midnight 
and Mar 11 from 10 alTHTlidnight, at Memorial 
Middle School, Wescott Rd, S. Portland. Cost: $8 
evening dance party ($10 daytime sesslons/$15 
both/$20 complete weekend package). 772-6624. 
Maine Ballroom Dance 614A Congress St, Portland, 
offers a varietyof classes from Waltz to Cha-Cha. Mar 
10: Foxtrot Seminar with John Patillo, from 8-10 pm; 
Mar 11: Showcase competition with John Patillo -
individualjudging of dance form and style, from 8-12 
pm. Cost: $10 per hour ($20 for dance contest 
entry). 773-0002. 
Ram Island Dance Company hosts choreographer 
Eduardo Mariscal, who will be teaching contempo-
rary folk dances from Northern Mexico -Wednes-
days, from 5:30-6:45 pm and Saturdays, 11:30 am-
12:45 pm, beginning Mar 18. 773-2562. 
Art & Soul con tin lied on page 26 
Short cuts 
Northwest passage 
The Fastbacks may be from Seattle, 
but don't let that fool you - they have 
little to do with grunge. The band, 
which will be performing at Raoul's on 
March 12, has more in common with 
the Pacific Northwest '60s garage-band 
traditions, such as the Kingsmen and 
the Sonics. Like those bands, The Fast-
backs perform catchy, pop tunes with 
unpretentious enthusiasm and off-the-
cuff charm, with a guitar style reminis-
cent of the Ramones or the Buzzcocks. 
Singer / bassist Kim Warnick and 
singer/ guitarist Lulu Gargiulo sing in 
an off-kilter, upbeat style as guitarist / 
songwriter/producer Kurt Bloch (also 
a member of the similarly-minded 
Young Fresh Fellows) apparently 
works with painstaking detail to make 
everything sound like it was recorded 
with no effort at all. Since its formation 
in 1981, the band has made five full-
One fast Fastback 
length CDs, numerous singles and appearances on compilation records - and has 
gone through more drummers than Spinal Tap. (And while none of them has 
spontaneously combusted or choked on someone else's vomit, one, Duff 
McKagan, did join Guns 'n' Roses - a fate almost as bad as either of the afore-
mentioned.) 
Their latest album," Answer the Phone, Dummy," finds the band still going 
strong after 15 years together. Though not any sort of break from its earlier work, 
the new album finds The Fastbacks with its most confident playing and memo-
rable songs. Bloch also plays around with the Fastback formula, stopping the 
punkish "On the Wall" for some mellow arpeggios and inserting a quasi-jazzy 
bridge in "Trumpets are Loud." And though Bloch may write angst-ridden lyrics, 
Warnick and Gargiulo can make even the lines - "I'm cold, I'm home, I'm all 
alone / I feel worse than I ever known" - seem almost cheerful. The Fastbacks do 
have an annoying habit of recording really short songs: Five songs on " Answer" 
are less than two minutes long, one IS under a minute, making them sound like 
half-developed ideas. Still, The F"stbaclci are never less than fun. 
Rising sons 
Though they're not from Seattle, Sons of the Corporate Dog, which is playing 
at the Porthole on March 11, promises to be conSiderably more grungey than The 
Fastbacks. I say "promises to be" because I'm not at all sure what the band sounds 
like; I was sent a press release but no tape. Whether that's because the group 
hasn't recorded anything or it's just cheap is anybody's guess. 
Still, the band holds a lot of 
promise, if only for its pedi-
gree. Drummer Patrick 
Murphy (a.k.a. Murph) was a 
longtime member of Dinosaur 
Jr Singer / guitarist Charlie 
Nakajima was with 
Gobblehoof, a twisted '70s-
style metal band for whom 
J Mascis drummed from time 
to time. The band discourages 
any Dinosaur Jr comparisons, 
Corporate pups saying that it tries to ... "cap-
ture a lot of the energy of the 
hard rock bands of the '70s ... [Black] Sabbath, Humble Pie ... but interpret it with 
a modern feel, using different timings and [chord] changes." The price for this 
show is just right for the curious - free. 
The curious might also want to check out Xanax 25 at Granny Killam's on 
March] O. Though it's being marketed as a metal band, that label is too limited to 
do justice. Unlike most metal bands that rely on riffs, solos or sheer heaviness of 
sound, Xanax 25 - which got its name from an anti-anxiety drug - is much more 
subtle, using atmosphere and songwriting skill to get the point across. After lis-
tening to Xanax 25, the band, you may find yourself needing Xanax 25, the drug. 
Its debut EP, "Denial Fest," not only has moody songs somewhat reminiscent of 
bands like Tool, but also experimental tone poems such as "Ramon's Lunch" and 
"Dry Heaven." The players also cover alternative pop band Madder Rose's 
"Swim/ and incorporate elements of Suzanne Vega's "Small Blue Thing" into 
their own song "Strongest Child." Moreover, on "80's Kid," lead singer Jaik Miller 
references alternative rock legends Morrissey and Joy Division's Ian Curtis. It's 
clear that Xanax 25 is not your average dose of heavy metal. 
-Dan Shari 
The Fastbacks play Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., on March 12. Motocaster and Car opel}. 
Tix: $7. 773-6886. Sons of the Corporate Dog play the Porthole, Custom House Wharf, 
on March 11. 3 Orange Whips open. Admission is free. 761-8024. Xanax.25 play 
Granny Killam 's, 55 Market St on March 10. Tix: $4. 761-2787. 
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Your own Portland Pirates 
Thurs. March 9 
1/3 of all Shipyard 
sales & tips go to MDA 
$2 shot Ie hooters 
Specials 
Thursday & Friday Happy Hour 4-7 Free Buffet 
Freelance Writing for Magazines 
Gain first hand practical information and strategies to help you get your 
work published in magazines. 
5 Tuesdays, beginning AprilU, 7:00-9:00 p.m. COURSE FEE: $78.00 
How to Get Published: 
An Overview for Beginners 
Learn about developing ideas, using your experiences, marketing, research 
and documentation, manuscript preparation, copyright and fees, query and 
cover letters, agents and publishers, and the book proposaVsynopsis. 
Saturday, April 8, 10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m., COURSE FEE: $58.00 
Writing the Short Story 
Learn the basics of short story writing through the study of established writers 
and the writing and critique of your own manuscripts. 
10 Mondays, beginning March 13, 7:00-9:00 p.m. 
COURSE FEE: $105.00, plus a $10.00 materials fee 
For more information on these or other noncredit courses contact: 
USM Community Programs 780-5900, or toll free 1-800-787-0468 
OUniversity of Southern Maine 
COMMUNITY PROGRAMS IS A PUBLIC SERVICE UNIT OF USM. 
/ 
! , 
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ITALIAN 
TILE 
Visit the area's largest ceramic tile showrooms and see this 
beautiful new series at always lowest prices. Also 6" x 6" red 
quarry tile now .Z2¢ apiece and floor slate just $9.48. (10 sq.ft. carron). 
Wednesdays 
Free Buffalo Wings 6p-8p 
Citi Casino & Bingo 7p-llp 
Sundays Mondays Tuesdays 
Brunffi):7-4, Pool Toom. 7(}",,:, Free Queer Pizza O[HID,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. Free Queer Pi7za 6p·8p 
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Free Nacboo 6jA!p Free Buffe!+8/Karaoke 6-10 Always a Theme Party 
Women's Nite, Live Ent. 8-1 Late Nite Breakfast la·3a Late Nite Breakfast la·3a 







St. Patty's Party 
Laser Karaoke .. II 
Free G/ve-Aways 
Free Boiled Dinner 6-Bpm 
Drink & Green Beer 
• OAK STREET THEATER PRODlJCTIONS invites you 
to Celebrate Women's Hj~.tOI'Y 
MARCH 16 - APRIL 2 
DONT MISS TillS UNIQUE EVENT! 
Nine different performers give seventeen shows in three weeks 
FESTIVAL PASSES ONLY $25 - GOOD FOR EIGHT PERFORMANCE 
INDIVIDUAL SHOWS $7 TO 12 - CALL 775-5103 FOR A SCHEDULE 
OAK STREET THEATER 92 Oak Street in downtown Portland 
A portion of the proceeds to benefit the 'Maine Women's Fund 
Art & Soul continued from page 24 
events 
Aucoclsco: A Celebration of casco Bay Mar lo.19, 
Portland's Downtown District is sponsoring a series 
of eve.nts highlighting regional ecology, hlstO<)!. ma-
rine resources and the arts - with lectures, cruises 
and tours. look for brochures around town with a 
complete schedule of events. Mar 12: educational 
boat tour of Casco Bay, at 1 pm, Casco Bay Ferry 
Terminal on Commercial St. Cost: $3 ($1 kids under 
12). 772-6828. 
Mlllne StMe Horticulture Show features approxI-
mately 8000 square feet of landscaped gardens in 
peak bloom, with educational and floral design exhib-
its as well as lectures and demonstrations of a variety 
of topics. Opening reception March 15 at 7 pm. The 
show runs Mar 16-19. Thurs & Sat from 9 am-6 pm. 
Fri from 9 am-8 pm and Sun from 9 am-5 pm, at 
Scarborough Industrial Park, Route 1. Scarborough. 
Cost: $6 ($5 senlors/$3 klds). 797-0836. 
SprIng For Ute Art Auction to benefit the AIDS 
Project Mar 17 & 18 at Holiday Inn By the Bay, 88 
Spring st, Portland. 774-6877. 
'Art Preview Mar 17 from &8 pm and Mar 18 from 
9 am-4:30 pm. 
'Auction Mar 18 from 5-8 pm. viewing of art and 
silent auction; live auction at 8 pm. Admission: $10. 
'ArtI.ts' Receptlon Mar 18 from 6-7 pm at Holiday 
Inn. Admission: $25. 
Portland'. Funniest Professional Contest at the 
Comedy Connection, 434 Fore St. Portland. Every 
Thursday will feature a different profession through 
the final night, April 6-with each person performing 
a 3-5 minute sk~ of their best material. 774-5554. 
Rumbonl Afro-Caribbean performance and dance 
party, Mar 11 at Gatta Dance, 657 Congress St, 
Portland -with workshops from 2-6 pm and a dance 
party from 8 pm-midnight. Tlx: $8 dance party ($12 
workshops/$25 both). 780-0234. 
Winter Fun For The Whole Family An aftemoon of 
Pirates hockey followed bya reception atthe Children's 
Museum. sponsored by the Community Counseling 
Center, Mar 11 at 2 pm. Tlx: $20. ($15 kids). 874-
1030. 
Women'. Theater FesU.al Oak Street Productions 
hosts a theatrical tribute to women's history month. 
Mar 16-Apr 2 at 92 Oak St, Portland, opening with 
• Mary Chestnut's Civil War' performed by Tina Young. 
shows Mar 16 & 18 at 8 pm. Tlx: $10. 775-5103. 
"World In Motion" An Intemational family event 
hosted by Up With People, a globally touring en-
semble that features intemational costumes, lively 
choreography and spirited vocals takes place Mar 30 
&31at 7:30 pm at the Portland Expo. 239 Park Ave, 
Portland. Tix: $12 ($10 students/seniors). available 
at local Shop 'n Saves. 
art 
• openzngs 
eotr. By OMICn 620 Congress St. Portland. Open-
ing reception for 'Whlmslcal Relief Paintings' on 
canvas and wood by David Cedrone. Mar 16 from 5-
8 pm. Shows Mar 5-April 30. Hours: Mon-Fri 7 am-8 
pm, Sat 8 am-8 pm and Sun 8 am-5 pm. 772-5533. 
Icon CorrtemponrJ Art 19 Mason St. Brunswick. 
Opening reception for 'New Paintings.' by Honour 
Mack. Mar 11 from 4-6 pm. Shows through Apr 19. 
Hours: Mon-Frt 1·5 pm, Sat 14 pm. 725-8157. 
now showing 
African Imports and New Engl_ Alb 28 Milk St. 
Portland. 'Hidden Treasures.' traditional African 
arts. rare carvings and works by modem artists from 
Nigeria to New England. ongoing. Hours: 10:30 am-
9 pm Man-Sat, 12-6 pm Sun. 772·9505. 
Baxter Galery 1119 Congress St. Portland. 'Dancing 
Lessons.· a video installation by Maureen Connor; 
"Pain/Pain Online: a video exhibition of 18 artists 
addreSSing the subject of pain; and photos by John 
Coplans show through Mar 26. Hours: Tues-Sun 11 
am-4 pm. Thurs 11 am-9 pm. 775-5152. 
Black Moon Gallery 339 Fore St. Portland. Sculp-
tures and wail hangings by Eva Horton and Jack 
langford as well as paintings by Dan Billings. Frank 
larson. Chrtstine Mondelli, Brett Morrison. Judy 
Guralnlck and William Janelle show through Mar. 
Hours: Mon-Sat 11 am-5 pm or by appointment. 774-
4423. 
Paul Black Studio. Gallery 17 Pleasant St, Port· 
land. Impressionist all paintings and pastels by 
Black, ongoing. Hours: Tues-Sat 12·5 pm or by 
appointment. 87g.o748. 
BlnUlff'.CaHl 98 Portland St, Portland. Collage work 
by Richard lee and Sandra Bottinelll. ongoing. Hours: 
Mon-Sat 6 am-2 pm. Sun 7 am-2 pm. 773-2096. 
Chamber .of Commerce 145 Middle St, Portland. 
Acrylic and mixed media paintings byTatyana Solodar 
show through March 31. Hours: Mon-Fri. 9 am-5 pm. 
772·2811. 
ChrbU".'. Dream 41 Middle St, Portland. New 
works by painter James Comas Cole. show until 
further notice. Hours: Tues-Fri 7 am-2 pm, Sat·Sun 9 
am-2 pm. 774-2972. 
Coo/water C8fa 1 Forest Ave, Portland. Drawings 
and collage work by Zoo Cain show through Mar 31. 
Call for hours. 775-5090. 
Crickets 150 Philbrook Rd, S. Portland. Paintings 
and monotypes by Sue Palfrey, ongoing, Hours: Mon-
Thurs 11:30 am-9 pm, Fri and Sat 11:30 am-l0 pm 
and Sun from 11:30 am-7 pm. 775-5531. 
Cr)I of the Loon Route 302. S. Casco. 'Marguerite 
Lawter: New Works on Paper' shows through Mar 19. 
Hours: 9:30 am-5:30 pm, Mon-Sun. 655-5060. 
Danforth GaRery 34 Danforth St. Portland. 'Personal 
landscapes.· an exhibit by USM students shows 
through Mar 14. Hours: Wed, Frl and Sat, 11 am-5 
pm. Thurs 11 am-8 pm. Sun 12·5 pm. 775-6245. 
Dead Space Gallery 11 Avon St. Portland. Phote>-
graphs by Chris larsen, Greta Bank and Scott 
Petennan show through Mar 28. Hours: Sun-Tues 
12·5 pm or by appointment. 828-4637. 
Exchange street Gallery 7 Exchange St, Portland. 
Miniature images of Old Orchard Beach by R. N. 
Cohen. ongoing. Hours: 10-6 dally. 772'()633. 
Free Street Ta.erna 128 Free St. Portland. Waterco~ 
ors by Andrew Stevens. ongoing. Hours: Man 11 am-
4 pm. Tues·Sat 11 am·l0 pm. 774-1114. 
Greenhut Gallery 146 Middle St. Portland. New 
paintings by George Uoyd, Rhonda WilsorH::rvin, 
Philip Barter. Peyton Hlggison and Thomas Connolly 
show through Mar. Hours: Mon-Fri 10 am-5:30 pm, 
Sat 10 am-5 pm. 772·2693. 
Jameson Gallery 217 Commercial St, Portland. 
'Through Chinese Eyes,' paintings of Maine and 
beyond by Dr. Ghan Xu and Jian luo. show through 
Apr 4. Hours: 10 am-5:30 pm, Man-Sat. 772·5522. 
Jeweler. Work 30 Exchange St, third floor, Portland. 
Cooperative showroom of original. contemporary 
jewelry designs by nationally exhibited artists. Hours: 
10 am-6 pm dally. 773-6824. 
June fitzpatrick Gallery 112 High Street, Portland. 
'VislonaryPalntings' byJohn Bonanno, show through 
Apr 1. Hours: 12-5 pm. Tues-Sat. 12-8 pm Thurs. 
772·1961. 
Maine Hlatory Gallery 489 Congress St, Portland. 
'Maine People, Maine Stories." featuring art and 
artifacts from the permanent collection, shows 
through April 8. Hours: Wed-Sat 124 pm. 879'()427 
Maine Pott.,. Market 376 Fore St, Portland. Hours: 
10 am-6 pm dally. 774-1633. 
Meander Gallery 40 Pleasant St. Portland. Paintings 
and prints from aboriginal Australia on exhibit through 
April 30. Hours: 12-6 pm Tues-Sat and by appoint· 
ment.871·1078. 
MECA Photo GaNery 619 Congress St. Portland. 
Photos by Jocelyn lee will be on display through Mar 
31. Hours: Mon-Frl 9 am-5 pm. 775-5154. 
Thos Moser Cabinetmake .. 415 Cumberiand Ave. 
Portland. 'Valentine's Day in Paris' photos by Robert 
Diamante show through April 1. Hours: Mon-Sat. 9 
am-5 pm. 774-3791. 
Nancy Marcoll. Gallery 367 Fore St, Portland. Wed-
ding band exhibit. through Mar 30. Hours: Man-Wed 
10 am-6 pm, Thurs 10 am-8 pm, Frt·Sat 10 am-9 pm 
and Sun 11 am-6 pm. 775-3822. 
Oak StrHt Theater 92 Oak St. Portland. 'Bills 
Head.' a visual/theatrical collaboration of artists 
Interpreting William Shakespeare's Image Is exhib-
Ited at the theater and Is available for viewing prior to 
arry Oak St. event. 775-5103. 
PlOImage 441 Congress St, Portland. 'Open Door· 
wWoJS.· watercolor mandalas by Susan Aripotch show 
through Mar 31. Hours: Mon-Frf 10 am-5 pm. Sat 10 
am-4 pm. 772·1508. 
TIM PIne T_ Shop and IIay1II.w Galery 75 Market 
St. Portland. Ongoing show of gallery artists. Hours: 
9:30 am-5:30 pm Mon-Sat. 773-3007. 
Portland __ of Art 7 Conllress Square. Hours: 
Tues. Wed. Fri. Sat 10-5. Thurs 10-9. Sun 12·5. 
Admission: $4 adults/S3 students and senlors/Sl 
youth 6-12 years. Museum admission Is free lo. 
noon the first Saturday of the month and 5-9 every 
Thursday evening. 773-ARTS or 1-800-639-4067. 
'TIM Scott M. Black Collection A sampling from 
Scott Black's 19th- and 2~entury paintings and 
sculptures. Including works byChagall and Toulouse-
lautrec. Ongoing. 
"19tJ>. and 2OtII-C.mury E~ and American 
Art Paintings, sculptures and works on paper by 
Monet. Renoir, Picasso. Matisse and other masters 
of the past two centuries. Ongoing. 
"TIM CutUnc EdCe: A Short History of the Woodcut 
features the works of Jim Dine, Winslow Homer. Alex 
Katz and Alison Saar runs through March 19. 
'From the Ashes: PortJand'. CuIt .. al Renaluance 
An exhibition focusing on images of Portland during 
the cultural renaissance of 179o.1870. 
"TIM PlctoCJ ....... of Adolph Gottlieb An exhibition of 
the earliest examples of Abstract Expressionism, with 
59 paintings and 10 works on paper. many of which 
were Inspired by non-Westem and tribal cultures. 
'Vincent'. Journey A porcelain life mask sculpture 
by Paul Rodrigue commemorating the struggles of 
people living with AIDS. Ongoing. 
"Youth Art Month Works by over 100 arts students 
throughOut the state of Maine show through Mar. 
.775-6148. 
Portland Pottery 118 Washington Ave, Portland. 
Ongoing show of unique and functional ceramics and 
jewelry by Usa Bonarrlgo. teachers and students. 
Hours: Mon-Fri 9-6 pm. 7724334. 
Portland Public Ubrary 5 Monument Square. Port· 
land. Paintings and Prints by Joshua Eckels. show 
through Mar 31. Hours: Mon, Wed. Frl9-6, Thurs 12· 
9, Sat 9·5. 871·1758. 
RafIles Cafe Bookstore 555 Congress St. Portland. 
• Jessica: Portrait of a Dancer: photographs by Deb 
Johansen show through Mar 31. Hours: Mon-Fri 8 
am-5:3O pm, Wed & Thurs 8 am-8 pm. Sat 9:30 am-
5:30 pm and Sun 12·5 pm. 767·7109. 
R_luanc:e AnU..,.. 221 Commercial St, Port· 
land. Ongoing show of works by John Dehllnger. 
Wilder Oaks. Terry Wolf and other Maine artists. 
Hours: 10 am-7 pm dally. 87g.o789. 
Rlcetta'. 29 Western Ave, S. Portland. 'Dog Se-
ries." all paintings on paper by Diane Bowie Zaltllns 
show through April 30. 775-7400. 
Robert Clements Framing lOe Beach St, Portland. 
Ongoing exhibition of original drawings and paintings 
byvarious local artists. Hours: Mon-Fri ~5. 775-2202. 
Salt Center For Documentary Reid Studies 17 Pine 
St, Portland. 'Salt & Casco Bay." photographs by 
Pam Berry. David Gavr/I. Roland lalgo and Ella 
Richardson. show through May 3. Hours: Wed and 
Fri. 2-6 pm, Sat 10 am-l pm. 761'()660. 
stein Gallery 20 Milk St, Portland. Exhibition of mixed· 
media sculptures by Ed Gamble, Phil Kaelin, Abby 
Huntoon, lin lisberger, Rilda Rebmann. Constance 
Rush and John Shonle, as well as glass work by a 
variety of contemporary artists, shows through May 
15. Hours: Mon·Sat, 11 am-5 pm. 772·9072. 
USM Area Gallery Portland campus. large, figurative 
woodcuts by Ann Resnick show through Mar 25. 
Hours: Mon-Fri. 7 am·l0 pm, Sat& Sun,10 am-7 pm. 
7804090. 
USM Art Gallery Gorham campus. "Maine Artists in 
Foreign Lands, · curated by Jan Provenzano, shows 
through Mar 23. Hours: Sun·Thurs, 124 pm. 78o. 
5009. 
Walter's Restaurant 15 Exchange St, Portland. Black 
and white photography by Tom Marino now showing. 
Hours: Mon·Sat 11 am-l0 pm. Sun 5·10 pm. 871· 
9258. 
other 
ArtBiz hosts a class "On Becoming an Artist,· forthe 
professional development of artists and craftspeople . 
Mar 18 from 10 am-4 pm at MECA. 97 Spring St, 
Portland. Cost: $65, 4534641. 
Open Slide Night The Union of Maine Visual Artists ' 
invites artists. craftspeople and anyone interested to 
attend an open slide night the second Friday of each 
month at 7:30 pm at Jay York Affordable Photo, 58 
Wilmot St, Portland. Bring slides for discussion/ 
feedback. 773-3434. 
smarts 
Civil War Round Table Charles Plummer makes an 
appearance in the persona of General James 
Longst reet, the South 's most controversial leader, 
Mar 9 at 7 pm at the 8runswick Jr. High School . 
Barrows Street and Columbia Avenue, Brunswick. 
729-5954. 
Foreign Classic Film Serle. Portland Events Board 
presents a spring film series Wednesday nights at 
7:30 pm in luther Bonney Auditorium. USM's Port· 
land campus. Mar 15: "The Devil & Daniel Webster.' 
a classic American retelling of Goethe's -Faust. ~ 
Free. 874-6598. 
"A Maine Pantheon of Heroes Be Worthies" Lecture 
with Judge Frank M. Coffin. Mar 15 at 7:30 pm at the 
First Parish Church. 425 Congress St, Portland. Free. 
774-1822. 
Maine Historical Society 485 Congress St. Port· 
land. Mar 9: "Assignment in Aroostook, · a film about 
the county's finer points, at 12:30 pm. Mar 11: 
"Days of Joy & Fear: gallery talk at 11 am. Cost: $2 
($1 kids). 774-1822. 
Matlovlch Society is an educational and cultural 
organization of lesbians, gay men. bisexuals and 
friends. The free meetings are held from 7:30-9 pm 
althe Holiday Inn by the Bay, 88 Spring St. Portland. 
Mar 9: 'Places of Peace: Sources of Spirituality. " 
773·1209. 
Poetry Reading" Publication Party Candice Stover. 
author of "Holding Patterns: reads at Raffles Cafe 
Bookstore, 555 Congress St, Portland, Mar 12 at 3 
pm. Free. 761-3930. 
SCORE 66 Peari St, Portland. holds small business 
workshops on a regular basis: Mar 9: 'Taxes & the 
Small Business Person,' from 14 pm. Mar 14: ' The 
Business Plan & Cash .Row Projections," from 14 
pm. Cost: $20. 772·1147. SCORE also offers Indi-
vidual counseling appointments dally at no cost. 
USM Lectures Mar 10: 'Courting the Frugal House-
wife: The Poetry & Politics of American Food, 1914-
1918," noon; Mar 15 "The Intellectual Preeminence 
of Jews in Modern Science," and a discussion of 
Noam Chomsky, at 7 pm in Portland campus center. 
Free. 7804749. 
·Women In the Welfare State" Keynote lecture for 
Women's History Month by Frances Fox Given, a 
founder of the National Welfare Rights Movement, 
Mar 10 from 4-5:30 pm at USM's luther Bonney 
Auditorium, Portland Campus. Reception and Inter-
national Women's Day dinner follOW in the campus 
center at 5:30. lecture and reception free. Dinner 
cost: $13 ($9 students/ $5 kids). 7804289. 
Women'. History Month Film Series lunchtime 
movies show from 12-1:30 pm at the YWCA, 87 
Spring St. Portland. Mar 10: ' Still Killing Us Softly, a 
look at how mass media exploits women. Mar 17: 
'The Burning Times, " second in a three part series 
on women and spirituality. Free. 874·1130. 
community 
Baked Bean Supper Mar 11 at the Westbrook-
Warren Congregational Church, 810 Main St, 
Westbrook. from 5-6 pm. Cost: $4.50 ($1.50 kids). 
854·9157. 
Bean Supper Mar 11. with seatings at 5 and 6 pm. 
at the Highland lake Grange Hall. Route 302 and 
Hardy Rd, Westbrook. Cost: $4 ($2 kids under 12). 
CASA Citizens Against Substance Abuse hold a 
forum to raise community awareness of drug and 
alcohol abuse by area teens. Mar 12 from 2·3:30 pm 
at Beal Gymnasium. S. Portland High School, 637 
Highland Ave. S. Portland. 799·8888. 
Jewish Community Center 57 Ashmont St, Portland, 
hosts a beginner computer class in Windows 3.1. 
Mar 12 and 16 at 6:30 pm. Cost: $85. 772·1959. 
Art & Soul continued on page 28 
Hol.ding.one's own 
ill th~ jantastic-sieve of the 1tIJlfd where so much. 
drops through,. . 
leaks, 
fun/lels off illto amllesia 




So writes Candice Stover, whose work as a poet is to take such "some-
things" and embody them in words. She succeeds better than most: Her 
I 
pa es 
new book, "Holding Patterns," has won the 
Maine Chapbook Award sponsored by the 
Maine Writers and Publisher Alliance. Mary 
Oliver (one of the best American poets draw-
ing breath) was this year's judge, and at its best, Stover's work matches 
Oliver's. 
Stover, a resident of Mount Oesert Island, spent part of the 1980s teach-
ing in China. The experience left its mark on her outlook, and the poetry that 
emergEi1$ from It. She speaks of "the daily poetry of Tal Chi outside my win-
dow at five ... the shrewd patience of the egg seUers lining the market 
streets, each squatting beside her basket, sometimes for decades." 
Certainly Stover's lines are suffused with a calm and Intense attention. In 
"One Moment, Please," she describes waiting with perfect patience for 
ftowsrs to bloom: 
Intensity of light 
and color meet in the splflldor 
of this name, NMorning glory. W 
The closer she looks, the greater wonder she sees; and through a patient 
precision with language she conveys the vision to us. 
Stov.er believes that in our world of fast food, 57 channels and fractured 
attention spans, "much of our culture is half-starved for the absolute atten-
tion poetry's processes invite and foster. demand and honor." Stover likes 
to write about things untied to the technological world: snow, gardenS, 
people and their concerns. ~HoldingPatterns" makes for a great and plea-
surable antidote to mllennial burnout. 
- Jason WUkins 
A reading and publication party takes place for "Holding Pattems' March 12 at 
Raffles Cafe Bookstore, 555 Congress St., at 3 p.m. Free and open to the public. 
874-0028. 
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Art & Soul continued from page 27 
Maine Coloreuard Extravaganza Westbrook High 
School Band hosts a spaghetti supper and show Mar 
11 at Westbrook High School, 125 Stroudwater, 
Westbrook, with dinner served from 4:3<Hi:30 pm. 
Tix: $2-$6. 854-5805 or 856·2108. 
Preble Street Resource Center Activities at 252 
Oxford St, Portland, Include community meetings Fri 
at 10 am; writers' group open to anyone Weds from 
family 
BrIghton Babies presents a pediatric life support 
and safety class, Mar 18 from 8:30 am-2:30 pm, at 
Brighton Medical Center, 335 BrightonAve, Portland. 
Cost: $15 per person ($25 per couple). 879-8458. 
Children's Museum of Maine 142 Free St, Portland, 
offers exhibits and activities for children of all ages. 
Mar 9 & 12: "Catch of the Day: design a unique 
paper fish necklace, Thurs at 10 am and Sun at 1 pm; 
Mar 10: "Make a Star Wheel : to help you find 
constellations, at 10 am; Mar 11: "Japanese Fish 
Banners: from 11 am-l pm and 2-3 pm; Mar 12 
"Drink & Drip," learn about important women for 
women 's history month then visit the YWCA for adip. 
Mar 15: "Crazy Mini Kites: create a kite, from 11 am-
1 pm. Museum hours: Wed , Thurs, Sat 10 am-5 pm; 
Fri 10 am-8 pm; Sun 12;5 pm. 142 free Street, 
Portland. Admission: $4, free to the public Fridays 
from 5-8 pm. Pre-registration and additional fees 
required for some activities. Call for specific dates 
and times: 828·1234. 
Friday NICht Special Portland Recreation offers orga-
nized gym programs for adults and kids at Riverton 
Community Center, 1600 Forest Ave, Portland. 874-
8455. 
Glisiand Farm Maine Audubon SOCiety, 118 U.S. 
Route 1, Falmouth, hosts programs for kids: Mar 11: 
"Tidepool Tenants, "find out what tidepool creatures 
have in common and how they survive the winter, at 
1 pm. Cost: $4. 781·2330. 
Open House at BrightBeginnings Montessori School. 
14 locust St, Portland, Mar 15 from 7·9 pm. learn 
more about the Montessori approach to education. 
meet staff and parents and tourthe classroom. 772-
2833. 
Parents Anonymous provides services to parents 
and children in an effort to strengthen families 
through facilitated support groups. A parent·talk line 
is in operation 6 pm·midnight Sun-Thurs. 767·5506. 
Help line: 1-800-298-2515. 
Portland Public Ubrary 5 Monument Square, holds 
ongoing programs for kids: "Preschool Story Time" 
Mar 13 at 10:30 am; "Tales for Twos" Mar 17 at 
10:30 am; "Family Story Time' Mar 18 at 10:30 am 
and "Finger Fun for Babies' Mar 15 at 9:30 am. 871-
1700. 
Young Father. Program meets Tuesdays at the 
YMCA, 70 Forest Ave, Portland, from 6:30·7:30 pm. 
Get information about safe and affordable housing, 
resources for food and clothing, and communicating 
with your family. 874-1111. 
health 
Adult Immunization Clinic sponsored by the Visiting 
Nurse Service and Hospice, the third Tuesday of 
every month from 1-4 pm at 50 Foden Rd, S. Portland. 
Offering T8 skin tests. hepatitis 8 vaccine, measles, 
mumps, and rubella vaccine, tetanus/diptheria vac-
cine, flu vaccine (seasonal) and pneumonia vaccine 
to adults age 18 and older. Minimum age is 18.780-
8624. 
Alliance for Mentally III of Greater Portland offers a 
support group for family members, 7-8:30 pm on the 
second and fourth Wednesday of the month at 66 
State St, Portland. 772·5057 or 800-464-5767. 
American Red Cross 524 Forest Ave, Portland. 
offers winter courses: "Adult CPR' every Thursday 
from 9 am-12:30 pm; "Community CPR" Mar 13 and 
20 from 6-9:30 pm; "Community First Aid" Mar 12 
and 19 from 1-4 pm; and " Babysitter Skills" Mar 11 
and 18 from 9 am·12:15 pm. Ongoing lifeguarding 
and rescue classes also available. Advance registra-
tion is required, course fees vary. 874-1192. 
Conftdentlal sm Clinic The Portland Public Health 
Division sponsors a Sexually Transmitted Disease 
Clinic, offering confidential, low-cost screening and 
treatment on a walk-in basis lues and Thurs from 
3:30-6 pm at Portland City Hall, Room 303, 389 
Congress St. Portland. Medicaid accepted. Anony-
mous and confidential HIV testing by appointment 
only. 874-8784. 
Epilepsy Support Group meets Mar 13 at 7 pm at 
Maine Medical Center, 22 Bramhall St, Portland . 
871-4814. 
Feeling Better A spring program forthose challenged 
byiliness, injury, pain ordisability will meetweeklyfor 
8 weeks beginning Mar 28 from 9:30-11:30 am at 
the Cape Elizabeth United Methodist Church, 280 
Oceanhouse Rd, Cape Elizabeth. Information ses· 
sion, Mar 14 from 9:30-11:30 am at the church. 
Cost: $145 (sliding fee available). 799-8294. 
HIV/AIDS Support Groups: "Providers of HIVjAIDS 
Services: 1st and 3rd Mon of every month, from 
5:30-7 pm; "People Uving with HIV: Tuesdays from 
10:30 am-12 pm; "Uving Well,' 2nd and 4th Tues of 
every month and "Men living with HIV,' every Thurs 
from 5:30-7 pm at the AIDS Project, 22 Monument 
Square, 5th Floor, Portland. Also, "Women living 
with HIV: Wednesdays from 7·9 pm at the First 
Parish Church, 425 Congress St, Portland. 774-
6877. 
Nubltlon Fair Maine Dietetic Association will be 
sponsoring an Informational event Mar 11 from 10 
am-6 pm at the Maine Mall, S. Portland. Free. 
Open Airways An American lung Association co-
management program for children with asthma and 
their parents. Child and parent attend their own 
session at each of the meetings at Martin ' s Point 
Health Care, 331 Veranda St, Portland, Mar 12 and 
19 from 3-4:30 pm. Preregistration is required . Fee : 
$20. 828-2497 . 
Prostate Cancer Support Group meets the second 
Tuesday of every month at 6:30 pm at Williston West 
Church, 32 Thomas St, Portland. All men with pros-
tate disease and their loved ones are welcome. 775.-
1670 or 829-8140. 
Releasing Hlp Joints A workshop for regaining full 
range of hlp motion, Mar 11 from 8:30-11:30 am, at 
Portland Yoga Studio, 616 Congress St, Portland. 
Cost: $25. 797·5684. 
sun Meditation at the Expressive Therapy Center, 
150 St. John St, Portland. Join the Portland Sufi 
Order for ongoing meditation sessions, no experi-
ence necessary. Mar 13: " Emergence, " a group 
session, open to the public. Donations accepted. 
774·1203. 
Teen/Younc Adult CNnic is a place to go for health 
concerns, medical problems, sports/school physl· 
cals done, or birth control issues. Open to anyone 13-
21, Mondays from 4-8 pm, at Maine Medical Center, 
22 Bramhall SI. Portland. Walk·ins seen before 7 pm. 
871·2763. 
Therapeutic Yoga Workshop Mar 11 at the Yoga 
Center, 137 Preble St, Portland. learn the benefits 
of yoga for injuries and back problems. 775-0975. 
Transcendental MedItation Program atthe Maharishi 
Ayur·Veda School, 575 ForestAve, Portland. Mar 15: 
"Awakening the Unlimited Potential of Mind and 
Body: at 7 pm. 774·1108. 
Yoga Creative Work Systems is offering yoga instruc-
tion with a certified Krlpalu teacher on Wednesdays 
from 6:30-8 pm beginning Mar 15 at Creative Work 
Systems, 120 Exchange St, Portland. Cost: $72. 
879·1140. 
etc 
Casco Bay Culinary Association meets the second 
Mon of each month. 799·2234 or 77 4-4308. 
Elvis Room 27 Forest Ave. hosts an eclectic array of 
events: Mar 9: "Godzilla Movie Night" and public 
mural painting - all brushes and fingers welcome. 
midnight to 3 am; Mar 14: "Where've ya been?" A 
chance for travellers to tell their tares and show their 
slides; Mar 16: "Mixed Media Night: showyourfilms 
and videos - all media welcome. 775-0474. 
Family Crisis Shelter an abused women 's advocacy 
project, is sponsoring a Domestic Violence Advocacy 
Training for people interested in volunteering with the 
Portland shelter. While volunteers are needed for all 
poSitions, people with time available during the day 
are strongly encouraged to apply. Applications for 
training close March 23. 874-1196. 
Ught olthe Moon offers classes forthose Interested 
in the spirit realm: "Voice of the Drum.· Mar 9 from 
6:30·9 pm; "Past lives, ' Mar 13 from 6:30-9 pm and 
"Aromatherapy,' Mar 14 from 6:30-8 pm. Cost: $20 
channeling, $13 past lives, $5 aromatherapy. 828-
1710. 
Peace Action Maine A group for building public 
support for peace by providing an alternative per-
spective on the many 50th anniversaries of 1995: 
the liberation of Auschwitz, the nuclear bombing of 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki and the founding of the 
United Nations, meets Mar 10 at at 7:30 pm at the 
Allen Avenue Unitarian Universalist Church, Church 
524 Allen Ave, Portland. 892-8391. 
Percussion Day Percussive Arts Society holds work-
shops on Jau drumming, African hand drumming, 
jau vibraphone and rock drumming, Mar 11 from 
9:30 am-2:30 pm at USM's Corthell Hall, Gorham 
campus. Cost: $10 (free if you join PAS). 780-5256. 
PFLAG Parents, Families & Friends of lesbians & 
Gays promotes the health and well·beingof gay, 
lesbian, bisexual and transgendered persons, their 
families and friends through support, education and 
advocacy, with meetings the second Tuesday of 
every month at the Woodfords Congregati onal Church. 
202 Woodford St, Portland, from 7·9 pm. 766-5158. 
Polarity Tiherapy Free introductory lecture, Mar 9 & 
23 from 7:30-9 pm at Unlimited Potential, 170 U.S. 
Route 1, Falmouth. 846·5980 or 666-5561. 
Service Dogs Informational session Mar 15 from 
6:30-8:30 pm at Maine Medical Center, 22 Bramhall 
St, Portland. 773-1358. 
Sexual Assault Advocacy Training begins March 13 
from 1-4 pm for a 40- hour training program covertng 
issues of sexual assault and child sexual abuse, 
medical, police and legal protocols and a variety of 
related topics. Upon completion trainees will be 
prepared to volunteer on the Rape Crisis Hotline, the 
Board of Directors or provide administrative assis· 
tance. No previous experience necessary. 799-9020. 
Sierra Club presents "A Hiking and Walking Adven· 
ture in the Alps," slide presentation and discussion, 
Mar 9 at 7 pm at USM's Campus Center, Portland 
campus. Free. 761·5616. 
Southworth Planetarium 97 Falmouth St, Portland, 
has a variety of astronomy and laser shows: Mar 10, 
"Tour <>f the Solar System " at 7 pm, "Across the 
Universe: laser Beatles " at 8:30 pm; Mar 11. "Sky 
Friends' (kid show) at 3 pm, "life Beyond Earth" at 
7 pm, and "Across the Universe: laser Beatles" at 
8:30 pm"; Mar 12, "Across the Universe; laser 
Beatles" at 3 pm. 780-4249. 
WILD Women Igniting love & Diversity is a pro-
woman, pro-lesbian SOcial/educational group that 
meets for athletics, nature exploration and commu· 
nity building in a chem-free environment. All genders 
and orientations welcome. 761-8138. 
Women Unlimited hosts a day for tradeswomen, Mar 
11 atPVRTC,196Allen Ave, Portland startingat8:30 
am. This all-<lay information session Is for skilled and 
entry.level women In construction who wish to learn 
about bridge & highway construct/on jobs and ap-
prenticeships. Free. Register before Mar 6. 1-800-
281·5259. OW 
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bulletin board 
•• "MODEL CONTESTANTS WANTED FOR THE 
UNITED States Model 01 the Year. Females 
and mates, all ages. For an application call 
40t·723·2900 or HOO·255·5816·· 
?? MOVING?? NEW YORK EXPRESS. We'lI 
do It lor less. A teacup to a townhouse. Local, 
long distance. pa~ial loads. cars, antiques. 
ICC 1204960, DOm 2369. 800·343·4461 . 
914·855·3052. 
CHllDRENS BIRTHDAY PARTIES· 45 minute 
show wl1ive doves, rabbits , free magic tricks. 
Ca ll Vandini, The Ch ildrens MagiCian , 
854· 1743. 
WIN 









385 MAIN STREET 
SOUTH PORTLAND 
6:30 PM • 773-1453 
VETERANS SUPPORT 
SERVICES 
CASH CORNER BINGO HALL 
Ample Free Parlcing 










3 GAMES OF CHANCE 
SPECIAl. [VERY WED & SUN NIGHT 
AND fRI & SAT AFTERNOON 
12 18 cards S10 with 1 shotgun 
24 cards S12 With 1 shotgun 
3036 cards $15 With lsl"1019un 
42 48 cards 516 With 1 shotgun 









• 45+ & Disabled 
Immediate Home Study 
51200 
6 month average 
placement 
after home study 
(207) 586-5058 




~/2 hr. 6how with live <:love .. , 
(
="'1 ral>l>its & free mSiJic trlC~5. 
.j Call Vandinl at 854-1743 
"The Children's Magician" 
FREE CLASSIFIEDS!?! That's right... Every 
purchase of three weeks of The Sure SeU 
Classiloeds gets you the fou~h week FREE! 
Call 775·1234 lor more details. 
SPANISH STUDY IN LATIN AMERICA. Pro· 
grams in 12 countries, lor all ages & levels. 
Famil ies welcome. Executive Intensive pro-
gramsand college credit avatlable. Homestay, 
tuition, room & board. insurance· all inclu-
sive. Pncos begin 5150 perwee~ PURA VIDA: 
775·1501. 
WE ARE NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS 
lor the MRS. MAINE AMERICA PAGEANT. For 
inlormation call (603)673'4775. 
WIN! MAINE lOG HOME WITH 36 ACRES· 
We're going cruising. Essay conlest 1S0K 
property. Send $2 and bUSiness SASE to: Log 
Home Contest, P.O. Box 65, Spllngfield. ME 
04487·0065 lor entry lorm. ru les. property 
descnption and color pictures . 
pass this paper 
on to a friend 
help wanted 
SI,OOO WEEKLY for mailing 200 brochUres. 
Free slamps/envelopes. No sales/quotas. To 
receive free information, send a SAS E to Lowe 
Associates . 2668 Brice Rd .. Suite 2008. 
Reynoldsburg, OH 430611. 
$2.000 WEEKLY. Easy money,low hours, no 
experience necessary, positions available in 
your area. Amazing recorded message reveals 
details. 503·434·4407. 
$485 WEEKLY MAILING lenerslrom home. Full 
or part time. No experience necessary. Easy! 
Any hours! Call Cleannghouse Publications 1· 
315·458·6300, Ext 32. 24 hour recording. 
$500·$1,500. Weekly processing mail. 1m· 
media Ie openings. Free information: Send 11 0 
LSA Stamped envelope: Midwest D.O., P.O. 
Box 1483, Lawton. OK 73502·1483. 
(6) TYPISTS NEEDED. Also, PC/Word procos· 
sorusers. $40,OOlyear Income potential. Toll 
Iree: 1·800·898·9776 ext. T·3439 lor deta ils . 
• •• POSTAL JOBS··· Start $t 2.0Blhr. plus 
benefits. For exam and application inferma-
l ion call (219)794'0010. Ext. ME112. 9;00am 
to 11 ;OOpm. 7 days. 
Travel Agency 
seeking outside sales reps. 
Sales or travel experience 
helpful. Training 
availablelFlexible hours. 
Can Denise at Uniglobe 
883"8938 
'DRIVERS· Call & Compare 27·32 cents/mile 
w/l·6 years OTR experience. Average 6-10 
days out. Top mlleslfreight. Great benelits. 
Call 1·800·441-4953. 
ASSEMBLY AT HOME ARTS, CRAfTS, TOYS, 
JEWElRV, WOOD, sewing, typing, comput· 
ers. Great pay. Forfree info·amazing recorded 
message 800·786·0409. 
EARN $200 to $1000 WEEKLY assembling 
products ·at home. 1·800·574·9635 ext 106. 
EARN $4801$652 WEEKLY ASSEMBLING CI R· 
CUlT boards at home. Experience unecessary. 
Immediate openings, your local area. CallI' 
602·680-4647 ext. 337M. 
Northern Maine Newspaper Group has 
CURRENT OPENINGS 
o Reporters 
o Senior Reporters 
Writing/ reporting/ photography experience; 
hard news and feature story expertise required. 
Reply to: Martha M. Lostrom, Executive Editar, 
Northeast Publishing Company 
P.O. Box 510, Presque Isle, ME 04769 
FAX 1-207-764-4499 
TELEMARKETERS WANTED· No sales . Full/part-
time. day/evening hours. no expenence neces· PAV OfF THOSE EXTRA BILLS by wortdng at 
sary, casual atmosphere. Call (207)871-8618. home for eur company. For free information 
call: 1·813·265·3771 ext. 33. 
TELEPHONE REP'S. Flexiable pa~·time . Call 
828·127010 schedule training. No expenence 
necessary. All ages welcome. 
WMPG. the community radio station at USM, is 
" .. ing a prolesslonal to 1111 a pa~·time Devel· 
opment Director position. This is a demanding 
post responsible1or securing a significant por-
tion of the statlon's budget through sponsor· 
ships arid listener support. Activities include 
underwriting, on-air fund drives, direct mail 
and phone banking. As a member 01 the Man· 
agement Team, the Development Director pra. 
vides major inPut into overall station opera· 
tlons plus shM and long range planning. The 
qualified candidate will have a minimum one 
yearsales expenencB andevenl planning. Non-
profit radio 6.lCperience preferred. Candidate 
should have a worlMg knowledge 01 FCC un· 
derwriting rules. Demonstrated organizational 
and communicationskillsare anecesstty. Must 
be willing to work with diverse array of w run· 
teers. Bachelors degree preferred. PleasBsend 
resume, cover letter and names and numbers 
of three references to: Development Director 
Search, WMPG, University 01 Southern Maine. 
96 falmouth Street, Portland, ME O4t 03. USM 
is an EEO/Memployercommined to diversity, 
quality and reasonable accommodation. Appli· 
cation deadline is Marcl115, 1995, 
PAY PHONE ROUTE. 50 local & established 
sites. Earn $1500week~. Open 24 hou". Call 
1·800·866·4588. 
TIRED Of WORKING HARD. only to lace com· 
pelltion everywhere? NIKKEN ... have you 
heard? 892·1626. 
YOUR OWN 900 # FREE. Earn up to $16.000 
monthly. Moneyneverstops!! Receive monthly 
checks. No fee, no risk, no capitat required. 
Free brochure 1-800·216·2092. 
child care 
SANDY'S DAY CARE 
Brighton Ave .. Portland 
OrENINGS NOW AUILABLE 
• First Aid 8< CPR Cerf~ied 
• lots of Structure w/ HC 
• Meal Included 
for more inforrulion wi 773·1637 
fAX IT! 775·1615. THE SURE SELL 
CLASSlfIEOS! 
LOVE TO COOK? Tum your love 01 cooking 
into $$$. Great income, low start up cost. Call 
(207)897·5698 lor more inlormation. 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY! $500·$900 
weekly/potential processing mortgage refunds . 
Own hours. Call 714·502·2123 EXt 507. 
24 hours. 
PART TIME WORKERS TO HAND PREPARE 
MAILING labels. Vou must have a typewriter, 
computer, or good handwriting. Immediate 
openings. 1·809·474·2713 (L.D. rates apply) . 
PART TIME WORKERS WANTED TO HAND 
PREPARE MAILING LABELS. You must have 
a typewriter. computer or good handwriting. 
Immediate openings. 1·809·474·2713 (L.D. 
rates apply). 
PART·TIME PEOPLE WANTED to do address 
labels at home for pay. You must have a good 
typewriter, computer or good handwriting. 
Call Now:t-800·474·4296. 
PROfESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER in 
Yarmouth needs models tor portfolio. Call 
846·5367. 
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES resu lt In employ' 
ment Interviews. Gan career Ptann ing Ser-
vices. (207)885'0700. 
MANAGER TRAINEE 
Person wanted to asslsl 
manager. Oppo~unhy lor $300 




Green is March's color. 
Let us show you how 
te' make some by dO:lating 





PRO ACTIVE RESOURCES, A specialty mar· 
keting/advertising company. Is current~ l ill· 
ing in-house sales positions. Candidates must 
be self·motivated, articulate, creative and or· 
ganized with excell ent wriling and communi-
cation skills Minimum 1 yearsales experience 
preferred. college degree a plus. Candidale 
musts include strong closing/phone skills. 
Commission based pay with excellent earn ing 
potential. Beautilul Old Po~ location. Call 





Full-Time Teaching Position 
to Begin May 1, 1995 
Peaks Island Child Development Center-
A year round, community oriented, 
developmental child care program serving 
children 3-10 in an age integrated setting. 
Applicants should have a strong 
developmental background and successful 
early childhood experience. Excellent benefit 
package offered! Resumes must be received by 
March 15, 1995. Please send to: 
Brenda J. Macomber #335 
Human Resources Office 
P.O. Box 10660 
Portland, ME 04104 
Oltholic Chan·tits Maint is a United Way Qnd a City of Portland 
Commun.ity Development Assisted Agrncy and an Equnl 
Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. 
1r 775-1234 FAX: 775-1615 VISA/MC ACCEPTED 
categories check one 
IJ bulletin board IJ professional services 
IJ lost & found (free) IJ financial 
IJ rideshare (free) IJ stuff for sale 
IJ help wanted IJ garage/yard sales 
IJ business opportunities IJ antiques 
IJ positions wanted IJ give away (free) 
IJ child care IJwanted 
IJ roommates IJ arts & crafts 
IJ apts/rent 
IJ holiday gifts 
IJ houses/rent 
IJ theatre arts 
IJ seasonal/rent 
IJ fairs & festivals 
IJ offices/rent o music 
IJ art studios/rent 
IJ storage/rent 
IJ wheels 
IJ business rental 
IJ boats 
o rentals wanted o recreation 
o real estate IJ campgrounds 
IJ land for sale IJ summer camps 
IJ mobile homes IJ bed & breakfasts 
IJ auctions U publications 
IJ body & soul IJ animals 
IJ instruction o legal notices 
IJ business services IJ dating services 
~ge_t_it...;.to,;..U~S ____ . your ad: 
By Phone: 775-1234; or for long distance 
1-800-286-6601 (visa,imc) 
By FAX: 775-1615 
By Mail: The Sure Sell 
P.O. Box 1238 
Portland, ME 04104 
By Hand: 561 Congress St, Portland 
deadline 
Monday, 3PM, pre-paid 
"T :E-I .E 
SURE ELL 5 Place my ad in the hands of over 100,000 readers of Casco Bay Weekly and Maine Times! Call 775-1234 to inquire about other zones and rates. -
fine print 
Ctassified ads must be paid for in advance 'Nith cash, personal 
check, money order, VISa or Mastercard. Lost & Found ~ems 
listed tree. ClasSified ads are non·refi.ndable. CBW shall not be 
liable for any typographical errors, omissions, or changes n the 
ad which do not affect the value or content or substantiany 
change the meaning 01 the ad. Credit wHl be issued when viable 
error has been determined within one week of publication. 
caw 
Phone #: ___________ __ _ 
Name: ______________ _ 
Address; ___ _ 
o visa 0 mc expo dale 
# 
ARST 15 WORDS: 
Check One 
o Casco Bay Weekly49/wk. 
Add~ional words @ 25¢ wd/wk: $ 
o The Sure Sell-Casco Bay Weekly and 
Maine TImes412.50/wk. 
Additional words @ 50e wd/wk: $ 
'5 
2S 
o Buy 3 weeks, 
get the 4th week 
FREE: $. __ _ 
o Wheels Deal 
$25/ run til ~ sells; $ _____ _ 
(15 words; vehicles only) 
(call for details) 
. ' . 
, I 
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career development 
JOB SEEKERS 
Don't waste time in line 
Put your Resume 
Onlinell 














KEEPING, cooking, errands, etc. Middle-aged, 
dependable and anentive to person's needs. 
Professional LeHI Training in 
Therapeutic I\lassage & Polarity Therapy 
Evening and Weekend Classes 
POLARITY REALIZATION INSTITIJTE 
Portland, Maine' 1-800-497-2908 
business opps 
-AVON CALLING· ·ANEW" You, ·ANEW· Ca-
reer! Earn extra cash. Worle from home, fulV 
pa~ time. Beneflls available. free gift. 1-800-
827-AVON. Ind. Rep. 
A.T.& T .. M.C.I. 900#'s. $$ STARTINGA TURN-
KEY 900 line as a side business is easier than 
you think. Call 1-800'417-4900 for free 
information. 
ARE YOU HUNGRY fOR SUCCESS? Wou ld 
you like to develop a steady income of ap-
proximately $5000 a month, dlSlribullng wild 
organic products. Coli 1-800-900-3631. 
BUSINESS IS BOOMING! ThIS business at 
Ilome is booming. Write for more information. 
The Hochst.tI,rs. RI 4, Box 175, Salem, IN 
47t67. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY (40) Shares In 011 
Company-Sta~ wllh S100! free Details. A-R· 
C-CO-OP, Box 28, Bridgeport, IL 62417 
INCREASE YOUR INCOME- Looking 10' moti-
vated ind iViduals to train as distributors. Call 
Helen al 773-6950 for Information and to 
register for seminar. 
NEW ENGLAND AMBIENCE-Wells, Rt.l, zoned 




• Need a roctnm,ue1 
, Need a place 10 share? 
ElIminate Chancef 
AIlq::JplicalCSSCIMltd 
RocIJ'II'Mtes, Ek:. is a servi:e ror the 
discrimi1.1ing person ..no WIShes 10 share 
living expenences 
175-3855 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, CUMBERLAND 
AVE.- Female, private room and small salary in 
exchange for light housekeeping. Call Bobby, 
874-7975. 
BEST Of COUNTRY/CITY: Non-smoking fe-
male. Beautiful, quiet Portland home. WID, 
deck, yard, cat. $400/mo. HEATED +112 utili-
ties. 878-0905. 
BRACKmST.-MIf roommates needed,S2501 
mo. + utilities. Laundry, parking, cat O.K. 774-
0843. 
business opps 
MAKE MONEY NOW! Rapidly growing Tele-
communication Company seeks reps. in this 
area. Great financial opportunity. Call today!!! 
1-800-768-0898. (5024). 
RECtNTLl' IIEARD SOMEONE ON N (01'1\-
ININCi THAT "SEING A SMOKER 11-1 
MfJUCA IN 1'¥'I5 I~ LIKE SEING A JEW 
IN 1'1 " 
IT~ ON TALJ( RADIO 
MALE$-- poSSIBLl' 
VllEGED SET 01' IN 
"'liE II(TUALll' 
WE MAt 
- ·WELL. WIlO SEEM 1'0 BE I-IAV I ~c. b. WEE BI T of 
tNC, ~EIR PRoBLEMS IN P£II.SP£CTIV£--
BE GOING 
WA~ ouT 
ON A LIMB 












ow! 1 ~TUB8ED M,,( M"( 
lOE! THIS IS woRSE 
T~bl A SLOW, 
PAIN PEATt! 
by TOM TOMORROW 
Weekly. Wellness. Directory 
ONGOING REPARENTING 
GROUP FOR WOMEN 
ONGOING FOOD ISSUE 
GROUP FOR WOMEN 
Substance Abuse' ACOA 
Individual and Group 








'Fre~erM .. ~o '\Vol{ 
:At 'ON. t'.'T.'O_ 
'Pastoral ClJlI>rs.!u.r 
153 State Street 
1'Drc&tn~ , .:Main., 04101 
(.207) ~79-0151 
'(1j Hyp"""""" Meditation 
Massage 
~o 1 Yoga 
'\: {/ 
~"'H"" . 781-3330 
Ylll!<l Sun Moon Sel1 ~s 
SolI. 1\1ar. I ~th IlJ a m. - .+ p.m 
MARIE KING, RN, CMT 
Massage Therapist 
775-5745 
Sports· Therapeutic· Stress 
PSYCHOTHERAPY 
Creating IntimaQ' for 
Couples Group 
Men and women will meet scparatdy 
the first three weeks of each month and 
together the last week of each month. 
Co-Ied by WIll Thompson, LCSW & 
Rachd Sager, LSAC. In Brunswick 
Wednesdays 4:30-6:3Opm-S40/week. 
Cal! RadJeI at 729-7269 
or Will at 729-1122 
Cheryl Fuller Aronson 
MA, LCPC 
• Women's Issues 
• Anxiety & Depression 
774-4436 
Voice of the Drum 
Channeling Session w~h Eve~n Rysdyk 
6:30 -9:00, $20,00 
March 11 Saturday, Crystal Bowl Sale, 20% Off -Today On~ 
March 13 Past Uves with Donna Ridley 
6:30 -9:00, $25,00 
March 14 Aromatherapy w~h Mary Bailey 
6:30 -8:00, $5,00 
March 17 Dream Study with Ernie Rose 
6:30 -9:00, $20,00 
Books, Crystals, Tarot Cards and Much More! 
3Z~ Fore Street .. Portland, :\Ialne' Ztl7 -llZH-1710 • Open Dally 
::" :~~ .': : 
NEW ENGLAND FAMILY INSTITUTE 
?r;;;"~;;;:,;;;,,,..l;; __ ~-";;;;"-.,· j";: @§r:::>' P~rinalal Education for New and Expectant Parents ~ 
;, 1
0 Infant Massage/Stimulation Workshop "", 
.. Tallght by Jlllie Me CarrOll, RN, MS, IBCLC 
PORTLAND YOGA STUDIO. 
March 11 Workshop 
Creatng FleXibilIty 
In Hip Joints 
616 Congress Street 
207,797 _ 5684 
MARRIAGE 
& FAMILY THERAPY 
Day I Evening I Satuldoy Hours 





MARK NAKELL, MA, LCPC 
Counseling. Psychotherapy 
1 Pleasant Street - Portland 
(207) 773-4413 
........... '" 
• • Coitrol 
• 0W0I>000l .-
• lA5III'UCe biIDbursabae 
Tall< CMr,. .f Yo...- tif. 
759-0284 
S.,.J;J" SP'" d-N",,,,,,,,,,,,iAr 'Thmn 
S,m, d- Ch",,;, p";,, RlIMf 
839-3667 
Portland/Gorham 
GOLDEN SCHOOL OF 
. . , 
.: TAl CHI CHUAN 
::::W(fje BIe~ 
toning opposing 
the body force in 
& calming order to 
the mind. control it. 
"A System Promoting Balance 
on a Physical and Spiritual Lever 
-{iene Goldin 
Thursday, March 23, 6:30 to 8:00 p.m. Tuition S25 
Expect more than a baby: 
A Guide to Postpartum Planning 
Taught by Naomi MlIlIane, RN, BSN 
Thursday, March 30, 6:30 to 8:00 p.m. Tuition $25 
Aft;;~ IW;:B~byt~~Birth 
772·2871 or 1-800-599-4888 ---!~ 
NICHOLAS A. ALBANESE, D.M.D. 
FAMILY DENTISTRY 
r------------:1 
I Porcelain Covered I 
: Crowns : 
: (tooth colored) : 
I $ I : 395 perlooih : 
: with tNs ~n exp. 12J3CW4 : 
I Free Consultations I 1. ____________ .1 
Day, Evening & Saturday AppOintments 
UO I\IAIN STREET, CORHAM 839-4775 
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TO PLACE YOUR AD: 1r 775-1234 • DEADLINES MONDAY 3PM 
roommates 
MALE ROOMMATE 30+ TO SHARE 2IBDR. 
house wfsingle lemale. Conveniently located 
0" foresl Ave. on dead end street. 5325/mo. 
+112 utils 797-4269, leave message. 
N/S fEMALE TO SHARE beaulifulapartmenl. 
Includesfumished room, spacious LR, kitchen, 
new tile bath. Very Quiet, private, secure. On 
bus line, parking. 580lwk ulilities included. 
856-2660. 
SEEKING G/M TO SHARE 4 room apl. with 
same. Spl~expences. Renl$150/mo. for more 
info. call 778·1456 . 
USM AREA- Large 2IBDR. apartment, large 
kitchen, LR, DR, washer/dryer. S2871mo. + 11 
2 ullls. Leave message, 773-7890. 
USM AREA- Spacious, sunny W,II"m St. 
house, porch, 3BR, hardwood floors. 52751 
mo. +1/3 utils. 871-1665. 
USM VACINITY- SpaCIous large bedroom. 
$2801mo. heal incfuded, cals allowed, cheml 
free. 772-7240. 
WESTBROOK- Spacious 3BDR with f /GM. 
Smokers. S200/mo. plus 1/3 ulililies. Sec. 
dep. 854-4274 . ONLY SERIOUS INO. 
WESTERN PROM AREA- share wl2 guys. Mif 
welcome, 5 min, walk to Good Day Market. 
$18S/mo. +ulil. PelS welcome. 774-7360. 
WOODfORDS' M/f 10 share house. VERY 
clean, NIS, NID. 5265/mo.+.tl2, D/W, WID, 
cable. 879-0725. 
DEERING OAKS AREA- Share wl2 males. laun-
dry, 100min. walk 10 campus. N/S-Nlch.m. 
$240/mo. INCLUSIVE! 879-2679. 
Gf SEEKING HOUSEMA TE-New home in coun-
try. Unlimited room, 30 minutes to Portland. 
$300/mo. plus 1/3. 829·5193. Ask for Judi. 
apts/rent 
GRANT STREET- Large 3BDR. Just painted! 
$3901 mo. + security deposit. References re-
quested. Pets possible. 767-9800. 
MELBOURNE ST.- Large 2IBDR. 2-bath, HM' 
floors, deck, laundry, parking, pets O.K. $525/ 
mo. +ulils. 879-6081. 
PORTLAND. DEERING OAKS AREA- 2 bed-
room, hardwood floors. Nlpels. $475/mo. HI 
HW included. 828-6842, leave message. 
TO RENT YOU R APARTMENTfAST, and to Ihe 
highest cal iber tenants, call 775-1234, T1iE 
SURE SELL CLASSlfIEDS, and reach over 
100,000 people throughout GreaterPortland! 
TYNG ST.-Sunny I BR, hardwood floors, large 
eal-in kitchen, porch, laundry, parking. 54201 
mo. 828-1426. 
rooms/rent 
USM AREA- Private home- furnished room. 
Available 411. K'lChen privilages. $l00 sec. 
S300lmo. 773-8206. 
houses/rent 
HIRAM VfLLAGE- Renovated antique cape. 
Large kitchen and bath. Easy access 10 North 
Conway, Portland. $550/mo. (207)625-8320 . 
SOUTH PORTLAND- 6-monlh rental, May 
Ihrough October. New~ renovated Cape Cod 
with 2BDRS, partially fumished in convenienl 
location. Non-smokers. $695Jmonttl +utili· 
ties. Call 799-0594. 
seasonal rental 
HANCOCK LAKE- Town of Sebago. Large wa· 
tertronl home. 5550/wk. 2-week minimum, or 
trade. Call 883-8572. 
VINALHAVEN- Charming lownhouse with 
courtyard garden, Fully equipped. Available 
June Ihrough September. $500Iwk. (207)772-
6386. (Zone II) 
WA TERfORD- UNIOUE SECLUDED COTTAGE 
at former boys' camp. Rustic luxury- water-
front, canoes, tennis , and owls In the pines. 
583·4402. 
omcls/rent 
OLD PORT- WATER VIEW. Large office avail· 
able on 3rd. floor.$400lmo.lncludes heal, call 
775-7755. 
PORTLAND- Air-co nditioned office w/skyllghl 
In profess ionaf build ing. $l00/mo. includes 
utilit ies, some access to copierlFAX. Howard 




BUSINESS RENTAL: PORTlAND, 311 & 313 
CUMBERLAND AVE. corner of Elm Sireet. 
Heavy traffic. 1600 sq.!t. store/office, heal 
included, parking available. 772-6527. 
real estate 
Special Presentation from 
JOHANNA M. KEAMY 
773-2345 ext_ 220 
269 Commercial St. 
Harbor Landing 05C, 
Penthouse unit, city views 
from deck, exposed beams 
and brick. Very distinctive. 
$68,900. 
BAR HARBOR VICTORIAN- double lot. 4BDR, 
fireplace, hardwood floors , new solarium and 
appliances, walking distance to Downtown, 
Shorepath, tennis courts and Acadia National 
Park. Sailboat Included! Income potential of 
5850+/week in Summer. 5t56,000. 207-799-
6684. 
GOVERNMENT fORECLSOED HOMES from 
$1.00 (Repair needed). Deliquent lax, Repo's, 
REO's, fDIC, RTC, IRS. Yourarea, Toll free: 1-
800-898-9778 Ext. H-3439 for details. 
MYRTLE BEACH, S.C. Nicelyappoinled 28R, 2 
battl condo. Oceanvlew, near aU anractions. 2 
pools. Weeks from $t 75·$550. S35 cleaning 
fee . 207-833-2978. 
OWNERS, BROKERS! Advertise your house 
before MORE qualnied buyers for LESS! Call 
775-1234 10 inquire aboul The Sure Sell 
Classifled's a"ordable advertising rales and 
PUI your property in the hands of Ihe readers 
Of Ma ine Times, Casco Bay Weekly and 
PennySaverl 
RARE OPPORTUNITY- 800sq.ft. artist's SIU-
dio in group-owned, modernizBd. commer-
cial-zoned building in downlown Belfast, 
Maine. for delails call (207)338-1530. 
DOCTOR'S HOME 
(formerly) 
Converted to 8-Room 
Boarding House 
3 minutes to Maine Med 
2lK Gross 





condos for sale 
INTOWN VICTORIAN (Holline# 84652)- 2 very 
special units with exposed brick, trac IIghling, 
private pallO. Slart al 163,000. HOWARD 
KRANTMAN @ Mark Stimson Realtors. Off: 
773-1990, Res: 799-8565. 
land for sale 
CHEBEAGUE ISLAND- Private wooded 5 acre 
lot, approved and surveyed. Owner. Eleclric-
ity. $35,000. 637-2216. 
EAST BLUEHILL- Beaul iful12 acre parcel of 
roiling mixed woods. 3 miles from Bluehill, 
bordered by covenent land and town main-
tained roads. Excellent access, building site. 
Walk to ocean. for sing le family dwelling. 
$58,000.207-374-5417. 
mobile homes 
5199 fOR 180 MONTHS, $950 down. 70x14 
3BDR. fleetwood withadishwasher, $18,995 
APR 10.5% variable. Call Marc or Mike al 
(207)786-4016, Daily 9-6, Sunday 10-5. LUV 
Homes (1 mile from Turnpike) 1 049 Washing-
ton Streel, Rt. 202 Auburn, ME. 
fOUR BEDROOMS, 2 baths, $l9,995. HUGE 
60x28 #1223. limited 5 year warranty. Whirl-
pool, skylights, finesse carpet, patIO dOOf, 
cornereurio cab, TV jacks, phone jacks, padd le 
. fan . Marc orMlkeal (207)786-4016, Daily 9-6, 
Sunday I 0-5. LWHomes (I mile from Turpike) 
1049 Washinglon Str"t, Rt 202 Auburn. ME. 
body II soul 
20120 WITHOUT GLASSES! Safe, rapid, non-
surg ical, permanent restoration in 6-8 weeks. 
Airline pilol developed, Doctorapproved. fREE 
Information by mail: (800)422-7320, (406)961-
5577. SATISfACTION GUARANTEED. 
ANITA LANDINO, CHT. Hypnotherapy. Heal 
abuse, relationship issues. Empower your-
self. Unleash creativity, joy, confidence! (207)-
780·0831. 
If YOII arc thillkillg abollt sclf-i111prol.'l.'111Cllt, tly allY OIlC of thc ('tn-iolls health practitiollers fOlllld ill Casco Bay lVeekly's Wel/I/css Dht'ctOlY, 




with Dr_ Kriolian McCoy 
MaiotainiD! a Healthy, 
Bal.nce A1~menl and 
Relievill6 Lower Back PaiD 
• March 18th I-2:30pm 
Casco R .. ,,, I 
Movers 
151 Sf- John Sf-
Portland, Maine 
871-1013 
"C .. mlII vaporizes OOf"""",. 
em~ tealS of! the ro;e oolmal gliN;c:s. 
emis is SO inIeme you'D do 
~ anything to escape. 
- Sob. Sarmn Collapse 
Ask for help. Beg for help. 
Give ~ Widxlraw. 
Work harder_ Walk away_ 
Toudl rage. Consider death. 
Tell the truth-
In Crisis you can go anywhere 
exa:pl back where you started. 
Qisis is tho u1tima1e1 Y creative SIaIe_ ~: 
Crisis ~ aoother chance," 
- Sally McVey 
Life Comultation Cenll'r 
Stephen FatTen L.C.P.c. 
799-SS40 
MASSAG E .'<. ',)S 
",.' 
As well as promoling 
deep relax.tion and 
reducing mental stress, 
massage has many benefits 
every person can receIve ... 
Drug Free! 
Call Today for an Appointment! 
Kristen Watson, CMT 
Gorham, ME 839-7867 
90 minute ses~iom 
Introductory $25.00 
Regular $35.00 
~~----'''' ~V~.-. ~,·~~I 
X': .. " ',"'" 
Are you having trouble dealing : 
with a Pregnancy loss? I.:"H" 
S,miti ... Non-Judgmental Counse,ng 
fry 




729-67J a TDD )1 
ASUEngl~h. A,'<lilable 
The Dream Pm of Our Spiritw.l Journey 
R.;ck Bouchard, MSW 
P,O. Box 303, Portland. Maine 04112 
Ongo;ng Drtamgrout>s 
anti Dreamshops --",j 1./ 
Call 828-20l1 j' / <I:. 
y--<:--
Wed.9JO",,-t l :lOam ·1 
Thur.7:oopm-9:oopm 
HERBS & HEALING 
APPRENTICESHIP 
8-monlh Hands-on Course for 
Beginning & Intermediate H erb 
Students taught by Herbalist 
Cotinne Marrin. Learn to identify 
and usc Mcdicinal Plants in the 




Carrie Petenon, M.A .. M.S. 
Licensed Marriage & FamIly Thetapls! 
Jtnnounw the ~ of"" ~rivale ~radite 
at The Center for Pe~nal and Professional Well-Being 
23 West Street, Portland, ME 04102 by appointment 774,,(,77' 
Certlfle.:l Ma""age "'erapi"t 




Dip!. C.G. Jung Inst. - Zurich 
32 Pleasant St., Portland, ME 04101 
m-2nS 
Nat Sat. Drcamshop In April Difficulty with a _ a Sill!!! or 
your own intimate relationship? 
Stt! tlJIlJppropritJIely "(lined therapist 
.----'-------''--'-'-.;;;., .' "': - joy - joy - joy - Mi -lot- ;., - ;., - ;., - ;., - ,.,- joy - ;.; - joy - joy - ,.,- "" - Mi -"" -Mi -,.,- lot- . 
All Groups Ponbnd iw<d. 
Ken Smith, M_A_ in M_F,T, 
Marriage & Family Therapist 
t ' , 
~ 9<,risline Schares 9 YEARS ExPERIENCE ~· . 
o EmotionaUy 0 Senilly • Job • Stalked - - ----.---- J' 
1'broateDOd fJlafionally Cerfified J\1S'I Therapeutic Massage ' : 
New support group starting fot anyooe Emotional Clearing ~.: 
experiencing harassment of any lOad. 797-8316 Enernv Balancing ~ .• 
~ ~ 
~HIAL.MCGOVERN 
certified massage therapist 
Me~r AM.T A . 
For more illformalioo call , Gift Cenificates Available '" ~. , 
~1~[::~:;z7567~·27!1!98lE2E~!bl~-~;"~-jMi~-L""~-l"Yi' ~-~Iot-~;"~-~I"Y~-~;"~-""j' i-JlI"Y-"" -;., -;., -Mi -lot- ;., - joy - joy - ;., - ...- i-r , 
.. ,Rich,-rd Lewis MS, LPC, NCC 
NlIliOtUJCenijKlllion 
By Appointment 
• Stress Reductioo 
Indlvlilual, Group and Family Counseling 
780.83:i)1. . B(i~f therapy, dinlcaf hypnotherapy, family Issues, trauma, 
• Pressure Point &; Deep Muscle Work 
o Inner Eoergy Balancing &; Releasing 
73 Deering Sl .. . anxiety/stress, sports/performance enhancement. 
Suite 201, Portland Hours by apPOintment. 
207-780-6218 
Stevens Ave. 
Gift Certificate A vai/able 
•• ~,\.e Ad .... ,... 
.. ~ 
~ ~ 
~ > J 
Foof Refkv<ology ~. Energy Healing 
Magnified Healing 
Kristin Erico • 773-1346 
IT'S WINTER 
ARE YOU S.A.D.? 
LET US HELP YOU 
@~?~'?(j' ~ ~~ 
LIGHTEN UP! 




with natural full spectrum 
light and exercise 
call 642-4476 $25.00 per 1/2 hour session 
for appointments or info (discounts available for 
2 locations multiple appointments) 
MASSAGE & LIGHT, 1 Monument Way, Portland 
STANDISH CHIROPRACTIC ern, Rt 25, Standish 






CACL: (207) 772-9812 
--------
~i.ti~ 
• Therapeutic & Swedish Massage 
• Back. & Neck: Therapy 
• RcOexology 
• Polarity Therapy 
• Bach Flower Remedies 
Cherie Howard RMT, NTS 




PAST lifE REGRESSiON' STRESS REdUCTioN 
EMOTiONAl ClEARING' INNER CHild/GUidE WORk 
Stephen R. Aronson, Ph,D. 
Lia!nsed PllJIchologist 
Practia! Smce 1970 
Insurnnce/Medicaid Reimbursable 
Sliding Fee Scale Available 
Anxiety, Depression, Grieving, 
Panic Attacks, Stress, 
Recovery Issues 
Brief or Depth Psychotherapy 
Individual, Couples, Groups 
Jungian Orientation 
772·3176 
Men's Therapy Group Mon. 7·9 pm 
Mixed Therapy Group Tues. 4-6 pm 
. ; , 
1 ; ~ 
,,) f 
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body a soul 
BECOME A PARALEGAL -accredlled, aHorney 
Instructed diploma and degree home study 
Up 10 50% credil awarded for academic and 
II felwork experience SCI-NIPAS FREE CATA-
LOG: 800-669-2555, 
PENIS/NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Prof.ssional 
vacuum pumps with instruction Gain 1-3Inches. 
Permanenl, safe, enhance ereclion. FREE bro-
chures call Dr. Joel Kaplan, (312)274-219t. 
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE, KAREN AUSTEN, 
M A. Licensed massage Iherapisl 7 days, 
sam. day apPolnlmenls Freeport, 865-0672. 
education 
BECOME A MEDICAL transcnpt lonlst Oppor-
tumty to work at home or In office typ ing 10r 
doctors Home study Free literature. P C.D.I. 
Atlanta, GA BOO-362-7070 Dept. YVC774. 
professional servo 
CHRONIC MUSCLE PAIN? Lei massage WOMEN'S GROUP ALL TOPICS we come, 
Iherapy help you! TherapeullC, sports and 
Inlury MuscleWorks, Man. King, RN, CMT. 
775-5745 
GAY MEN'SSUPPORTGROUPSdealing wllh. 
more positive gay identity, etc Call 773-
6658 
HEAL YOURSELF, UNITE BODY, MIND & 
SPIRIT. Unl,m,led Ponlenllal offers Knpalu 
Yoga, TherapeuIIC Massage, Hypnolherapy, 
Med:lallon, Siress Reducllon, and HollSllC 
Lifestyle EducatIOn. 170 U 5 RI f, Falmoulh, 
Me. Call 781 -3330 
HIVALTERNATIVE INFORMATION LINE- Free 
recorded messag., (202)466-1662. 
INTRODUCTORY PROPRIOCEPTIVE WRITING 
WORKSHOP- led by Joan Lee Hunter, March 
18,9-5:30, Falmoulh. cosl$60 797-5887 FMI. 
Is your RELATIONSHIP a constanl 
STRUGGLE? Couples COUNSELING CAN 
HELP. Call Jane Galr 774-8633, 
LIGHT OF THE MOON, Wllh over 40,000 book 
titles available, also has a large selection of 
Tarot cards, unique gifts, and tools to heal the 
body, mind and SPirit. 324 Fore St. 828-171 O. 
Open Daily. 
LOSE 30LBS IN 30 SECONDS? 01 course not! 
Bul Ihal's all II lakes 10 make Ihe deCISion 10 
start lose weight fast, but make It last! Free 
shipping. 1-303-654-8859. 
NEUROMUSCULAR THERAPY rell.ves chronic 
muscle pam. Swedish massage· PhYSiOlogi-
cally heallhy, deep relaxallon.llona Silverman, 
CMT, 871-1610. 
fun , safe, supportive, Thursday mornings. 
REBUILDING YOUR LIFE AFTER RELATION-
SHIP, Thursday evenmgs Ten weeks, Came 
Peterson, 774-6779. 
WOMEN'S HEALING GROUP ON-GOING has 
opening now. Safe, supportive. challenging 
Call 767-3848 or 883-5597, 
WOMENS PSYCHOTHERAPY GROUP GOing 
deeper' A group for personal heahng and 
empowermenl Thursday, 530-7:00pm. In 
Portland. Judllh Day, LCSW 780-1232. 
fibless 
HAD A LONG DAY? DON'TWANTTO COOK? 
SIMPLY DELICIOUS wi ll prOVide heanhygour-
mel meals In your home. Pnvale chef. Instruc-
l ion, shopping, consultant. Call 773-1148_ 
IT PAYS YOU TO LOOSE WEIGHT! You look 
good, reel great and earn ex1ra Income With 
HERBALlFE, call1-800-576-THIN(8446) 
instruction 
DANCE CLASSES In Jazz, Ballet, Tap, 
Sireellunk & DancemaglC Kids & adults. 
CASCO BAY MOVERS, 871-1013. 
WRITING WORKSHOP with Alfred DePew. For 
anyone Interested In exploring new matenal. 
new Ideas and fresh approaches to short flc-
tlon,essaysandpoems Wednesdayevemngs, 
7:00p,m,-9,00p,m. March 15-April 19. S'x 






Simplified Steps Including; 
• Resources for exam study guides 
• Unpublicized shortcuts 
• Training/supervision options 
Quickly achieve your Menial Health 
licensure (LCPC, elc.) 
Applicable for tradilional and 
creative arts therapies 
For /iurue prepmation package smd 
11<2171<, address, and 125 10: 
Counsel Network 
P.O. Box 1272 
Portland, ME 04104-1272 
FLIGHT TRAINING 
for pnvate or commercial license 
Instrument or C.F.t_ Rating 




NEW GROUP STARTING- Forwomen who are 
75+lbs, overweight. Based on Geneen ROlh's 
work. Monday evenings, 6'15-7'45 $75/mo 
CaIl,775-1711 FaclillaledbyRACHELSAGER, 
LSAC. 
Established in 1981 for the purpose of training individuals in 
the health professiorull career field of Massage Theory_ 
FREE ESTIMATES 
CALL 1-800-317-1148 
or (207) 934-3000 
$15 VCR CLEANINGS 
P.O, Box 24,99 Moose Meadow Lane, Waldoboro, ME 04572 832·5531 
DON'T THROW IT AWAYI 
Open 7 Days a Week • Quick Turn Arounds • 
30 Day Money Back Guarantee 
22 WASHINGTON AVE., OLD ORCHARD BEACH, ME 
• 'VIIC fl UWAVE . TV . CAM(.;OROER. VCR . MICROWAVE · TV · CAMCORDER · VCR· MICRO WAVE · 
II Earle Jackson Associates 




High Quality Service at 
an Affordable Price 
774-0058 
CHEERFUL AND DEPENDABLE 
DAILY. WEEKLY. MONTHLY. 
MOVE IN/OUT SERVICE 
Call U5 now for a cleaner, 







• ELECTRONIC FILING 
• QUICK REFUNDS 
• REFUND ANTICIPATION LOANS 
222 St. John St. .117 
Portland, Maine 
professional ser¥. business services 
BROWN & MEYERS TRANSCRIPTION. State-
of-Ihe-Art Equipment, 24-Hour Dlctalion Line, 
Modem Support. We lranscnbe everythmg! 
846-0420/800-785-7505 
RICHARD LEWIS, MSEd , LPC, NCC. - Indi-
Vidual , Group, Couple & Family Counseling. 
Call for Group offenngs, 780-8301 . 
S TUCK? BREAKTHROUGH BLOCKS! Expand 
awareness, creativity & InSight. Rheatha 
Forster, MA, LCPC, ExpresslV. TheraplSl In-
d,v,duals and Groups. 874-2103. 
David A. Lourie, Esq. 
General PractIce 0/ Law 
Specializing in municipal, 
zoning and local property 
tax abatement law, 
Weekend or evening consuftation 
by appointment call, 
799-4922 
business services 
'HANDYMAN MIKE - Carpenlry, palnllng , ex-
tenornntenor La e or small. Insured. Call 
797-4428. 
A & A PROPERTY SERVICES General can-
tractlng/malntenance. Remodeling, bath-
rooms, kitchens. flOlshed basements, rool-
lng , decks, addlllOns. Interior/exterior paint-
Ing, Vinyl Siding, complete mobi le home sel-
up & seMce. No iob too big or small. Prompl 
re liableservlce Insured 871-0093. 
A-I SPECIALIZING IN LEAKS-Repalr/replace. 
Rool, chimney, ceilings, walls, guner, Carpen-
try/pamt. 28 years experience. References. 
775-2511. 
BACK BAY BU ILD£RS & LANDSCAPING-Com-
plete Buildlng/Property Maintenance & Reno-
vation Services. Commerclal/Resldentlal Call 
799-8570, pager 759-3316. 
(1 • Rtasooablc Rates 
• Fully IllSured 
• Rdtrtocu Avaibblt 
For rift ~,maI .. 
ROBERT E. SHANE, JR. 
Raiuntol Re-04dinc 
P_O,8ox817 
Wcsohrook, ME 04098 
(207) 856-1799 
(207) 797·3835 
Home Repair Service 
'I..eeIc.o'Gu!Iero ._ 
'Climnoyo 'CoIingo '_"11 
'P~ .-.. c..pontry 
77S-2!511 
~: IRI"""""" F_&t.'21~.fIItP_ 
BRIAN-S PLUMBING AND ELECTRIC- Spe-
cializing in residenllal services Earty evening 
and weekend apPointments. Fully licesed and 
Insured. 829-4179 
C&A's THOROUGH CLEANING- R.IIable & 
reasonable rates Clean homes, collages or 
small bUSinesses 655-7939, 637-2650 
CARING FOR YOUR FURNITURE ISOUR BUSI-
NESS, clean , strip, repair, refinish . Quailly 
worl!! RegglOs, 772-1121. 
CLEANING SERVICE-includes ~undry, errands, 
light cooking, Helplul,lnendly, dlScrele. Week-
ends only. Call Rosalind, 773-3523. 
CREATIVE CARPENTRY- Custom woodwor1<-
lng, renovations, kitchens, entertainment cen-
ters , restorations, custom lurnlture, lurnJIure 
repOlr,l lmbertrame, STEVEN BAUER, 761 -2488 
EXPERIENCED MOVER- SmalilLarge loads 
Locally, long distance. Garages, basements, 
attics cleaned Excellent references low rates, 
774-2159 
GENERAL ALTERATIONS-I do everything! 
Wedding gowns. reapolslenng, draperies,etc 
Low pnces! Call Rosahnd at 773-3523. 
HOUSECLEANING! COME HOMETO ACLEAN 
HOUSE! Fnendly, dependable, quality servICe. 
Call loday! 871-7150. Free estimates 
IMPRESS YOUR FRIENDS, loved ones Chefs 
Terry and George Wi ll cook Ihatcozy dinner or 
party In your home_ Call Rent-A-Chef , B92-
4407 
INTER 10RlEXTER lOR PAINTING, renovations, 
Reasonable rales, references aVai lable. Fully 
Insured , FREE estimates. Call Leon F, 
Jendrasko, 772-644B. 
J. DUNN REMODELING- BUilding conlractor 
Houses, additions, garages, decks. kitchens. 
and bathrooms. Insured . Can Jack Dunn, 
856-6617 
JOHN CZ6JKOWSKI & ASSOCIATES, Carpen-
ters. Fine carpentry. restorattons. 
cabmetmaking , renovations. Reasonable rates, 
references. Insured 773-7613. 
JUSTICE PAINTING- Inlenors and exteriors. 
Reasonable rates, fully Insured, references 
available. For FREE estimates call , Matt 
Synnestvedl at 773-9794. 
KING PROBLEM SOLVER- Moving shortllong 
distance, faU cleanup, hauling, electncal work, 
at home aula lune-up. 883-2996. 
NEED ELECTRICAL WORK DONE? No lob too 




exte riorli nterio r, 
Large or Small. 
Insured. 
797-4428 
• Experienced 6. dependabte 
• Local &. tong dl.tance 
• Small &; targ. load. 
• Excellent reference. 
LEON F. JENDRASKO · PI' InteriorlExterior Painting 
· - • Renovation' 
· - . CNer 10 Years Exp , 
. ' • FIJIy Insured 
• Free Estinates 
209 State St_, Portland. 772·6448 
Complete building. property 
maintenance & renovation 
services, Commercial & 
residential 
799-8570 pager 759·3316 
QUALITY HOUSE CLEANING- Dependable 
service Free estimates! Scarborough area 
Relerences aVailable Call_ 883-1912_ 
financial 
BORROW $1 00-$100.000. Fast, confldenllal, 
no collaleral! Auto, personal , debt c<1nsollda-
lion, busrness. reSidential Call 24 hours toll 
lree 800-444-6599_ 
BORROW $100-SI00,000 Fast conl ldenllO l. 
No Collateral! Aula, personal, debl consolida-
tion, bUSiness, reSidential. Call 24 hours toll 
lree 800-444-6599, 
CREDIT CARD PROBLEMS? One low monlhly 
payment. CUI inlerest. No harrassment. No 
lee. Counseling available. Non-prOfit agency. 
NACCS 1-800-881-5353 Ext 147. 
CREDIT PROBLEMS? We'll repalr/reslore your 
credll hlSlory Fast, aifordallle, 100% guaran-
teed. Debt consolidatIOn Cred it Foundation, 
Inc. 800-556-6755. NOl a loan company, 
DEBTCONSOLIDATION, CUI payments to 50%. 
24hr approval 1-800-226-0190. 
FREE DEBT CONSOLIDATION - One payment. 
Too many debts, overdue bills, cut paymenl 
30-50% Reduce Interest. Stop late fees 
$4,000-$100,000. NCSS(Nonproflt) licensedl 
bonded, M-S 800-955-0412. 
FREE MONEY FOR COLLEGE Millions of dol-
lars Irom Am.nca's largest corporations and 
organizations No GPA or fmanClal require-
ment. You can not be denIed. Call loday 800-
222-4995, 24 hrs. 
GET YOUR VISA CARD! Even wllh badlno 
credit! Your credit limit equal saVIngs (slart 
With $100). No APP fee. First National Bank, 
Brookings SO. Member FDIC. Apply 24 hrs I-
800-847-2227 • Ext 1607_ 
HOMEOWNERS- NEED MONEY?Credlt prob-
I,ms? New purchases? Bill consolldallon? All 
cred it conSidered, Pnor bankruptCies OK. 
1 (800)399-2424, Olympus Mortgage Com-
pany. 
SOLVE CREDIT PROBLEMS. 100% newcredll 
fiI, w/AAA credilin 30 days. Not credit repair 





... and other lif. s~pport services 
If you've ever cleaned up 
for the cleaning people_ .. 
or worse, cleaned up 
after them __ _ 
You need me in your life. 
Property Services 
General Contract & Maintenance 
Remodeling, bathrooms, 
khchens, finished basements, 
roofing, decks, addhions, interior 
and exterior painting, vinyt 
siding, complete mobile home 
set-up and service. 
No job too big or small, 





• Fum~ura Making 
Srnm Bauu 761-2488 
March 9, 1995 33 
TO PLACE YOUR AD: "B' 775-1234 • DEADLINES MONDAY 3PM 
items for sale 
ACTION-WEAR FABRICS BYTRUDI offers 60' 
solid color Raschel Spandex swimwear for 
$9.90 per yd. prints starting al $10.50, Many 
olher fabncs, 1-413-525-7200. 
AMERICAN WATERBED WHOLSALERS LID. 
Complete selection - Waveless maUressess 
$44 Heaters $19.99, Queen SoflSlde 
walerbeds. Fre. coloreatalogu, - UPSIFEDEX 
delivery - DIScount pnces I-BOO-992-0873. 
GOOD GUITAR WANTEDI Local mUSIcian will 
pay cash loday for old FENDER, GIBSON, 
MARTIN, GRETSCH, (orwhathaveyou?) Call 
Chns, (207)625-7624. 
HAlF HULL BOAT MODELS- Schooners, lob-
sterboats. sailboats. Forsale by Modelmaker. 
Ask Ch iP, 967-4735. 
LEATHER AND WOOD FANTASY PRODUCTS 
hand-craf1ed In MOine. Made wilh the Ilnest 
materials to satisfy the needs 01 dlscrimmat-
ing adu lts, For price list, send $3. relundab le, 
to MarquIS Design , P O. Box 6616 , 
Scarborough, ME 04070-6616. 
LOWEST PRICES - ALL TYPES OF VENDING 
EqUipment. Giani gum ball machines etc. You 
nameit -we'vegol It! Startyourown business. 
Act now! TNT Vending 4t3-443-6612 days. 
413-499-3197 eves. 
REPOSSESSED -MUSTSELLIMMEOIATEL Y. 
(2) Quonsel arch style sleel bUildings. Brand 
new, Never erected. 1 Is 40'X60 _ Will sell for 
balance owed. Call Jerry 1-800-431-1338_ 
T-SHIRTS CUSTOM PRINTED$3.50Irom FrUlI 
oltheLoom. Hats $2.75. Mugs, and more, Full 
line of embrOidery. Free colorealalog 1-800-
242-2374. Berg Enterprises 
WICKER AND RAn AN FU RN ITURE- 30% Ofl , 






Sunday, March 12 
I Oam-3pm 
BAlli MIDDLE SCHOOL 
Bath, ME 
(&kUSRL t_ea._A •• j 
45 DEALERS,CATIRED 
AdmlIIicn $1.50 or $2.00 wftl-; •• d 
ror .... ini> all: 443-8983 
give away 
FREEl Nine-week old puppy, Ak,la/Rolwellier 
775-9014. 
FREE- DRY HARDWOOD PALLETS- Great for 
firewo\ld Call Cra ig or Mike, 883-1300 be-
tween Sam·5pm, Mon-FrI. 
arts 
CRAFTERS SERIOUS ABOUT SELLING Ihelr 
merchand ISe ca ll Lela al 453-8089 for det"ls. 
WATERCOLOR WORKSHOPS- Old Port land-
scape. portra it, slrll hfe , l lgure. Sma ll groups. 
First seSSion lree! 773-5040_ 
'PtIoUItUIt. ~ 8"'-
Beginners, Advanced 
25-years pro-artist, teacher 
college, museum level 
781·8004 
music 
weddings. parties ldances 
~; 
w~(ern, swmg, and t:thniC musIc ~ 
"N Of. COO loud, and 'JO" can dance 10 I mol" 
getaways 
BAHAMAS CRUISE - 5 days/4 nights 
Underbooked. Must sell, $279/couple. lim-
Ited tICkets. Call 407 -767 -8100 extension 429, 
Monday Ihrough Salurday, 9am-9pm. 
CAMPING MEMBERSHIP 300 PARKS COAST 
TO COAST, Camp at 5 star resorts lor SO-$4 a 
night. Emergency forces sale. Orlgmally 
$3895.00 sacr~lce for $395 Call Chuck at 1-
800-438-1944. 
DISNEY, ORLANDO Luxunously lurnlShed 21 
Bed, 2Ibath condos Includ ing: golf, tennis, 
pool, secunty $5251Weekly, $9751wO weeks 
Brochure, photos, references aval!able Spe-
Cia l $4501Weekly (5 /1-6115 , 8116-12115)/ 1-
BOO-B33-1410. 
IRELAND ON A SHOE-STRING. B&B TOUR 
$ f ,299. Leaves June 29. 11 wondertul, fun 
I llI ed days, Extra: Rome extenSion wlPapa l 
audience Call now WISdom Inslllule' 508-
775-1384 . 
wheels 
• ,' ~ON'T PAY MORE THAN $25 to sell your 
vehicle! The Sure Sell Classrfieds Will keep 
yourcar. truck, bus, RV, or motorcyle runn ing 
unlll il sells for only $25! Call 775-1234 or FAX 
Ilia 775-f615. VISa/MC accepled. 
AMX 1969- 2-seater, 390, V8, 4-speed, PIS, PI 
diSC brakes. new Items. have receipts . Black. 
aluminum mags $3,800lB.0_ BMan, 759-5737, 
pager. 
BMW 528E, 1982- From California, 5 speed , 
loaded, 4/door NO rusl like new! $6,000 
B39-6426 
BMW635CSI-1988 40K No wlnlers! MINTI 
MINT! Collector's Ilem. $29,500_ (207)772-
6386. 
BMW-3201, 1978- Runs well New, POints , 
exhaust , struts. Sun-roof. AMIFM,cassene.2-
sets tires , 108K. $3,200/B.0. 87B-2287 
CHEVY BEREnA GTZ, 1990- White, loaded, 
cru ise , A/C, Kenwood CD. 75K. $6,800. 929-
4363. leave message. 
CHEVY NOVA- 1978, 35K, 2-door, maroon, 
automatiC, 6 cyl. Excellent condrtlon! Bfa. 
766-244 t. 
DATSUN MAXIMA 810, 1981- 6cyl , dIOsel, 
automat ic. power everythrng. NC. Excellent 
running cond lllOn. $2,500. 774-9836. 
FORD ESCORTLX- StallOn wagon. t 993 13K, 
5speed, AlC, AMIfM, $8,000. Excellenl condi-
tion! Call 799-2569 
FORD THUNDER BIRD , 1965- Needs hnish 
paint, minor exhaust work. Runs excellent. 
$2,500Mm. 773-B529, Arbus. 
GAS TANKS! New gas lanks In stock for GM, 
Ford. Chrys ler, AMC. 599 Includ ing frelghl , 
COO, UPS. Ln.llm. warranty N B. Gas tanks 
Call 1-800-561-8265 
HONDA CIVIC OX SEDAN 1991- 56K miles, 
automatIc. well maintained $7,700.774-5997, 
call even ings. 
HONDA CIVIC ox- 1991 4-door sedan Very 
cl ean ! Musl sell, moving Soulh BIO 774-
0497, eves 
HONDACIVICHATCHBACK-1986.0ne Owner! 
AUlomatic, AMlFM/CASS, Dark red . $1,200_ 
Call B74-0327 
HONDA CRX 1987 - Looks good, sunroof, ra-
dlaltape deck, cru ise control, red . 108K. 
$2,600, 883-0954 
HONDACRX-SI. 1987.5-speed, sunroof, cas-
sette. new clutch. 102K. Silver. runs great, 
rellOble. $2,700 772-2905 
HONDA CRXlHF- 1988 lOOK. Good karma! 
40-45mpg, 5speed. Very w.1I malnlalned 
$3,500 967-3257, leave message. 
HONDAPRELUDESI-1986 Standard 5speed, 
NC. sunroof , power brakes/power steenng, 
120K. S3,800. 879-0120. 
JAGUA XJ619B7- Pearl white , sabl,,.t.nor. 
wheels 
JAGUAR XJ6 1990- SOVEREIGN. Charcoal 
gray, gray leather All opllOns. $17,995 783-
33361783-3729 
JAGUAR XJ6, 1986- Black, tan leather, 56K. 
All faclory opt ions. This car is mint! $8,495 
7B3-33361783-3729 
JEEP CHEROKEE, 1985- 4WD, 5-speed, cas-
sette. Runs good. $2,00018.0. 799-4869 
LINCOLN TOWN CAR, 1985- Loaded , mint 
condition, 85K miles. 53.000 Please call 839-
4226, leav. message 
M.G. MGB GT 1974- Completely refurbIShed , 
hard top Very rare $3,995 783-333617B3-
3729. 
MERCEDES 2400 f 979- Brownlsaddle, 4-
speed, air, stereo. One owner, like new. $2,995 
7B3-33361783-3729. Car IS mint! 
MERCEDES BENZ 3BO, 1984- One owner, 
Silver, blue cloth interior. All factory optIOns. 
$8 ,495. 783-33361783-3729 
MERCEDES BENZ 450-SLC, 1977- Whit., Ian 
lealher All oplions, one owner, $8,495. 783-
33361783-3729. 
MERCURY SABLE WAGON t986- Loaded, 
3rd. seat, great in snow, Low miles. Asking 
$3,150. 883-8555 
MERKUR XR4TI, 1987- High pertormance 
turbo. Fully eqUipped, automatic, good condi-
tion. 52,800. 799-4325. 
MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE 1973- New top, 
strong motor, solid car $2,400Mm 854-
8396 
NISSAN SENTRA 1991- 64K miles, 4-door, 5-
speed.GoodcondlllOn Red $5.70018 0767-
0789 
PLYMOUTH COLT VISTA- 1988, aula malIC, 
blue, 95K, runs well , clean Movmg, must sell! 
$3,300. 772-8801. 
PONTIAC GRAN PRIX -1990, 6cyl aula malic, 
4-door, 61K Excellent conditIon! Maroon/ 
maroon . AMIfM/CASS $6,000180. Call 775-
0678. 
PONTIAC SUNBIRD SE- 1986 4cylinder, fuel 
injectlOn.5speed. FWD. EJdremetyclean! Great 
millage $1 5001BO_ 797-8745. 
5MB 9000 TURBO, 1986- 5-speed, AMlFM 
cassette , power everything Looks greal, new 
breakshires. $4,50018,0. 871-0582. 
SATURN SL '94- 4-door, 5-speed, 9K, remain-
deroflactorywarranty,air-bag $9,100 MUST 
SELl! 871-1546 
SEIZED CAR FROM $175, Porches. Cad lilacs, 
Chevys, BMW's, Corvettes. Also, Jeeps , 
4WD's. Your area. Toll Free 1-BOO-898-9778 
ext_ A-3439 for details. 
TOP OPEN, MUSIC BLASTING, iuSl lmaglne 
your own Jetta. finally! $1 ,250_ 772-9835 lor 
a test crU ise. 
TOYOTA CAMRY ALL-TRAC, 1989. 5-speed, 
blue, Load.d! p.rteet condlllOn. many new 
parts. 109K $7,400180. 617-367-9351 
TOYOTA PICK-UP. 1982- 4X4 From Ca lifor-
nra. NO rust. Great stereo, NC , low mileage 
$6,000. 839-6426. 
TWO 1976 TR-7 TRIUMPHS CARS To dnve 
or parts. Best offer for each, or trade. Bruce 
775-6189 
VEHICLES UNDER $200? Cars sOld by DEA, 
FBI. and GSA in your area, Trucks, boats, 
motor homes. computers, lurnllure and more! 
1-805-681 -8466, Ext A-1581. 
VOLVO 240 DL SEDAN, t983- 173K, sian -
dard, all maintenance records, runs and looks 
great. $2,300. 780-9626 
VOLVO WAGON 240- f 985. BUljjundyAan, AI 
C, AM/FM/CASS, PSlPB, new slICker. Excel-
lent cond ition! $3,900. 780-0634. 
All factory opllons, 80K, $8,995, 783-33361 VW JEnA, f 985- Veryc l .. n, well-maintained, 
783-3729. 5-spd , AlC, Amlfm casseHe, 150K S20001 
B 0 878-8259_ 
PIANO LESSONS In your home or our Port-
land studio W. spec"IIze in kids and make 
learmng fun! All ages welcome. Linda 
Blanchard, M M, and Sean Fleming. Call 772-
2791. 
motorcycles 
SUZUKI RMBO f988- 2-stroke_ Hardly been 
used. Need to sell soon_ Asking $1 ,200/8 O. 
833-5222. Ask for Bill , Sr. 
trucks/vans 
FORD F-150, 1987- V-8, 4-speed, overdnve, 
bed liner, cap. veryclean!Asking $5,300. 828-
3909 
VW VANAGON, 1987- Standard, A/C, crUISe, 
newtlreslbattery, high mileage, eng ine mostly 
rebuilt, I -owner_ All records. S5,OOO. 784-
3tOO 
RV's 
HOLIDAY RAMBLER TRAVEL TRAILER 24 ', 
1971- Great shape Furnace, shower, hal wa-
ler heater. $3,500. 883-5043. 
boats 
"SELL YOUR BOATFORONLY$25!1" Sure, 
II'S worth much more than that! But, lor only 
$25 The Sure S.II will adv.rtise you r boat until 
you sell It! Call 775-1234 for more informa-
lion Visa/MC accepted, 
BAYLINER 24 '-Volvo In/OUt, galvanized Ir"ler. 
$6,500. Trade 4WID truck, smaller baal , 
camper. etc 773-0660. 
BROWNING MUSTANG FAMILY BOWRIDER 
17'. Very solid. stable Newseat covers, steer-
Ing cable. $1 ,495. B92-1107 
CENTERBOARD SLOOP 16 - pine, cedar, ma-
hoganyoveroak, Bronzefastened. Good salls , 
316SS centerboard, excellent cond itIOn 
52 ,500/B.0 wlgalvaOlzed tr"ler. DICk, 
(207)363-4168 
FIBERGLASS 21 WEEKENDER- Four sails, 
moonng, 6tH.P. 018, VHF,storagestands, plus 
more. Priced reduced, $4 ,5001B 0 878-5744. 
FOUR MAN 8'6' NORLANTIC INFLATABLE 
DINGHY. Used, good condition $350. Call 
• venlngs (207)765-2551. 
FOUR WINNS 1990- 26' CRUISER . lID, 70 FI 
W hours. All amenities Cons ider trade . 
$29,5B3 893-0361. 
MORGAN 30- 1970. Excellent condlllOn! Al-
most new sails. $10,000 firm_ 737-8158. 
PRIVATEER RUNABOUT 1986- IB'.luli ean-
vas. 198890h p EVinrude. Coxlraller. $5,5001 
B,O. 883-8932, leave message. 
ROWING SHELL- Schoen brad Sieger, Single, 
1988,Stevenson padded cover. Excellenl can-
d~ ion! Wood refinished. $1,900. 562-7569. 
SAILBOAT- 26' Pearson Compass, naught 
meter, d.plh finder_ Main, 120, 150, spinna-
ker 1983 Mercury oUlboard, 9.8 HP, Excellenl 
condition! $10,500 Call (207)539-2387, 
STUNNING 20 SLOOP by S&S architect for 
own use. BUilt by lop Main. yard In 1991 . 
Lightly used. Fully equlped. Trailer $8,950, 
207-832-6934 
WOODEN BOAT- Rebuilt 19' wl cabln, Gray 
manne motor. 4-cyl + trailer. $1 ,500lB O. 
772-4835 
adult services 
"COME WITH ME!" Inllmate, Sleazy I -an -I! 
1-800-991-1888, 1-900-342-2323. 18+, 
, HORNY IN MAINE' Find your sex partner 
tonight! All Lifestyles 1-900-737-7278, ext, 
511 Leave message free! 1-800-528-8555, 
18+, E_T ,WDC $2.95Imln. 
ANYTHING GOES, 1-800-862-7588, Collect 
Call-Back, 1 on t , 2 on 1, Fanlasy, Gab, Dat.-
line, 1-900-745-7077. From $2 50-$4 99 per 
minute, 1-800-892-55BI , MCNISA, Florida 
Faxes. t -305-926-8201 , 18+. 
A nRACTIVE FAITHFUL Philippine ladles want 
secure relat ionsh ips with American men. FREE 
names. addresses Pictures Discount Interna-
tional Air TIck.,s 1-800-840-9134. 
BASKETBALL WINNERS! No on. beats Ih. 
spread like we do In basketball. 67% Lifetime 
Call Now and Win Bigi f -900-255-5463 PINI 
7882. Only $1S/Call . Musl be 18 or older. 
Innovative. 305-537-3003. 
BISEXUAL DESIRES: Satisfy Ihose Bisexual 
Cravings! First l ime or Expertenced Try BI! 
1 B+. $2.99/min. 1-900-446-4999 
BODY SEX + BRAIN SEX =XTASY. 1-800-72-
ERICA. Vlsa/MC, $2 99/MIN_ Adults only_ 
recreation 
GOT ACAMPGROUND MEMBERSHIP ortlme-
share? W"II take It! Call Amenca's largest 
campgrou ndltlmeshare resale cl.annghouse 
Resort Sales Internallonal' 1-BOO-423-5967 
(OFFER NOT VALID IN MN) 
campgrounds 
GOT A CAMPGROUND MEMBERSHIP OR 
TIMESHARE? We'll take It! Call America's 
largest campgroundltlmeshare resale clear-
inghouse Resort Sales Internatronal 1-800-
423-5967. 
GOT ACAMPGROUND MEMBERSHIPortlme-
share? We'll take rt! Amenca's largest resale 
clearinghouse. Call Resort Sales Int. 1-800-





(no calls please) 
HEARD A GOOD ONE LATEL Y?Laugh your 
head all! 11 Laff Line In U.S.A, 1-900-336-
5463 PIN11263. On ly $1.99/min. Must be 18 
or older. Innovative 305-537-3003 
HOT LIVE SEXY BABES. Wild & nasty. 1-900-
HOT-DUCK (468-3825) No credit card neces-
sary. X-Rated Talk. 1-800-859-LlVE (5483). 
Instant credit - MCNISA we lcome. S200-
$3.00/mln .. 18+, 24hrs 
JOKE OFTHE WEEK. Free bumperstlcker. 18+ 
f -900-933-JOKE. $1 99/min. Hear Joke of Ihe 
Week and Top Ten list Jokes U~A 915-651-
4122_ 
LONELY WOMEN THAT WANT TO MEET 
YOU!!! ExclUSive Datel"e. LISten and meet 
exciting females In your area Call now!!! 1-
900-486-5500 .xt. 1841 $2 99/mln 18+ 
ProCa11 Co. (602) 954-7420. 
LOOK INTO THE FUTURE. live PsychIC read-
Ings on Romance, Money, Health $2 .99/mln 
24hrs 18+ Tlone Call 1-900-420-2444 Ext 
341 . Avalon Comm. (305)525-0800. 
BORED HOUSEWIVES. Local numbers_I -800- Lov. Is .. just a phone call away. 1-900-336-
309-4088. MCNISA, 1-900-745-4255, 18+ 6000ext.9060 $2.99permln Muslbe18yrs 
$2.99/min ProCall Co. (602) 954-7420. 
DISCREET PHONE SEX, 24 HRS! 1-81B-994-
7399V1MC/AE, Bored HouseWives Live!! I-




secret Local affairS 1-900-737-7278, AIIerna-
l ive Lifestyle Hotl ine 1-900-737-5622 18+, 
$295 MIN 
FERRARI GTO ORIG $3 Million Replica Klttor 
$2,995+ Ca ll: 1-900-234 -7575 Ext. 7259. 18+ 
$1.99/mln. Avg. 4 min. AIS. 1-800-207-7131. 
Free 9001 Guaranteed: 1-800-775-0712 Ext 
3733 and earn $15,000 a monlh call for free 
details. 
GIRLS!!! LIVE!!! 24 Hrs. A Day!!! Talk 1 on I! 
Call now!!! 1-900-725-6000Ext t472.$3.99/ 
min Musl be 18+. ProCall Co. (602)954-
7420. 
"BEAunFUL WOMEN" 




EJdenoion , _ 
$3.99 per min. , 18+, PTocaI Co (602) 954-7420 
,. Alk DIIt,.~ 
1-0111-1 • 2-0111-1 
PAtTY LINt?. !>ATE. LINE. 
EXPLICIT FltNTAsre.s 
,.. .. 7_Z3~ 
S2-r..,.,/HtMlTE . 1".V~ 
MEET HOT SINGLES IN YOUR AREA! NallOn-
Wide hOHest phone personals! All Lllestyles. 
You can choose your taste. 1-900-407-DATE 
ext 84 $2 49/mln.18+_ lnnovallve , 305-537-
3003. 
MEET KINKY WOMEN!!! Who don'l start 
trouble! Have a good aU/tude! And do as their 
laid I FREE 24 hour message! Call now I 312-
670-9696, Dan ielle. 
MEET SINGLES OF ALL TYPES! Stralghl , En-
glish, Spanish and PJlernatlve Lifestyles. 1-
900-820-9669 ext. 274, 24 hrs, $2.0Dlmin. 
18+. Tlone req'd. Avalon Comm. (305) 525-
0800. 
NEED TO TALK? Unlq ue telephone sex Iherapy 
service Sex questIOns answered, fetish and 
fantasy roleplay, erotic conversation, relation -




HC!!J EROTIC WOMEN 
WAA"I TO TALK TO YOU 
UVE I ONI 
212-741-1202 
...ty _9" I minute 
'""" 11 • _ ",IMnu." 
publications 
1001 THINGS YOU CAN GET FREE Simply by 
writing and asking. AmazIng recorded mes-
sage gives free delalls 1-617-570-0861 . Call 
now 
CONSIDERING flORIDA RETIREMENT? Get 
the facts With our free FlOrida Newsletter. 
Covers the enllre stale. Call anytime! 1-800-
660-2211 . 
animals 
ADVANCED, BASIC. AND PUPPY OBEDIENCE 
CLASSES In Port land Call 797-0030, 854-
2888, 929-5526 
WHATS SO DIFFERENTaboul1he Happy Jack 
3-XFlea Collar1lt works!!! Contains NO syn-
thetIC pyrethrolds For dogs & cals! Oak HIli 




45 words and Personal (aUG!) 
FREE BY FAX Thursday Only_ 
Phone SEX might be costing you more than 
SS$$$ II you are at all concerned, call for 
recorded message. (207)B71 -5224, ext,3. 
POINTSPREAD WINNERS! No locks, steam, 
or shockers. No hype. just Winners! Cash in 
loday! 1-900-255-5463 Pin/7593_ Only $151 
call Must bel B or older. Innovative 305-537-
3003 
ROMANCE! EXCITEMENT! PASSION!Allwail-
Ing for you now on the PICk Up line: f -900-
993-5463 PIN#8399. Only $2 99/mln. Musl 
be 18 or older. Innovallve 305-537-3003. 
SEXY PORTLAND NURSE. Lisa Busty Bru-
nette With great body, very attractive, seeks 
men over2510rFree Bodylo Body Rubdowns. 
My apartmenl only 1-900-435-1935, Ext.4 
$249/min.+ 
SHOCKING! STUNNING! True! Shocking se-
crets loday's stars want kept secret. ALL EX-
POSED! 1-900-776-6397 PIN' 2020. Only 
$2.99/mln Must be 18 or older Innovat ive 
305-537-3003. 
SHY GUYS, SHY GIRLS, learn 10 breaklhelCe 
Howlo start a conversatron. ask of ourfrrendly 
challine girls 1-900-725-6000 ext . 2053, 
$3 99/minute, 18+, Procall, 602-954-7420. 
SINGLES VOICEMAIL Inlroducton servICe! 
Discreet way to meet for the 90's! Call, li sten, 
choose! Local quality adults! All ages, back-
grounds! (24hrs.) 1-900-336-6000 x3764, 
$2.99/m" lB+. ProcaIl602-954-7420. 
SPORTS FANS! Speak oul on weekly sports 
questions! Col ~ge "Pro" Amateur. 1-900-454-
0121 Quesllon ("Baseball Sinke" Does II re-
ally matter who's plaYing?) Yes - No. 18 years 
older. Touch phones. 1.49/mm. NEW MEDIA 
619-558-3333. 
TIRED OF ALTERNATIVE BARS? Alternative 
Dateline Voice Mailboxes make sense! Call: ,-
900-680-8788 Ext 704 18+, 24 hrs $2001 
min, Tlone req'd. Avalon Comm. (305) 537-
OBOO. 
c.".,PflONE 
GROUP CHAT LINE 
MAN-TO-MAN TALK 
FANTASIES • DATE LINE 
'-9OO-7I1S-21176 
S2·3_991N1/NUTE _ 18+ YEARS 
34 Casco Bay Weekly 
THE CONFIDENTIAL, SAFE, AND FUN WAY TO MEET SOMEONE SPECIAl! 
womenc ... men 
CUTE INCURABLE ROMANTIC SWF 30 5 2 
1051 BrlBl smart profess onal happy wnh 
lie but m ss ng compan onsh p of n ce hand 
some secure guy Ec ect c ndoor/outdoor 
nterests 'I!' 4616 (4/5) 
Personal Of The Week 
w .. m 
SHORT, ROUND, SMART SWF, 29, Willful, can 
thmk and talk, seeks self-confident man who 
can also thmk and talk, forthmkmg and talkmg 
possibly together and ?"If 4676 (4112) 
Winner-s of PERSON OF THE WEEK recerve a free boUQuet of cut flowers courtesy of 
ROSES ETC AJ Personal Ms are entered Send you pe sona ad 10 Casco BaV Weekly 
Personas PO Box 1238 Portland ME 04 104 
CALL 1-900-370-2041 
TO RESPOND TO ANV CBW PERSONAL 
:"',11, ,·i" ;': :1 [/,,· 1 A;- f ~,' I ,! I)' 
I I 1 r I ' -, r--. I\.;' '\, _ I I -" _ • : 1 
INTELLIGENT SPIRITUAL awareSWF 35 NI 
S w th a warm heart and a tender touch Joy 
nthe lourneyoll fe ch Id shly playfu l and able 
to de ght n s mple pleasures Act ve ene 
get c at1ractlve over of The Far Side adVen 
lUre and lhe great outdoors Lakes Region! 
Portland 'I!' 4607 (4/5) 
POETIC YET PRAGMATIC woman seeks com 
pal ble male who enJOYS natu e d n ng mus c 
and laughter Men w Ih compass on strength 
and tenderness 45 60 encouraged to respond 
'I!' 4515 (3/22) 
WOMAN OF DEPTH look ng for, man of 
substance 11 you re smart sexy and do what 
you do w Ih pass on we should meet Why 
settle for tess? Th sattract ve w ttyconversa 
tIOnal st s look ng for her match I have same 
w id deas but a d fash oned va ues Me la I 
slender bond You? tr 4509 (3122) 
men ... women 
A WORK IN PROGRESS Seek ng comp e 
menl to eventua Iy hang together 44 sing e 
father successfu smal bUSiness pe son f nds 
JOy n explonng both natura and cuttural 
worlds 5 1 f good look ng fn acllVe outgo 
ng commitment capable and ever cur ous 
Penobscot Coast reg on Cur ous? I II return 
your qUick call 'I!' 4660 (4/5) 
FREE FOUR-WEEK PERSONAL AD WITH PERSONAL CALL® 
How to place your FREE 
personal ad with Personal call~: 
• Fill out the coupon and mall It to Personals POBox 1238 
Portland ME 04104 or FAX to 2077751615 (If faxing please 
photocopy first) Please check appropnate category Call 775 1234 
to place ad over the phone 
• FIr.st25 words areFREEw th Personal Call'" (45 words If FAXED 
on Thursday) additional words are 50¢ each All ads run 4 weeks 
Others Companions & Lost Souls are $25l flrst 25 words for a two 
week ad Ads Without Personal Call'" are $1 per word pfus $20 mall 
forwarding or POBox charges 
• Put your personal message on line as soon as you receive your 
easy instructions You may not retrieve responses Without It I 
• Retrieve responses to your ad any time 24 hours a day through 
your own FREE 800# It s safe, confidential and FUNI 
How to respond to a personal ad: 
• Read the ads Circle your favontes 
• Call 1 900 370 2041 from a touch tone phone 
• FollOWing the VOice prompts punch In the 4 digit .. # of the ad 
you Wish to respond to or you may browse a speCific category The 
date follOWing an ad IS the last date you can reply to the ad 
• Calls cost $1 99 per minute You must be over 18 yrs old 
• Ads With a three digit Personal Advertiser # can be contacted 
through the mall by wntlng to Personal Advertiser # __ ~ POBox 
1238 Portland ME 04104 
25·Character Headline Includes spaces be creatlvel 
0 000000000000000000000000 
Your Ad: ftrst 25 words FREE With Personal Call® 
category/Rates 
Free Persona ads are ava lable for 5 ngle FREE 4 WEEK ADS $25/flrst 25 IIOfds 
people seeking relatlOrlshlps Others Compan 0 women ... men 2 ... _ ads 
ons and Lost Souls requ re prepayment Ads 
seek ng 10 buy or se I sexual sOlVlCes W II be 0 men ... women 0 others 
refused Nofu I names s1reetaddressesorphone 0 women ... women 0 companions 
numbers w II be pub/ shed Ads conta n ng ex 
phcn sexual or anatom callangoag. w II not be 0 men ... men 0 lost souls 
publ shed We rese"'e the r ght to edn refuse or 
recategorlze any ad Advertisers must be over 18 
years of age 
Confidential Information: 
0Ne cannot print your ad Without ~ ) 
phone: _______________ __ 
name ________________ _ 
address _______ -,-_______ _ 
City _ ___________________________ _ 
state _ ________ ZIP _________ _ 
First 25 words & headline ala: 
With Personal Call® __ .!.I=nLL""--__ 
add I words @ 50¢ each ________ _ 
Without Personal Cal l® 
all words @ $1 each _________ _ 
CBW Box or POBox (add $20) _________ _ 
o 
o VISA 
Total _________ _ 
YES, place my fREE Perlooal Ad 
lithe Malle Times also! 
OMC exp date 
#-------------------------------
men ... women 
ACTIVE HONEST FUN DWM 37 seeks sp 
ted ady not afraid to try new th ngs I enloy 
outdoors working out read no cooking and 
anima s 'I!' 4579 (3/29) 
AFRAID TO WALK THE WALK? Then please 
don tea 1Ft fnendly sp r tua DWM 38 NI 
S extends hIS lnendsh p 10 a slender 30+ 
who s honest mature hopeful and com pas 
s onale 'I!' 4634 (4/5) 
ALWAYSWAITUNTlLAmRValent ne sDay 
No pressure SWM 34 56 essentially f t but 
for m nor Geary s lumor from 10 years of 
acting 24 Professional "n .. mployed Days 
off f my boss sn t crabby Goa l va on a dirt 
road Seek ng bra ny redneck at heart 1!' 
4532 (3/22) 
BREAKTHROUGH TOTHE ~EAL person (man) 
by meet ng the DWM for cockta s I m 35 Brl 
B 1551 5 t t Love the gym and adventures 
of ALL k nds Are you adventurous? 'I!' 
4535 (3/22) 
FIRSTTIMEWASN'TBAD Widower 40 510 
1851 BrlBl enlOYS wine and a v deo as much 
as a n ght out dancing Seeks F 35 45 who 
enlOYs family t mes QUIet t mes and In. 
'I!' 4686 (4/t2) 
FRIENDSHIP FIRST Wary very attractive 
educated we dressed ath ete seeks cohort 
for Portland wa ks talks coffee laughter 
Cogent ep st es favored Personal Advert ser 
#581 POBox 1236 Portland ME 04104 
'I!' 4690 (4/12) 
HANDSOME PASSIONATE MUSICIAN who 
sm les eas Iy and has a qu ckw t can be more 
fun than a rol er coaster serious at other 
t mes seek ng a woman of character and 
beauty 20 ear y 30s N ce curves a plus 
'I!' 4621 (4/5) 
LOOKING feR A GOOD TIME' C.ntra ME 
DWM 43 professional f 1 and fun I m look 
ng for a woman who apprec ates a dry sense 
of humor and who wants tospend t mew than 
easy go ng guy I like d n ng dancing hiking 
camp ng baseba I and lust hang ng out NIS 
preferred 'I!' 4625 (4/5) 
NOTORIOUS MAINE ROCK POET seeks cou 
rageous Port and area woman for exp oral on 
01 forb dden myster es Personal Advert ser 
1575 PO Boxf236 Portland ME04t04 
'I!' 4635 (4/5) 
OVERLY POLITE CHIVALROUS gentleman 
oVlng father Interests nc ude speak ng 
French travEl no sports apprElc at ng nature 
Pol teness and respeel v.ry mportant Last 
109 rel.t onshlp poss ble Fun at least 
'I!' 4623 (4/5) 
PUER ETERNUS SEEKS PUELLA Perhaps 
grow together? Meanwh Ie enloy our shared 
nterests espec a ty now s the t me for great 
back country sk 109 NIS LID 43+ 1401 
510 tr 4659 (415) 
SENSUAL SPIRITUAL FEMALE sought by 
37y 0 SWM profess lona Am I t broad 
minded w th many nterests espec ally out 
doors and the arts lOOki ng fo smart sexy 
statuesque secure woman 25 35 Intellec 
tual exc hange S Important Voluptuouness s 











OP£H7~VS ~ IOroI 
WE DELIVER 
GOOD CONVERSATIONALIST 40s look ng 
for dance move and d nnercompan on Pre 
fer NIS NID I .nlOY I f. and want to share n 
w thanotherwondertul woman Augustaarea 
'I!' 4583 (3129) 
If you'll deliver to our readers, 
we'll deliver our readers to you. 
To be Included In thiS special section call Jollne at 775 1234 
~ (I 









101 Bli;t!lalkIe... f'ortIncI).E 
fJ~ Hand Spun New York Style Enter DraWing for Free 6 ft Italian £.~~01 SandWich With Food Purchase • ~ r 
In store or delivery >t.( II 
Orawlng on ]/ ]1 /95 (Portland .ton! only) ~ \ Y Qi 
FREE DELIVERY! 
One of Portland s Largest Selections of Beer & Wine 
Aunti Leoni's Pizza 
773-2751 854-0430 
72 P ne St Portland 543 Main 5t Westbrook ~_......:I:......_,,-, ___ 
,..------------- COUPON • ___________ _ 
I Buy One Large Pizza Get Second l 
: of equal or lesser value for 1/2 price. I 
L • MUST PRESENT COUPON' ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER. EXP 3/16/9S I 
------------------------------~ CAll FOR OTHER DAilY SPECIALS 
March 9 1995 35 
FIT MUSCLED ENERGETIC GWM 6 t 701 
40s BVHz seek ng s mllar a bn taller a b t 
bigger wnh warmth on these cold w nter 
n ghts Downeasl 'I!' 4661 (415) 
I DON'TASKFORMUCH naman Heonlyhas 
to be funny sexy strong smart romant c 
ctlarm ng warm sweet sens tlVe k nd pune 
Iual sincere and of course be Willing to feed 
me Ic. cream '" bed lor the resl of my Ife 
'I!' 4641 (4/5) 
VINCENT VAN GOGH WANTS MUSE 
GW art st 24 look ng for lrendshlp n new 
town Interests nc ude mus c maves and 
nature l ke d aw ng pa nt ng pnnt mak ng 
and sculpture If you Wish to be express ve 
With ernot ons and mind f nd me 
'I!' 4552 (3122) 
WANTED STRAIGHT MEN ONLY 11 you re 
muscu ar a I man n shape and Just can t 
gel enough th s clean d screel GWM can 
prov de you w th on go ng re el Cal 
'I!' 4706 (3/22) 
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Tues, Wed, Tnur 11-9pm 
F'eaturing Friday & Saturday Nite 
Fruit Stuffed Pork Roast with. warm bacon saJad 
Spinacb Fettneini ~sed with dilled salmon erealD sauee 
FreJh Grilled Salmonith a braised leek & tjdef'sJuee 
Lots of bad things can happen to your house, 
car, apartment, condo, boat, mobile home or 
business. But when you',. in my care, I'll see 
that you're protected, and we'll get you smiling 





95 Ocean Street, South Portland 
Nat to Smaha'. Legion Sq. MIa. 
Houn: Mon.·Thur~ 9 ;un·8:30 pm, 






Join Dr. Peter 1. Scardino for a 
fact - filled discussion that 
dispels some of the myths 
surrounding male sexual 
health. 
SATURDAY AT 3:00 PM 
FRml BCR\IA SHAH REMEMBER WHEN 
TO HO\\]\' DOODY 
SATURDAY AT 6:30 PM 
SATURDAY AT 8:00 PM 
Thomas Moore shows 
us how to live fuller, 
deeper lives in the fast 
paced nineties. 
SUNDAY AT 1 :30 PM 
A CONVERSATION WITH 
THOMAS MOORE 
DIANA & THE ROYAL FAMILY 
This program examines 
problems that have 
recently plagued the 
British Royal Family. 
SUNDAY AT 3:00 PM 
